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FROM THE DESK OF THE COURSE DIRECTOR……………  

 

lanning and executing different In-service Course 

is a regular phenomenon while working in the 

Kendriya Vidyalaya Sangathan. Many such courses have 

been successfully organized in ZIET Chandigarh in the 

past, but this In-service Course for PGT (Physics) was 

different in many ways since the day the responsibility 

was entrusted with us.  

It was necessary to organize this course for a vital subject 

like Physics because many changes are being introduced in this subject during 

recent past, taking from the coverage of topics, marks distribution, methodology, 

new techniques of teaching and meeting the expectations of students, parents and 

society in general. 

The topics covered during the Second spell are all related to these areas and 

address the need of the hour. I believe that the participants who have come to the 

venue with lot many expectations would not return unquenched. Their own 

knowledge combined with the newly acquired experience and exposure will bring 

about that difference in manner as well as attitude towards teaching and help them 

in attaining new heights in their professional life. 

The I spell of this In-service Course was to emphasize especially on the knowledge 

segment, whereas the II spell laid more stress on practice and demonstrations of 

teaching methodology. But one thing that remains common in these two spells is 

the sessions on life skills, Computer Aided Teaching Skills and Digital Classrooms 

etc. These are some of the areas where our teachers have lay stress and adopt such 

methodology that suits time as well as demand of the society.  

I am thankful to the team of participants who have spared no effort to make this 

spell if In service Course successful and also the organizing team of the resource 

persons and other faculty of ZIET Chandigarh whose contribution in different 

forms has made this course a learning experience for us all. 

P 



 

Message from Associate Director 

 

he Inservice Course is national level 

programme of KVS. Both spells of the 

course have been planned on the basis 

of needs of the participants and expectations of Kendriya 

Vidyalaya Sangathan. Lectures, discussions, visits, 

excursion have been organised to keep the participants 

engaged mentally and physically.  Time spent on group 

discussions, diverse learning methods, group work, 

individual work & pedagogy not only stimulate the mind 

but also reflect on how these methods can be effectively 

used in the class room to enhance learning. 

 

We have tried to equip the participants with the competence & skills to 

address the forthcoming challenges in the field of education. Participants have 

been encouraged to try out new Teaching - Learning methods and Multi-

Disciplinary studies. Hands-on practice given during the course will ensure the 

enthusiasm of teachers in the class.  

 

I hope that both the spells of Inservice course are useful & our team is 

always available for any clarification on the contents developed during the course. 

The entire material developed during the course is shared with the participant 

teachers on Google drive. 

 

 Let‟s remain motivated & work to the best of our abilities to  keep the KVS 

flag high  

 

   Alka Gupta 

Assistant Commissioner 

 KVS Dehradun Region 
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GROUP INFORMATION 
S.NO. GROUP NAME  GROUP  NAME OF MEMBERS 

1 AMPERE 

 

Mr.Satyavir Singh Tomar,          Mr.S.K.Arora, 

Mr.Viresh Kumar,                       Ms.Nirmala, 

2 ARCHIMEDES 

 

Mr.Pardeep kumar,                   Dr.mamataSharma, 

Mr.S.M.Shariq,                       Mr.O.P. Upadhayay 

3 BERNOULLIS 

 

Mrs.Anjali Jain,                      Mrs.Indu Goswami, 

Mr.Kuldeep Simgh,                 Mrs.Namita 

4 COULOMB 

 

.Mr.Jaswinder Lal,                  Ms.Poonam, 

Mr.Parvinder Singh,              Mrs.Mamta Singh 

5 EINSTEIN 

 

MrKashmir Singh,                   Mr.Amandeep Singh, 

Mr.Tilak Raj,                          Mr.Arvind,  

6 FARADAY 

 

Mr.Alok Chaturvedi,               Mr.Shankar Parsad, 

Mrs.Shikha Bhalla                  ,Mr.A.K.Tyagi 

7 HUYGEN 

 

Mr.Rajeev Kumar,                 Mr.Sanjay Kumar Jha, 

Mrs.Neelam Agarwaal,           Mr.A.K.Chaudhary 

8 KELVIN 

 

Mr.Satish Kumar,                    Mrs.Shalini kumara 

,Mrs Rashmita Medak,             Mr.K.K.Jha 

9 KEPLER 

 

Mr.Ramesh kumar,                Mr.Sanjay kumar, 

Dr,N.K.Pandey,                      Dr.Kumar hemendra 

10  BOSE 

 

Mr,Satish Kumar Verma    Mr.KumarRajesh, 

Mr.K.K.Ojha,                 Mr.Uday Shankar Paul 

                        
     



KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA SANGATHAN, NEW DELHI 
 IN-SERVICE COURSE FOR PGT PHYSICS 2018-19 
  TIME-TABLE FOR THE II SPELL 
 Venue: ZIET CHD 

  
PGT 

 
Subject: PHYSICS 

   
DATE 

9.00 AM TO 9.30 
AM 

90 MINUTES                   
9.30AM TO 11.00AM 

15 
MIN 

90 MINUTES                        
11.30AM TO 1.00PM 

1 
HR 

60 MINUTES                            
2.00PM TO 3.00PM 

60 MINUTES                    
3.00PM TO 

4.00PM 

15 
MIN 

REMAINING   ONE HOUR 
 

23.12.'18 
SUNDAY 

PRAYER & 
INAUGURATION 

ICE BREAKING SESSION 
FOLLOWED BY QUIZ  

T 
EA

 B
R

EA
K

 

GROUP FORMATION & 
WORK DISTRIBUTION 

LU
N

C
H

 B
R

EA
K

 

MR. M. S. MARWAH (ACTIVITIES RELATED TO CLASS 
11TH AND 12TH PHYSICS) 

TE
A

 B
R

EA
K

 

PROF. M.S. MARWAH, RETD PRINCIPAL, 
GURU GOBIND SINGH COLLEGE 

 24.12.18 
MONDAY 

PRAYER/REPORT OF 
DAY-1 

DEMO LESSON 
DR. J S BAGLA, IISER      
(EXPANSION OF THE 
UNIVERSE) 

VISIT TO IISER 
GROUP WORK /PRESENTATION/DEMO 
LESSON 

 

25.12.18 
TUESDAY 

PRAYER/ REPORT OF 
DAY-2 

MS. RAJESHWARI, TRG. 
ASSOCIATE, ZIET 
APPLICATION OF 

MATHEMATICS IN PHYSICS 
(LOGARITHM) 

MRS. AMITA SHARMA, 
RETD. PRINCIPAL KVS  

(COMMUNICATIVE SKILLS) 

GROUP WORK / 
PRESENTATION/DEMO 
LESSON 

ICT 
GROUP WORK /PRESENTATION/DEMO 
LESSON 

 26.12.2018 
WEDNESDAY 

PRAYER/REPORT OF 
DAY-3 

MR. ALOK CHAKRABORTY, 
(NUMERICAL PROBLEMS IN 

MECHANICS) 

SESSION BY RESOURCE 
PERSON 

VISIT TO KV SECTOR 31 FOR SESSION ON 
MODERNIZATION OF LABS 

GROUP WORK /PRESENTATION/DEMO 
LESSON 

 

27.12.18 
THURSDAY 

PRAYER/REPORT OF 
DAY-4 MID TEST  

MS. RAJESHWARI, TRG. 
ASSOCIATE, ZIET 
APPLICATION OF 
MATHEMATICS IN PHYSICS 
(DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS) 

SHRI  SARABJEET SINGH,UNIVERSITY INSTITUTE 
OF ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY                

(CYBER SECURITY ) 

ICT 

 
28.12.18 
FRIDAY 

PRAYER/REPORT OF 
DAY-5 

DR.SUVANKAR 
CHAKRAVERTY , INST, (NANO 
TECHNOLOGY IN PHYSICS) 

DR VIPIN BHATNAGAR, 
PUNJAB UNIVERSITY 

(LEARNING IN THE DIGITAL 
WORLD) 

VISIT TO PUNJAB UNIVERSITY FOR 
CYCLOTRON 

GROUP WORK /PRESENTATION/DEMO 
LESSON 

 29.12.18  
SATURDAY 

PRAYER/REPORT OF 
DAY-6 

MR. ALOK CHAKRABORTY, 
NUMERICAL PROBLEMS ON 

(KIRCHOFF’S LAWS) 

DR. SANDEEP SAHIJPAL, 
PUNJAB UNIVERSITY 
(ASTROPHYSICS) 

MR. CHAND SINGH, (RIGID BODIES & 
ROTATIONAL MOTION) 

GROUP WORK /PRESENTATION/DEMO 
LESSON 

 30.12.18 
SUNDAY 

PRAYER/REPORT OF 
DAY-7 

DEMO LESSONS SESSION BY RESOURCE 
PERSON 

MR. CHAND SINGH, (FRICTION) 
GROUP WORK /PRESENTATION/DEMO 
LESSON 

 
31.12.18 
MONDAY 

PRAYER/REPORT OF 
DAY-8 

POST TEST  
MR. A.K. BISHT, SSA, 

KVS RO CHANDIGARH 
(PERSONAL CLAIMS) 

VISIT TO KV SECTOR 31 FOR SESSION ON 
APPLE TV & USE OF I-PADS 

GROUP WORK /PRESENTATION/DEMO 
LESSON 

 

01.01.19  
TUESDAY 

PRAYER/ REPORT OF 
 DAY-9 

DEMO LESSONS DEMO LESSONS 

MS. RAJESHWARI, TRG. 
ASSOCIATE, ZIET 
APPLICATION OF 

MATHEMATICS IN PHYSICS  
(INTEGRAL CALCULUS) 

MRS. ALKA GUPTA, 
ASSTT. COMM. 
DEHRADUN 
REGION, 
(HOLOGRAMS & 
OPTICAL ILLUSION) 

VALEDICTORY FUNCTION,       
CHIEF GUEST – SH. RANVIR SINGH, 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER, KVS RO 
CHANDIGARH 

 
 



IN-SERVICE COURSE FOR PGT(PHYSICS) (II SPELL)   22-12-18 to 01-01-19 
 

S.No. Name of the teacher 

Sri./Mrs./Ms. 

M/

F 

DESIGNATI

ON 
शिऺक का नाम 
श्री./श्रीमती/सशु्री 

KENDRIYA 

VIDYALAYA 
केन्द्रीय 
विद्याऱय 

REGION सभंाग EMAIL ADDRESS ईमेऱ 

1 SATYAVIR SINGH 

TOMER  

M PGT(PHY) सत्यिीर ससॊह िोमर NTPC DADRI  एन.टी.ऩी.सी. 
िािरी 

AGRA आगरा stomerkv@gmail.com  

kvntpc.dadri@gmail.com  

2 MAMTA SHARMA  F PGT(PHY) ममिा शमाा OEF HAZRATPUR  ओ.ई.एफ़.हजरिऩुर AGRA आगरा Drmamtasharma30@ 
gmail.com  

kvhazratpur01@gmail.com  

3 VIRESH KUMAR  M PGT(PHY) विरेश कुमार AFS,SARSAWA ए.एफ़.एस. 
सरसािा 

AGRA आगरा vireshkum80@gmail.com  

vireshkuma80@gmail.com  

4 PRADEEP KUMAR M PGT(PHY) प्रिीऩ कुमार NO.2 AGRA 

CANTT 
क्र.2 आगरा छािनी AGRA आगरा pra4752@gmail.com 

kv2agracantt@gmail.com  

5 S.M. SHARIQ M PGT(PHY) एस. एम. शाररक NO.3 JHANSI क्र.3 झाॉसी AGRA आगरा syedshariq5467@ 
gmail.com  

jhansikv3@gmail.com  

6 SURENDRA SINGH 

ARORA 

M PGT(PHY) सुरेन्द्र ससॊह अरोरा BAAD MATHURA बाि मथुरा AGRA आगरा ssarorapgt@gmail.com 

kvbaadmathura@gmail.com  

7 ANJLI JAIN F PGT(PHY) अॊजसऱ जैन NO. 1 HINDAN क्र.1 दहॊडन AGRA आगरा mkj.1962@gmail.com  

kv1hindan@gmail.com  

8 INDU GOSWAMI F PGT(PHY) इन्द्ि ुगोस्िामी NO. 1 HINDAN क्र.1 दहॊडन AGRA आगरा anilkumarcpwd@ 
gmail.com  

kv1hindan@gmail.com  

9 NIRMALA F PGT(PHY) तनमाऱा NO.4 

JALANDAHR 
क्र.4 जाऱॊधर CHANDIGARH चॊडीगढ़ neelu.kvs@gmail.com  

neelu.kvs@gmail.com  

10 MAMATA SINGH F PGT(PHY) ममिा ससॊह NO 4, BTI CANTT क्र.4 बदटॊडा छािनी CHANDIGARH चॊडीगढ़ mamta181973@ 
yahoo.com 

kv4bathinda@gmail.com  

11 KULDIP SINGH M PGT(PHY) कुऱिीऩ ससॊह 3-BRD,CHD 3 बी.आर.डी. 
चॊडीगढ़ 

CHANDIGARH चॊडीगढ़ kdip78@rediffmail.com 

kv3brdchd@gmail.com  

12 JASWINDER LAL M PGT(PHY) जसविॊिर ऱाऱ SEC.31 

CHANDIGARH 
से.31 चॊडीगढ़ CHANDIGARH चॊडीगढ़ laljaswinder@gmail.com 

kvsec31@gmail.com  

13  TILAK RAJ  M PGT(PHY) तिऱक राज NANGALBHUR नॊगऱ भूर CHANDIGARH चॊडीगढ़ rajtilk80@gmail.com 

kvnangalbhur@gmail.com  

14 PRAVENDRA SINGH M PGT(PHY) प्रिेन्द्िर ससॊह SEC. 47 

CHANDIGARH 
से.47 चॊडीगढ़ CHANDIGARH चॊडीगढ़ pravendrasingh156@ 

gmail.com  

kvsector472016@gmail.com  

15 KASHMIR SINGH M PGT(PHY) कश्मीर ससॊह SURANUSSI सुरानूसी CHANDIGARH चॊडीगढ़ kashmirsinghk@gmail.com  

kvsura.jal@gmail.com  

16 SHIKHA BHALLA F PGT(PHY)  सशखा भल्ऱा NO.1 HUSAINPUR क्र.1 हुसैनऩुर CHANDIGARH चॊडीगढ़ shikhabhalla17@ 
gmail.com  

kv1husainpur@gmail.com  

17 ARVIND KUMAR M PGT(PHY) अरविॊि कुमार NTPC BADARPUR एन.टी.ऩी.सी. 
बिरऩुर 

DELHI दिल्ऱी akpkbegusarai@gmail.com  

kvbtps@gmail.com  
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18 ALOK CHATURVEDI M PGT(PHY) आऱोक चिुिेिी NO.4 DELHI 

CANTT.  
क्र. 4 दिल्ऱी 
छािनी 

DELHI दिल्ऱी alokchaturvedi27@ 
gmail.com  

kv4dc10@gmail.com  

19 SHANKAR PRASAD M PGT(PHY) शॊकर प्रसाि RK PURAM SEC 8 

(FS) 
आर.के.ऩुरम से.8 

(I ऩाऱी)  
DELHI दिल्ऱी spdayal@rediffmail.com  

kvsec8rkpdelhi@yahoo.com  

20 ANIL KUMAR M PGT(PHY) अतनऱ कुमार AGCR COLONY 

(FS) 
ए.जी.सी.आर. 
कॉऱोनी  
(I ऩाऱी) 

DELHI दिल्ऱी aktyagi79@gmail.com  

kvagcr2@gmail.com  

21 SANJAY KUMAR M PGT(PHY) सॊजय कुमार DWARKA SEC.5   DELHI दिल्ऱी sanjay15chaudhary@ 
gmail.com  

kv2delhicantt@yahoo.com  

22 OM PRAKASH 

UPADHYAY 

M PGT(PHY) ओम प्रकाश 
उऩाध्याय 

GOLE MARKET 

(SS) 
(II ऩाऱी) गोऱ 
माकेट 

DELHI दिल्ऱी oupadhyay41@yahoo.com  

kvgolemarket@gmail.com  

23 SANJAY KUMAR JHA  M PGT(PHY) सॊजय कुमार झा ROHINI SEC -25 ( 

S S ) 
से.25 रोदहणी DELHI दिल्ऱी sanjay.jha701@gmail.com  

kv25rohini@gmail.com  

24 POONAM F PGT(PHY) ऩूनम PUSHP VIHAR 

(SS) 
(II ऩाऱी) ऩुष्ऩ 
विहार 

DELHI दिल्ऱी laplace29@gmail.com 

principalkvpushpvihar@gmail.
com  

25 NEELAM AGGARWAL F PGT(PHY) नीऱम अग्रिाऱ  AFS GURGAON 

(FS) 
ए.एफ़.एस. 
गुड़गाॉि (I ऩाऱी) 

GURUGRAM गुरुग्राम neelam1974hathras@ 
gmail.com  

kvgurgaon14@gmail.com  

26 SATISH KUMAR M PGT(PHY) सिीश कुमार BANGANA (H.P.) बॊगाना GURUGRAM गुरुग्राम satishdhiman1983@ 
rediffmail.com 

kvbanganahp@gmail.com  

27 SHALINI KUMARI F PGT(PHY) शासऱनी कुमारी HAMIRPUR हमीरऩुर GURUGRAM गुरुग्राम shalinidhiman09@ 
gmail.com  

pplkvhamirpur@gmail.com  

28 RAJEEV KUMAR M PGT(PHY) राजीि कुमार NHPC SAINJ, 

KULLU 
सैज, कुल्ऱू GURUGRAM गुरुग्राम kumarrajeev1983@ 

gmail.com  

kumarrajeev1983@gmail.com  

29 K.K. JHA M PGT(PHY) के. के. झा NO.2 AMBALA क्र.2 अॊबाऱा GURUGRAM गुरुग्राम kkjha4162@gmail.com 

kv2amb@gmail.com  

30 RASHMITA  MEDAK F PGT(PHY) रश्श्मिा मेडक  NO.1, AMBALA 

CANTT. 
क्र.1 अॊबाऱा 
छािनी 

GURUGRAM गुरुग्राम rashmita.medak148@ 
gmail.com  

kv1ambala @gmail.com 

31 RAMESH KUMAR M PGT(PHY) रमेश कुमार HISAR CANTT दहसार छािनी GURUGRAM गुरुग्राम rksphy81@gmail.com  

principal@kvhisarcantt.org  

32 NAMITA F PGT(PHY) नसमिा NO.2 BAILEY 

ROAD (SS) 
क्र.2 बेऱीरोड  (II 

ऩाऱी) 
PATNA ऩटना namita0111@yahoo.com  

kvbaileyroad@rediffmail.com  

33 NARENDRA KUMAR 

PANDEY 

M PGT(PHY) नरेंर कुमार ऩाण्डये KANKARBAGH 

PATNA (SS) 
कॊ कडबाग (II ऩाऱी) PATNA ऩटना narendrakpandey2008@ 

gmail.com  

kvk1dotpatna@yahoo.co.in  

34 KUMAR HEMENDRA  M PGT(PHY) कुमार हेमेन्द्र DANAPUR 

CANTT (SS) 
िानाऩुर छािनी   
(II ऩाऱी) 

PATNA ऩटना  kmr.hemendra@gmail. 
com 

Kv_dr@rediffmail.com  
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REPORT OF THE DAY ONE (DATE: - 23/12/2018) 

The day started with prayer which was collectively done by all the participants of In- service course, 

followed by  a warm welcome  by Mrs Renuka, Training Associate, to all the participants. In continuation, 

Ms Rajeshwari, Training Associate, briefed the participants about the Aims and Objectives of the in service 

course. Then, summary of  the completed work in the first spell of In- service course and targets fixed for 

the second spell were   discussed by our respected resource person Mr. Arun. After that, our Course Director 

and D.C. ZIET Chandigarh, Mrs Piya Thakur, addressed  all the participants and described the goal of the 

In-service course. She guided us that the tasks to be completed in the second spell of In-service course must 

be in continuation  to the work completed in first spell and in this spell we all must try to overcome our 

weak areas in the topics of subject Physics by having open discussions, demo lessons, solving numerical, 

etc. After tea break(11:15 am), group formation and group work was assigned by our recourse persons. The 

work assigned was to prepare class test of 40 marks for class 11( topicwise ). Then, there was a lunch 

break(1:00-2:00 pm). After lunch break, Mr. M.S. Marwaha demonstrated hands on activities related to 

inertia, oscillations resonance condition in oscillation, free fall, centre of mass, rolling friction, sliding 

friction, rainbow formation, eddy currents, TIR, interference, diffraction, polarization.We all enjoyed this 

demonstration session and many concepts were made clear by Mr. M.S. Marwaha. This is all about the 

activities of the day 1.  

                 

                   
NAME OF THE GROUP MEMBERS- 

 1.Mr. Satyavir Singh Tomer          2. Mr. Surendra Singh Arora 
 3. Mr.  Viresh Kumar                      4. Ms. Nirmala    
   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

REPORT OF THE DAY TWO (DATE: - 2412/2018) 

 
We started our lovely day with tea  followed by breakfast. 

After breakfast be assembled for work with full of energy at 9:00 a.m. in lecture hall we started our routine 

with Isha Vandana  which was very nicely conducted by members of group first.After Isha Vandana a brief 

introduction about Day schedule was given by Shri Arun Kumar and we started our group work which was 

ended at tea break after think we had a very knowledgeable interaction with Dr. J S Bagla from IISER we 

came to know about expanding universe there in and many other enormous secret of universe. It was very 

interesting.This session was ended at lunch time.In post lunch session we were taken to visit IISER Mohali 

by Shri Arun Kumar and Shri Anupam S Prakash along with Mrs Alka Gupta Associate Course Director In- 

Service Course for PGT Physics.This trip was full of knowledge exchanging activities. An exciting lecture 

was given by Dr prasad using a short documentary. We were able to know about IISER as good as working, 

then we were taken to different laboratories. There we saw how LASER is used for cooling the molecules to 

a level of nano Kelvin Temperature at one Pico bar pressure and many more delicate and sensitive 

instruments too.  

We came back from there at about 5 p.m. and day was ended with inspiration for next day work. 

 

                        

         
 

                         
     
NAME OF THE GROUP MEMBERS- 

 1.Dr.Mamta Sharma                      2. Mr Pradeep Kumar 
 3.Mr.  M.M.Shariq                          4. Mr. O.P.Upadhyay 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

REPORT OF THE DAY THREE (DATE: - 25/12/2018) 

 
Third  day of KVS PGT physics inservice course started with morning assembly. The morning prayer was 

conducted by members of group 2. The group was led by Mrs Mamta Sharma, thought of the day thought 

of the day was presented by Mr Sharif followed by special item which was in the  form of  a motivational 

poem. This poem was presented by Mr. O.P.Upadhyay .The report of the day 2 was presented by Mr 

Pradeep in which he highlighted all the proceeding of day 2  in a systematic manner. After morning 

assembly all participants were gathered in lecture hall for the breaking session. This was taken by our 

resource person Mr Arun Kumar and Mr Anupam Prakash .In this session state discuss the work of 

previous day and assign the activities for upcoming day among the participants. The course director 

madam Priya Thakur address the participate and  emphasis on the various problems faced by students 

learning of Physics .She asked the participants to conduct a special session overcome the problems of 

students in tackling the numerical problems .Assistant course director madam has also give her opinion to 

enhance the numerical solving ability of the students. After tea break participants has attended a very 

interactive session on communication taken by Ex- principal from KV 47 Mrs Amita Sharma .She gave  very 

simple but effective tips to improve the communication of teachers as well as students. In post lunch 

session when to computer lab computer science in which they prepare detailed of all the lessons of class 

11 and 12 we spent a very fruitful day. 

 

                        
    

                         
   
NAME OF THE GROUP MEMBERS- 

 1.Mrs. Anjli Jain  2. Mrs.Indu jain  
 3.Mrs. Namita             4. Mr. Kuldip Singh  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

REPORT OF THE DAY FOUR (DATE: - 26/12/2018) 
The day started with a very pleasant and chilly morning. After breakfast, the morning assembly was organized by group 3 in 
which all the group members played their role in a effective manner. After this, Mrs.Rajeshwari, the training associate 
(maths)ZIET, chandigarh delivered a lecture on Logarithm in  a very effective way. All the participants cleared their doubts 
pertaining to logarithm and anti- logarithm. In continuation to this session, Mr. Alok chaturvedi sir conducted a lecture on 
numerical solving on pulleys and friction in very elaborative and simple way. All the participants really enjoyed the way sir 
taught. After tea break our worthy associate course director, Mrs. Alka Gupta mam assigned a new group task regarding 
organisation of subject committee meeting and to submit report of it. 
Post lunch session, all the participants visited K  V Sector-31, Chandigarh where participants enriched their knowledge by 
understanding the working of new physics equipments such as ripple tank, linear air track, magnetisation and demagnetisation, 
transformer kit, laser ray kit, projectile launcher, diode laser kit, field lines and equipotential surfaces,ring launcher and timing 
bell etc. with the  help of Mr. Mandeep and Mr. Suraj Rana, representatives from ENDOSAW company. After this wonderful 
session all the participants enjoyed evening tea at the same venue followed by dispersal to the ZIET. 

   
 

    
 

NAME OF THE GROUP MEMBERS- 

1. Jaswinder Lal      2. Pravendra singh 
3. Poonam               4. Mamata Singh 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

REPORT OF THE DAY FIVE (DATE: - 27/12/2018) 
The day started with the morning assembly by Group 4 members. After morning assembly Ms. Rajeswari our training associate 
enlightened us with her knowledge and experience .she recapitulated her previous days topic logarithms in a very fruitful way 
then she delivered a lively and interactive session on calculus.After morning tea break 1 hour mid test was conducted After mid 
test Mr Alok Chaturvedi has beautifully explained how to solve numericals on current 
electricity especially kirchoffs laws in an interactive session.In a post lunch session a great lecture by professor Sarabjeet Singh 
UIET PU Chandigarhdelivered very easy lecture on cyber security and its components vulnerabilities, attacks andhow to prevent 
and control the threats.After evening tea break a subject committee meeting was conveyed by different group Leadersand 
minutes for shared by each group followed by suggestions to conduct subject committee 
meeting by our director in a very effective way 

 

        
 

          
 
 
 
 
 
 
NAME OF THE GROUP MEMBERS- 

1 Mr. Aamandeep Singh   2. Mr.Kashmir Singh  
3.Mr.Tilak Raj,    4. Mr. Arvind Kumar 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



REPORT OF THE DAY SIX (DATE: - 28/12/2018) 
The day was started with morning tea followed by Chola batura in Breakfast.  
After Breakfast we assembled in lecture hall.  The programme was started with very nice morning assembly 
organised by members of group number 5.  It was followed by very interesting and knowledgeable session with Dr 
Subhankar Chakraborty associate professor of INST Mohali. He delivered a lecture on nanotechnology.  After this 
session all were assembled for a group photo and then dispersed for tea break.  
After tea break we went to Punjab University there we got an opportunity to see cyclotron of its own kind with semi 
circular single Dee magnet instead of two Dees.  It was a wonderful experience for one and all Sh. Shashank Singh at 
Punjab University explained about cyclotron. It was very nice session. We returned back to ziet at about 1. 40 and 
then assembled for lunch. In post lunch session we had a highly interactive session with Dr Vipin Bhatnagar professor 
of Physics from Punjab University. He highlighted the topic learning in the digital world along with different types of 
learning very effectively . He explained how digital learning can be achieved very easily and how much beneficial it is 
for us like National Knowledge Network and NKN, free software for educational e-Learning etc. The last session was 
scheduled for demo lessons. very impressively four groups presented the lessons on various topics allotted to them, 
as friction by Sri Satveer Singh Tomar, vectors by Viresh Kumar, force by Dr Mamta Sharma and Mr Pradeep Kumar 
and lenses by Mr S M Sharique and Sri OP Upadhay. It was a very educative and informative day which was enjoyed 
by one and all.  

                                   

 

  

NAME OF THE GROUP MEMBERS.   

1-Alok Kumar Chaturvedi  

2-Anil Kumar (Tyagi)  

3-Shikha Bhalla  

4-Shankar Prasad 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



REPORT OF THE DAY SEVEN (DATE: - 29/12/2018) 
After breakfast we assembled in lecture hall, the programme was started with very well organised morning assembly conducted 
by the members of group 6. It was followed by the speech delivered by our learned resource person Mr Arun Kumar. He 
suggested us, How can we adjust ourselves other than teaching work and he also advised to work as per the demand of present 
scenario.After this there was very interactive and interesting session of demo lessons presented by different participants on the 
topics allotted to them in very impressive way as spherical mirrors by Mrs Anjali Jain and Mrs Indu Goswami, circular motion by 
Mrs Poonam, distance and displacement by Mr Parvinder Singh and Mrs Mamta Singh, heat and thermal expansion by Mr Tilak 
Raj, system of particles and rotational motion by Mr Shankar Prasad, gravitation by Mr Arvind Kumar. Circular motion, spiral 
motion and helical motion were very beautifully demonstrated by using simple aids by Mr Alok Chaturvedi. Later on this session 
was summarised by Mr Arun Kumar, the resource person 
After tea break, it was a very educative and  informative lecture on the origin and evolution of the universe by Professor 
Sandeep Sehajpal Department of Physics, Punjab University. The way he explained the origin and evolution  
of the universe was wonderful and it was appreciated by one and all. It was surprising also to know the size of the earth as 
compared to the universe and existence also. After this knowledgeable and interactive session  
we disperse for lunch. After lunch, it was the turn of Mr Chand Singh to explain the problems and concepts related to centre of 
mass of bodies having uniform and non-uniform mass distribution. He has also promised to take one more session to interact on 
rolling motion.After tea break, there was Investor Awareness Programme from association of mutual fund of India by their 
corporate trainer Rajveer Singh and his associate. He quenced all the queries related to different types of investments such as 
Mutual Funds, PPF and LIC etc.In this way, the day was ended with utmost satisfaction and instructions given by our Associate 
Course Director Mrs Alka Gupta, Assistant Commissioner, R O Dehradun for the coming day 

 
 

 NAME OF THE GROUP MEMBERS- 

1.Mr. S K Jha                               2Mr..A K Chaudhary  
3Mr .Rajeev Kumar                    4Mrs.Neelam Agrawal 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



REPORT OF THE DAY EIGHT  (DATE: - 30/12/2018) 
The day started with morning assembly by group 7 .After morning assembly demo session was started and different participants 
presented or demonstrate  their lesson plan very beautifully and in very interactive way with the help of different activities that 
is Mr Kuldeep Singh and Mrs Namitha on Bernoulli's theorem Mr Surendra Aroroa on friction , Ms Nirmala on product of vectors 
,Mr Amandeep Singh on specific heat capacity, Mr Kashmir Singh on Gravity Mr Anil Kumar Tyagi and Mrs Shikha Bhall on 
oscillation,Mr Rajeev Kumar on surface tension ,Mr Jaswinder Lal on motion on level Circular Road Mrs Neelam Agarwal and SK 
Jha on elasticityMr.Kumar Rajesh and Mr.S.K.Verma  on motion on vertical circleMr.Anil Kumar Chaudhary on misconcetion of 
physicsIn post lunch session Mr Chand Singh delivered a very effective and interactive lecture on rolling motion,He beautifully 
explained about rolling motion angular momentum and role of friction in rolling motion After small tea break we were 
reassemble in the lecture where Mr Arun Kumar and Kuldeep Singh told us about the entire work that has been completed in 
this inservice course after that Mrs Alka Gupta course director appreciated the entire work and also explain the procedure to get 
various teaching awards then Mr SP Singh training associate biology Ziet Chandigarh delivered a lecture on how the teaching 
should be effective.Finally the day was ended with smile and full satisfaction in fruitful manner 

 

             
      

                 
 
       
NAME OF THE GROUP MEMBERS- 

1.Mr. Satish  Kumar                            2 Mr. K .K. Jha  
3 Mrs .Sahilni Dhiman                     4 Mrs. Rashmita medhak 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



REPORT OF THE DAY NINE (DATE: - 31/12/2018) 
The day was started with morning tea followed by delicious  puri sabji and bread in break fast. 
After breakfast we assembled in lecture hall .The programme was started with nice morning assembly organized by 
the members of group -8 by giving a very useful and motivating information about all Indian women who are first in 
their specialized field/carrier. 
  Morning assembly was followed by post test related with our in-service course to test for what we have learnt in 
our training programme  . After the post test a very interesting story  of a young man Who awareded PHD in Logic 
From Harward university told by our associate course director Mrs Alka Gupta Mam  . After that a very interested 
and knowledgable session presented by Rajeshwari mam related to differentiation , fundamental theorem of  
integration ,and fundamental trigonometry and their application in Physics. After that we all enjoy a short tea break . 
After tea break the session was started by Ashok Kumar Bist UDC,RO Chandigarh Region .He provided a lot of  useful 
information regarding TA /DA claim , basics of composite transfer grant , how to avail joining period and how to 
claim for LTC in a proper manner and explained  individual doubts of  many participants with logic  by referring the 
concerned  article. 
In post lunch session  we attended a training session  at Kendriya Vidyalaya sec-31 D Chandigarh.  In the training 
session  the technical person from AGMATEL India Private Limited  Mr Punit Kumar and Mr Vikas Jha explained the 
very basic functions of apple I Pad very useful in our vidyalaya in a very lucid and interesting way. After that we came 
back at ZIET Chandigarh and celebrated  new year party with our resource person and training associate . 

               
 
 
NAME OF THE GROUP MEMBERS- 

 
1 Dr  Narendra Kumar Pandey 

2-Dr  kumar Hemendra - 

3  SanjayKumar 

4 Ramesh Kumar  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



REPORT OF THE DAY TEN  (DATE: - 01/01/2019) 

After breakfast we assembled in the lecture hall, the program was started with very well organised 
morning assembly by members of group 9 th . As special item Mr. Ramesh presented a patriotic song, 
‘Dil diya hai jan Vi Denge” with his melodious voice. 
After morning assembly Training associate Mr. Arun Kumar discussed in brief the development of 
K V Sangathan with time, imbibing the new technologies ideas and techniques in teaching 
learning process. After this demo lessons with PPT are presented by Mr. Satish and Mrs Shalini on 
thermodynamics and conducting online quiz competition at a particular topic using the application website 
KAHOOT. Mr. K.K.Jha and Mrs Rashmita Medak on kinetic theory of gases, then on optical 
instruments by Mr.Sanjay kumar and Ramesh Kumar, on Motion in a straight line by Narendra 
Kumar Pandey And Dr. Kumar Hemendra on Vertical Circular Motion by Mr.Satish Kumar Verma 
and Mr.Kumar Rajesh and finally a very nice and effective presentation on Transfer of Heat by 
Mr. Uday Shankar Paul and Mr. K.K.Ojha. Many activities on different topics were also performed 
during the demo lessons in which all the participants took part actively. After tea break all the participants 
assembled at the lecture hall for new year celebration. The occasion is graced by Mrs. Alka Gupta Mam by 
cutting of cake and giving best wishes to all of us for new year 2019. We all enjoyed Cakes and sweets in 
this celebration. After this celebration an activity on Hologram and Optical Illusion was shown and 
explained in a 
very effective manner by our Associate Course Director Alka Gupta Madam. Participants cleared 
their doubts in this interactive session. In the post lunch session a Valedictory programme was arranged by 
us in which Mr. RanveerSingh, Deputy Commissioner Chandigarh Region was the chief guest. In the 
programme Mr.Ramesh once again mesmerised us with his melodious voice, oration of self –written poem 
by Mr. 
Kuldeep, song by Mrs Rashmita .Mr. Arun Kumar and Ms Rajeswari expressed their views about the hole-
hearted participation withdedication in this course by all of us.After that Certificates for attending the 
Inservice Course in two spells were given by Mr. RanveerSingh, Deputy Commissioner Chandigarh Region 
to the Participants. He also reminded us theimportance of this In-Service Course and successful 
implementation of it for the betterment of thestudents and finally vote of thanks was given by Mr. S. K. 
Jha. 

       
 

 
          
NAME OF THE GROUP MEMBERS- 

1 Mr. Uday Shankar Paul                      2  Mr.Kumar Rajesh - 
 
                                                        
3 Mr. K.K.Ojha                                       4 Mr. Satish Kumar Verma  
 
        
 



      CLASS XI  

UNIT 1 

CHAPTER PHYSICAL WORLD AND MEASURMENT  

 

PERIODS CONTENT TO BE COVERD AS PER CBSE SYLLABUS 

1.  Physics scope and excitement. Nature of physical law. 

2.  Physics technology and society. 

3.  Unit of measurement, systems of units, 

4.  System of units, SI units 

5.  SI units, fundamental and derived units. 

6.  Length, mass and time measurement.  

7.  Accuracy and precession of measuring instrument, 

8.  Errors in measurement, significant figures.  

9.  Dimensions of physical quantities 

10.  Dimension analysis & its applications. 

 

UNIT 2  

CHAPTER KINEMETICS  

 

MOTION IN A STRAIGHT LINE AND MOTION IN A PLANE 

PERIODS CONTENT TO BE COVERD AS PER CBSE SYLLABUS 

1.  Frame of reference, motion in a straight line, position time graph , speed and velocity 

elementary  

2.  Concepts of differentiation. Questions on differentiations. 

3.  Integration for describing motion. Questions on integrations 

4.  Uniform and uniform motion, average speed, uniformly accelerated motion. 

5.  Velocity time graph, relation for uniformly accelerated motion graphically method. 

6.  Scalar and vector quantities position and displacement vector notation. 

7.  Types of vector and properties of vectors 

8.  Multiplication of vector by real number, addition of vector. 

9.  Subtraction of vector, vector addition by analytical method. Relative velocity and 

numerical. 

10.  Resolution of vector in a plane and rectangular component and some numerical. 

11.  Scalar product and its properties and some numerical.  

12.  Vector product and its properties and some numerical. 

13.  Motion in a plane, case of uniform velocity and uniform acceleration- projectile motion 

14.  Path of projectile, time of flight, maximum height and horizontal range  

15.  Uniform circular motion  

16.  Numerical on uniform circular motion and projectile motion. 

 

 

 



 

Unit - III 

Chapter - Laws of Motion 

 

Class Contents to be covered as per syllabus Remark 

1st Period Laws of Motion 

Intuitive concept of force, Inertia, Newton's first law of 

motion; 

Followed by 

numericals and 

activities 

2nd Period momentum and Newton's  

second law of motion; impulse; Newton's third law of 

motion. 

     

Followed by 

numericals and 

activities 

 

3rd Period Law of conservation of linear momentum and its 

applications. 

Followed by 

numericals and 

activities 

4th Period Equilibrium of concurrent forces, Static and kinetic 

friction, laws of friction, rolling friction, lubrication. 

Followed by 

numericals and 

activities 

5th Period Dynamics of uniform circular motion: Centripetal force, 

examples of circular motion (vehicle on a level circular 

road, vehicle on a banked road). 

Followed by 

numericals and 

activities 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Unit IV -work Energy and power 

 
  

Period Content to be covered Remark 

   

1st period  Topics followed 

 Work done by a constant force and a by numericals and 

 

variable force 

activities 

  

   

2nd period kinetic energy, work-energy theorem, Topics followed 

  by numericals and 

  activities 

   

3rd. Period power.Notion of potential energy, Topics followed 

 potential energy of a spring, by numericals and 

  activities 

   

4th period Conservative force onservation of Topics followed 

 mechanical energy (kinetic and by numericals and 

 

potential energies) 

activities 

  

   

5th period non-conservative forces: motion in a Topics followed 

 vertical circle by numericals and 

  activities 

   

6th period elastic collisions in one and two Topics followed 

 dimensions by numericals and 

  activities 

   

7th period inelastic collisions in one and two Topics followed 

  dimensions by numericals and 

  activities 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Unit ……V 

Chapter ……ROTATIONAL MOTION 

 

Period Content to be covered as per syllabus  Remarks  

1
st
 Period CONCEPT OF CENTRE OF MASS OF A BODY , 

DETERMINATION OF COORDINATES OF CENTRE OF 

MASS OF N PARTICLE SYSYTEM 

 

2
nd

 Period  LOCATION OF CM OF N PARTICLE SYSTEM BY SOLVING 

THE NUMERICALS 

 

3
rd

  Period  CONCEPT OF CONSERVATION OF MOMENTUM AND 

CENTRE OF MASS MOTION 

 

4
th

 Period  CONCEPT OF MOMENT OF FORCE AND TORQUE 

,CONCEPT OF ANGULAR MOMENTUM AND ITS 

DERIVATION 

 

5
th

  Period LAW OF CONSERVATION OF ANGULAR MOMENTUM 

AND ITS APPLICATION IN OUR DAILY LIFE 

 

6
th

  Period  EQUATIONS OF ROTATIONAL MOTION AND ANALOGY 

BETWEEN TRANSLATIONAL AND ROTATIONAL 

MOTION 

 

7
rd

  Period  CONCEPT OF MOMENT OF INERTIA AND ITS PHYSICAL 

SIGNIFICANCE IN ROTATIONAL MOTION, RADIUS OF 

GYRATION 

 

8
th

 Period  VALUES OF MOMENT OF INERTIA FOR SIMPLE 

GEMETRICAL OBJECTS. 

 

9
th

  Period STATEMENTS  OF PARALLEL AND PERPENDICULAR 

AXES THEOREMS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS 

 

10 Period  HOTS AND NUMERICALS BASED ON ALL THE TOPICS 

OF THE CHAPTER. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Unit VI : Gravitation 

 

Chapter 8 : Gravitation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Unit VII : Bulk Properties of matter  
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Period Content to be covered as per syllabus  Remarks  

1
st
 Period Universal law of gravitation and Numerical  

2
nd

 Period  Acceleration due to gravity and its variation with altitude and 

depth, and Numerical 

 

3
rd

  Period  Gravitational potential energy and gravitational potential  

4
th

 Period  escape velocity,  orbital velocity of a satellite  

5
th

  Period Geo-stationary satellites, Kepler's laws of planetary motion.  

Period  Content to be covered Remarks  
st
 

period 

Elasticity, theory of elasticity,elasticbehaviour, Stress-strain 

relationship, Hooke's law,  

 

2
nd

 Young's modulus, bulk modulus, shear modulus of rigidity, Poisson's 

ratio; elastic energy. 

 

3
rd

 Slip test  

4
th

 Pressure due to a fluid column; Pascal's law   

5
th

 Applications (hydraulic lift and hydraulic brakes). Effect of gravity 

on fluid pressure. 

 

6
th

 Viscosity, Stokes' law, terminal velocity,  

7
th

 Streamline and turbulent flow, critical velocity.Bernoulli's theorem 

and its applications. 

 

8
th

 Surface energy and surface tension, angle of contact,  

9
th

 Excess of pressure across a curved surface,   

10
th

 Application of surface tension ideas to drops, bubbles.  

11
th

 Capillarity and capillary rise.  

12
th

 Slip test  

13
th

 Heat, temperature, thermal expansion; thermal expansion of solids  

14
th

 Thermal expansion of liquids and gases, anomalous expansion of 

water; specific heat capacity; 

 

15
th

 Cp, Cv - calorimetry; change of state - latent heat capacity.  

16
th

 Heat transfer-conduction, convection and radiation, thermal 

conductivity 

 

17
th

 Qualitative ideas of Blackbody radiation  

18
th

 Wein's displacement Law, Stefan's law, Green house effect.  

19
th

 Slip test   

20
th

 Cumulative test  



  

                                                           ChapterVIII - Thermodynamics    

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Period  Content to be covered as per syllabus Remark 

1
st 

Period (i)Definition of thermodynamics 

(ii) concept of thermodynamic variables 

(iii) thermal equilibrium 

(iv) definition of temperature,(zeroth law of thermodynamics) 

 

 

 

2
nd

Period (i)concept of Heat, work and internal energy, 

(ii) first law of thermodynamics, 

(iii) limitations of first law of thermodynamics 

 

 

 

3
rd

Period (i)derivation of  Cp– Cv=R 

 (ii) different types of thermodynamics process. 

(iii) equation of states of different processes 

(vi)P-V diagrams 

 

 

 

4
th

Period (i) Derivation of workdone in isothermal, 

isochoric,isobaric and adiabatic processes 

 

5
th

Period (i) Second law of thermodynamics, 

(ii) Reversible and irreversible processes, 

 

 

6
th

Period (i) Introduction of heat engines 

(ii) Carnot‟s engine and cycle 

(iii) Derivation of efficiency 

 

7
th

Period (i) Heat pump or refrigerator 

(ii) Coefficient of performance. 

 

8
th 

Period 

Ncertnumericals  

9
th 

Period 

Discussion of conceptual questions  

10
th 

Period 

Discussion of doubts   

11
th 

Period 

Slip test  

12
th 

Period 

Discussion of slip test  



 

 

CHAPTER IX :WAVE MOTION AND RAY OPTICS 

 

PERIOD WISE DISTRIBUTION OF TOPICS 

Class XII (Physics) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PERIOD  TOPIC TO BE TAUGHT  

1 Introduction of wave motion and types of wave motion  

2 Speed of wave motion ,superposition principal  

3 Reflection of waves , and concept of standing waves  

4 Fundamental modes and different modes of vibration in organ pipe  

5 Beats 

6 Doppler effect with numerical  

7 Reflection of ligjht at  spherical mirrors and mirror formula  

8 TIR and its examples with numerical  

9 Reflection at spherical surfaces and lens makers formula  

10  Combination of lens and power of lenses  

11 Dispersion of light , scattering of light ,red and blue colour of sky  

12 Microscope  compound and simple  with diagram  

13 Telescope –neat diagram magnification power and resolving power  

14 Slip test of 15 marks  



 

Unit – I  ELECTROSTATICS,  

                

PERIOD CONTENTS TO BE COVERED AS PER 

SYLLABUS 

REMARK 

1st Period ELECTRIC CHARGES AND FIELDS 

Electric Charges; Conservation,quantisation, 

invariance, superposition  of charge,  

Topics Followed by 

Numericals and Activities 

 2nd Period Coulomb's law-force between two point 

charges, forces between multiple charges;  

Topics Followed by 

Numericals and Activities 

 3rd Period superposition principle and continuous charge 

distribution. Electric field, electric field due to a 

point charge,  

Topics Followed by 

Numericals and Activities 

4th  Period electric field lines, electric dipole , electric field 

due to a dipole, and its field lines 

 

Topics Followed by 

Numericals and Activities 

 5th Period torque on a dipole in uniform electric field.   

electric flux, statement of Gauss's theorem its 

Gauss's theorem in numericals. 

Topics Followed by 

Numericals and Activities 

 6th Period Applications of Gauss's theorem to find field 

due to infinitely long straight wire). uniformly 

charged infinite plane sheet  

Topics Followed by 

Numericals and Activities 

 7th Period Applications  of Gauss's theorem to find field 

due to uniformly charged thin spherical  

shell (field inside and outside the shell)  

 Topics Followed by 

Numericals and Activities 

 8th Period Class test of 20 marks .................................. 

9th  Period ELECTROSTATIC POTENTIAL & 

CAPACITTANCE 

Electric potential, potential difference, electric 

potential due to a point charge ,   a dipole and 

system of charges;  

Topics Followed by 

Numericals and Activities 

10th  

Period 

Equipotential surfaces,.  electrical potential 

energy of a system of two point  

charges and of electric dipole in an electrostatic 

field.  

Topics Followed by 

Numericals and Activities 

 11th 

Period 

Conductors and insulators, free charges and 

bound charges inside a conductor.  

Topics Followed by 

Numericals and Activities 

12th Period Dielectrics electric polarisation, capacitors and 

capacitance,  

Topics Followed by 

Numericals and Activities 



13th Period combination of capacitors in series and in  

parallel  

Topics Followed by 

Numericals and Activities 

141th 

Period 

capacitance of a parallel plate capacitor with 

and without dielectric medium between  

the plates, energy stored in a capacitor 

Topics Followed by 

Numericals and Activities 

15th Period Doubts  clearing and revision of unit  ............................................... 

16th Period Class test of 25 marks on whole unit ................................................ 

 

UNIT-II 

CHAPTER-3(CURRENT ELECTRICITY) 

 

PERIODS CONTENT TO BE COVERED AS PER CBSE SYLLABUS Total 

periods-

15 

1 Electric current,flow of electric charges in a metallic conductor,drift 

velocity 

 

2 Mobility and their relation with electric current,NCERT numericals 

based on the topics taught. 

 

3 Ohm‟s law,electrical resistance, V-I characteristics (linear and non-

linear ) 

 

4 Electrical energy and electrical power, electrical resistivity and 

conductivity 

 

5 Carbon resistors,colour code for carbon resistors,Demonstration 

experiment carbon resistors and multimeter,reading the colour coding. 

 

6 Series and parallel combination of resistors,temperature dependence of 

resistance.Activity showing series and parallel combination of resistors 

and then measuring the value using multimeter. 

 

7 Internal resistance of a cell, potential difference and emf of a cell,cells 

in series and in parallel. 

 

8 NCERT numericals based on the topics taught in previous period 3 -7.  

9 Kirchoff‟s Laws and simple applications.  

10 NCERT numericals based on Kirchoff‟s laws.  

11 Wheatstone bridge and meter bridge.  

12 Solving NCERT numerical.  

13 Potentiometer and its principle , construction and its working.  

14 Applications of potentiometer-E1/E2,finding internal resistance of a cell.  

15 Numericals based on potentiometer.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Unit :III Magnetic Effects of Current and Magnetism 

Chapter– 4: Moving Charges and Magnetism  

 

Period Content to be covered as per syllabus  Remarks  

1
st
 Period Concept of magnetic field, Oersted's experiment.  

Biot - Savart law  

 

 

2
nd

 Period  BiotSavart‟s Law application to current carrying circular loop with 

different cases and Numerical Questions . 

 

3
rd

  Period  Ampere's law and its applications to infinitely long straight wire. 

Straight solenoids  

 

 

4
th

 Period  Toroidal solenoids (only qualitative treatment), force on a moving 

charge in uniform magnetic and electric fields,  

 

 

5
th

  Period Path of a charge particle moving in uniform magnetic field and 

short reasoning questions on the topic 

 

6
th

  Period  Cyclotron 

 

 

7
rd

  Period  Numerical questions on cyclotron and Force on a current-carrying 

conductor in a uniform magnetic field, 

 

8
th

 Period  force between two parallel and antiparallel current-carrying 

conductors-definition of ampere along with numerical problems 

 

9
th

  Period torque experienced by a current loop in uniform magnetic field; and 

introduction of moving coil galvanometer- 

 

10 Period  Moving coil galvanometer -its current sensitivity and voltage 

sensitivity  

 

11
th

 Period conversionof galvanometer into ammeter and voltmeter and 

numerical questions on conversion. 

 

12
th

 Period  A Class test on the chapter of MM:20 time :35 Min 1M-two ques 

2 M –two ques 

3 M- three ques 

5M-  one que 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Unit :  IV 

EM INDUCTION AND AC 

Period Topic                                Concept Discussed  

1 E.M.I Introduction of E.M.I  & magnetic flux 

2 E.M.I Faraday's Expts  &  Laws of Electromagnretic Induction 

3 E.M.I Lenz's Law & Motional E.M.F 

4 E.M.I Motional E.M.F from Lorentz Force & Energy conservatoin 

5 E.M.I Methods of generating induced E.M.F & Eddy Currents 

6 E.M.I Self Induction   (concept & derivation ) 

7 E.M.I Mutual Induction (concept &derivation ) 

8 E.M.I Grouping of Inductance & N.C.E.R.T Numericals 

9 A.C Introduction of A.C & its Peak , R.M.S & Mean Value 

10 A.C Phasors & Phasor  Diagram  

11 A.C A.C circuit containg R,L,C series LR, RC,LC , 

12 A.C Series L.C.R circuit ,Resonance & Quality Factor 

13 A.C Power in an A.C circuit ,power factor wattless current 

14 A.C Energy & Average Power associated with R,L&C 

15 A.C Transformer &its uses 

16 A.C A.C Generator 

17 A.C Advantages & Disadvantages of A.C over D.C,N.C.R.T numericals 

 

Unit – V (Electromagnetic Waves) 

Chapter - 8 (Electromagnetic Waves) 

Period Content to be covered as per syllabus  Remarks  

1
st
 Period Basic idea of displacement current  

2
nd

 Period  Electromagnetic waves and its characteristics, Numerical  

3
rd

  Period  Transverse nature of electromagnetic waves, conceptual 

questions 

 

4
th

 Period  Electromagnetic spectrum ( radio waves, microwaves, infrared, 

visible, ultraviolet, X-rays, gamma rays) including elementary 

facts about their uses 

 

 

 

 

Unit -VI (optics)  

Chapter -9 (Ray optics and optical instruments) and 10 (wave optics) 

Period Content to be covered as per syllabus  Remarks  

1
st
 Period Reflection of light, laws of reflection of light, sign convention used 

for convex and concave mirror. Derivation of mirror formula 

Activity 

(i) on plane 

mirror 

(ii) reflection 

by light  



2
nd

 Period  Refraction of light, laws, total internal reflection and its 

applications, optical fiber. 

Activity 

(i) for 

refraction 

(ii) T.I.R 

3
rd

  Period  Numerical on mirror formula and T.I.R.  

4
th

 Period  Refraction at spherical surface:
μ2

v
−

μ1

u
=

μ2− μ1

R
 

Lens maker formula: 
1

f
= ( μ − 1)  

1

R1
−

1

R2
 . 

 

5
th

  Period Thin lens formula, magnification, power of lens, combination of 

thin lens. 

 

6
th

  Period  Numerical on lens formula, thin lens formula.  

7
rd

  Period  Dispersion of light through prism, 

Prism formula: μ =
sin  

A  + δm
2

 

sin  
A

2
 

 

Scattering of light,blue colour of sky. 

 

8
th

 Period  Numerical based on combination of plane mirror and lens, concave 

mirror and lens, prism. 

 

9
th

  Period Optical instrument, simple microscope :me = 1 +  
D

fe
 , compound 

microscope:m =
−v0

u0
 1 +  

D

fe
 =  

−L

f0
 1 +  

D

fe
  

 

10
th

 Period  Telescope: refraction and reflection type, (i) at D:  m =
−f0

fe
 1 +  

fe

D
  

, at normal adjustment: m = m =
−f0

fe
 , Numerical on simple 

microscope, compound microscope and telescope. 

 

11
th

  Period  Concept of wave front, spherical wave front, cylindrical wave front, 

plane wave front, rays is perpendicular to wave front, Huygen‟s 

wave theory of light 

 

12
th

 Period  Huygen‟s principle, to show the position of new wavefrontin a 

medium by Huygen‟s construction. 

 

13
th

 Period  Verification of laws of reflection and refraction by Huygen‟s wave 

theory of light. 

 

14
th

  Period Definition of coherent sources of light, superposition principle, 

interference of light, derivation for the conditions of constructive 

and destructive interference of light, expression for Amax and Imax, 

Amin and Imin., amplitude ratio. 

 

15
th

 Period  Derivation of expression for fringe width, four factors affecting the 

fringe width (i)  (ii) D (iii) d (iv) , intensity distribution curve 

with respect to phase or path difference, condition for sustained 

interference pattern 

 

16
th

  Period  Numerical based on intensity, fringe width, amplitude ratio.  



17
th

  Period  Diffraction of light definition, condition for Diffraction of light, 

diffraction due to a single slit, intensity distribution curve. 

 

18
th

  Period  To derive expression for angular width of central maxima and 

secondary maxima, ratio of central maxima to secondary maxima, 

Fresnel‟s distance and Fresnel‟s zone, difference between 

interference and diffraction of light.Resolving power of a telescope 

and microscope, Numerical. 

 

19
th

  Period Concept of polarization of light: plane of polarization and plane of 

vibration, polarizer and analyser, law of Malus, Brewster‟s law, 

polarisation angle, reflected light perpendicular to refracted light, 

Polaroid, scattering of light by N2 molecules. 

 

20
th

 Period  Variation of intensity with respect to angle, Numerical base on law 

of Malus and Brewster‟s formula. 

 

 

Unit VII : Dual Nature of Radiation and Matter 

Period Content to be covered as per syllabus  Remarks  

1
st
 Period Dual nature of radiation, introduction, Properties of Photon   

2
nd

 Period  Electron emission method ,Hertz and Lenard's observations  

3
rd

  Period  Photoelectric effect and experimental  study with graphs  

4
th

 Period  Determination of plank constant Matter waves-wave nature of 

particles 

 

5
th

  Period de-Broglie relation with some numerical, Germer experiment  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Unit:8  

Chapter: Atoms & Nuclei 

Period Content to be covered as per syllabus  Remarks  

1
st
 Period Introduction of atoms    

2
nd

 Period  Alpha particle scattering experiment  

Rutherford model of atom 

 

3
rd

  Period  Bohr Model & Energy levels   

4
th

 Period  Hydrogen spectrum   

5
th

  Period Composition and size of nucleus   

6
th

  Period  Nuclear forces and its properties   

7
rd

  Period  Mass energy relation ,Mass defect   

8
th

 Period  Binding energy and B.E per nucleon- Mass number  graph  

and their properties  

 

9
th

  Period Alpha, Beta & gamma particles /rays and their properties  

10
th

  Period  Radioactivity and decay law of radioactivity  

11
th

  Period Half life Time and numerical   

12
th

  Period Average life ,activity and numerical   

13
th

  Period Nuclear fusion ,Nuclear fission and numerical based on 

nuclear reaction  

 

14
th

  Period Slip Test    

 

Unit : X 

Chapter : Communication System 

Class/Period Contents to be covered as per syllabus Remark 

1 period Elements of a communication system (block diagram only);   

2 period Bandwidth of signals (speech, TV and digital data)  

3 period bandwidth of transmission medium  

4 period Propagation of electromagnetic waves in the atmosphere  

5 period Ground wave, sky wave  and space wave propagation, LOS  

Communication 

 

6 period satellite communication, Maximum usable frequency, Critical 

frequency, Skip distance 

 

7 period  Need for modulation, amplitude modulation.  

8 period Calculation of modulation Index , And derivation of expression of 

amplitude modulated wave. 

 

9 period Brief Idea of Frequency modulation , phase modulation, 

Difference between AM and FM 

 

10 period Block diagrams of Detector, Amplitude modulator, Detection of 

AM Wave, Range of  Transmitting antenna,  

 

 
 

 

 

 



SUBJECT COMMITTEE MEETING FOR THE MONTH DECEMBER 2018      

   SCIENCE          GROUP-1 

  Follow-up of the subject committee meeting conducted in the   month of November. 

Evaluation of the answer scripts of the students of class 12 subject physics for 2nd pre board examination. 

 Identification of weak areas of the students and strategy planned accordingly and implemented. 

 PTM conducted and the performance of the students in the first pre board examination was discussed with 

their parents. 

 Preparation of the model for National level science exhibition, to be conducted in the month of April 2019. 

 

Agenda points of the subject committee meeting - 

Completion of the syllabus in various classes 6 to 9 and class 11 as per split up provided by the KVS . 

All practical related work must be completed for each and every student. 

 Provide day wise time table to all the students of classes 10 and 12 for winter break. 

 Every teacher must prepare a planned strategy day wise for the classes to be taken during winter break for 

low achievers and bright achievers, separately. 

 Ensure 100% attendance of the students during the remedial classes in winter break. 

 Performance of the students on the basis of the class tests conducted during winter break is to be discussed 

with the parents for the upliftment of the performance of the students. 

 NCERT exercise questions and questions from previous 5 years CBSE board papers must be solved in the 

remedial class taken during winter break. 

 Assign holiday homework to the students of classes 6 to 9 and 11 for winter break. 

Topic wise class test to be conducted during remedial classes and proper record of these tests to be 

maintained by the concerned teacher. 

10. Capsule type minimum learning material is to be prepared by every teacher to brush up the complete 

syllabus for revision before the final CBSE examination. 

 

 Name of the group members- 

 

Mr Satyavir Singh Tomer. 

 Mr Surendra Singh Arora.  

 Mr Viresh Kumar. 

 Ms Nirmala. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SUBJECT COMMITTEE MEETING FOR THE MONTH DECEMBER 2018      

   SCIENCE          GROUP-2 

 

Agenda for science subject committee in the month of December 2018  

Preparation of exhibits for Jawaharlal Nehru science exhibition at school level after reopening of the school 

in January 2 2018 

● Remedial class with effect from 2nd January 2019 to 11 January 2019 

● Completion of the syllabus from class VI to XI  accept XII classes for periodic test 

● Winter break assignment should be given in the manner which cover second term of the session.  

● Discussion of pre board question paper by showing answer script with marking scheme script 

provided at Regional Level  

● Completion of practical file investigatory project in winter break. 

● Five years board question with solution  

● Correction Holiday homework significantly 

● To aware about blue print of periodic test  

● Programme to put up slow bloomer and high achiever with their specific needs. 

 

 

Name of the group members- 

1.Mr Pradeep Kumar. 

2.Ms Mamta Sharma. 

3.Sh S.M. Shariq 

4.Mr O P Upadhyay 

SUBJECT COMMITTEE MEETING FOR THE MONTH DECEMBER 2018      

   SCIENCE          GROUP-3 

22./12/2018 ACTION TAKEN REPORT 
1. In XII

th
 & X 

th
 Class Syllabus was completed by 15 November 2018. 

2. Selected Science Exhibits & Models were modified for KVS National Level 

Competition. 

3. For VI-VIII syllabus of periodic test to be covered as per split up . 

                               Agenda points For Subject Committee:-  
1. Question wise and topic wise analysis of 1st pre board examination. 

2. On the basis of analysis, identification of weak area of subject for low achievers  

3. Remedial classes during winter break (XII& X)  

4. MLL questions for securing 40% marks. 

5. HOTS & Special assignments for bright students. 

6. Spiral learning in XII & X classes. 

7. For VI to VIII classes coverage of syllabus for PT-2 up to 20/12/2018. 

8. IX and X coverage of syllabus PT-3 up to 20/12/2018. 

9. Preparation of Science exhibits and model for science Exhibition. 



10. Coverage of syllabus for XI
th

 up to 31 January.  

11.  Investigatory projects and completion of practical record. 

12. Systematic and planned homework must be   assigned to the students of all classes 

during winter break.  

13. Teacher‟s diary and lesson plan must be completed by all the teachers for coming 

fortnight. 

14.  Distribution and practice of study material provided by KVS for the students of Class 

XII & X.     

Group-3 Members : 

1.Mr Kuldeep Singh 

2.Ms Namita 

3. Ms Indu Goswami 

4.Ms Amjli Jain 

 

SUBJECT COMMITTEE MEETING FOR THE MONTH DECEMBER 2018      

   SCIENCE          GROUP-4 

Date – 22/12/2018 

ACTION TAKEN REPORT OF THE MONTHNOVEMBER 2018 (previous month) 

1. On the basis of the result of first pre-board bright and slow learners identified in classes X and XII. 

2. Weak areas of the students discussed and conducted the remedial classes accordingly. 

3. Chapter wise important questions were provided to the students and discussedthe solutions. 

4. Properly planned assignments for the winter break provided to the students. 

5. Syllabus of classes 6
th

 to 9
th

 and 11
th

completed and revised for II periodic test. 

AGENDA POINTS FOR THE MEETING: 

1. Planning for the extra classes during winter break for classes X and XII. 

2. 100% attendance of slow learners in extra classes. 

3. Daily class test. 

4. Solving of CBSE sample papers. 

5. Completion of practical syllabus in class XII. 

6. Completion of syllabus of January 2019 in all the classes with activities. 

7. Result analysis of II pre-board. 

8. Requisition of consumable and non-consumable articles for the practical exams. 

9. Problems faced during classroom interactions. 

10. Proper utilization of the articles provided to Vidyalaya by KVS to modernize the labs. 

MINUTES OF MEETING: 

1. In the winter break the remedial classes of X and XII to be conducted with proper planning. 

Individual attention must be given to the low achievers by explaining important concepts, diagrams 

and numerical based on formulae. 

More importance to be given on the writing practice, so that the students do well in the board 

examination. 

2. The presence of students (specially slow learners) to be ensured during extra classes. 

3. Topic wise class test must be conducted and proper record be maintained. 

4. At least three sample paper must be discussed and given to the students to solve. 

5. The practical records of the students for class XII must be completed and duly corrected. 

6. Since there is II Pre- Board in the month of January so the pace to be maintained to complete the 

syllabus (as per split-up) in classes 6
th

 to 9
th

 and 11
th

with activities. 

7. After analysis of the result of II Pre-Board, proper planning must be done accordingly to improve 

performance index and meet the target given by KVS. 



8. Demonstration of the experiments in classes must be done, and allow the students to perform the 

activities by themselves. It will improve their scientific interest and skill. 

Members attended the meeting: 

1. Mr Pravendra Singh, PGT(Physics), KV sec 47, Chandigarh. 

2. Mr Jaswinder Lal, PGT(Physics),  KV Mohali, Chandigarh. 

3. Mrs Poonam, PGT (Physics), KV AGCR Colony, Delhi. 

4. Mrs Mamata Singh, PGT (Physics), KV Dappar, Chandigarh. 

 

 

 

SUBJECT COMMITTEE MEETING FOR THE MONTH DECEMBER 2018      

   SCIENCE          GROUP-5 

Follow up of the meeting held on 30.11.2018 

1. The low achievers and high achievers were re- identified on the basis of  the result of first pre-board 

examination 2018. 

2. Five sets of CBSE sample question papers and five sets of previous years board question papers were 

supplied to each and every students of the board classes. 

3. The syllabus (including theory, practical, and activities) has been completed as per split-up. 

4. Practical &activities are going on together with the theory to clear the doubts of the students of non-

board classes. 

5. Class work and home work are being regularly checked. 

Minutes of the meeting 

1.  Holidays homework is to be given to the students of class VI to XII excluding class X and XII 

 2.  Homework should be meaningful which enable them to prepare themselves for periodic test II and final 

exams  

3.  For class X and XII CBSE sample paper should be given as homework to solve  

4.  More and more for pre board 1 papers should be thoroughly discussed and their 100% correct 

answers should be practiced 

 5. Extra classes for slow learners are to be organized during winter break of 20 days  

6.  Hundred Percent attendance of slow learners should be insured by the Vidyalaya.  

7.  Bright students should be encouraged to do more and more numerical problems along with the 

theoretical part  

8.  Class XII students should be inspected to complete the practical notebook and activity record /project 

for upcoming CBSE Board examinations 2019 to be held in the month of February 2019 

 9.  Note book should be checked in due course of time after the Vidyalaya reopens in January 2019 

 

Group members: 

1. Mr. Amandeep Singh. KV-1 2. Mr.Kashmir Singh 3.Mr. Tilak Raj ,4. Mr. Arvind Kumar 

SUBJECT COMMITTEE MEETING FOR THE MONTH DECEMBER 2018      

   SCIENCE          GROUP-6 

 

 Follow up   points of the previous meeting held on 30th November 2018  



1. Answer script of first pre board exams  of the students were evaluated as per marking scheme 

supplied by the regional office. 

2.  Question wise analysis was done , weak areas of all the students are identified after doing error 

analysis from  answer scripts of students of class 10th and 12th. 

3.  Day  wise strategies for low achievers as well as for bright students are prepared and implemented 

accordingly. 

 Agenda points undertaken for meeting 

1.  Special planning for students who performed critically in exam and require special attention for 

upcoming examinations. 

2. Day wise planning for the low achievers for extra classes  during winter break. 

3.  Day wise planning for the bright students for practice at home   during winter break. 

4. Special Idea if any can be shared for the improvement of overall result of the Vidyalaya . 

5. Sufficient holiday homework for the students of class 6th to 9th and 11th. 

   Minutes of the meeting  

1. All the teachers taking remedial classes during winter break for the students of class 10th and 12th 

has to be prepared day wise plan for each student in the following format.    

 a)date    b)topic taught  c) marks allotted by the board to the topic taught. 

2.  100% attendance is to be insured during the extra classes. 

3. High achievers students of the class 10th and 12th shall be assigned suitable work related to the 

upcoming second pre board exam and final CBSE exam with appropriate exam oriented counseling. 

4.  Minimum learning material that is a capsule type material shall be prepared by each  teacher  for all 

students to brush up the complete syllabus in between the final examination. 

5.  From classes 6 to 9th and 11th holiday homework has already been assigned evaluation of the 

homework to be done timely when the school reopens. 

6. Students of board classes Shall  be properly guided for time management during the examination. 

7. As  suggested by the members of committee extra classes may be arranged for the students of class 

9th and 11th also for overall improvement of the result in the upcoming examinations. 

Names of the committee members 

 

1. Sh. Alok Chaturvedi PGT phy , kv no 4 , Delhi cantt. 

2. Sh. Anil kumar Tyagi    PGT phy , kv AGCR ,  New Delhi. 

3. Sh. Shankar Prasad     PGT phy , kv sector 8 R K Puram  ,  New Delhi. 

4. Smt. Shikha Bhalla   PGT phy , kv no 1 R C F Kapurthala. 

SUBJECT COMMITTEE MEETING FOR THE MONTH DECEMBER 2018      

   SCIENCE          GROUP-7 

AGENDA POINTS :  All the Science subject teachers were informed on 18.12.2018 that come prepare for 

discussion on following Agenda Points for the subject committee meeting : 

1. Identification of Low achievers and High Achievers on the basis of PB-1 Result of classes X and XII 

2. Action plan/ remedial measures to be taken for improving the result of low achievers   

3. Improvement in the models selected for 46
th

 Regional Level  JNNSMEE-2018 

4. Practice Of Writing Answers and time management during exam 

 



Science Subject Committee Meeting for the month of December was held in the Physics Lab and 

following members were present. Minutes of the meeting are as given below : 

1. Over Agenda Points  1 & 2 : 

(i) Identification of low achievers and high achievers on the basis of their respective subject is 

done by the subject teacher and a  list is prepared for Class X and XII repectively.  Subject 

teacher will discuss the question wise analysis with the students and identify the grey areas in 

their respective subject. Topics with teaching gap need to retaught in the class room. 

(ii) Remedial classes to be planned in a systematic way for low achievers and high achievers as 

per need of the child – during winter break. 

(iii) A planned revision ( specially of grey topics / chapters ) to make student fully confident for 

appearing in PB-2 and coming CBSE exams. 

(iv) Practicing last five years CBSE papers/Sample papers as per latest design. 

2. Over Agenda Point 3 : 

The models/Exhibits selected for  Regional Level JNNSMEE-2018 need to be improved or refined . 

The guide teachers need to take personal attention on the model , its working , presentation by the 

student leader etc. 

3. Over Agenda Point 4 : 

(i) Short time bound test specially for X and XII to increase writing speed and time management 

(ii) CBSE Model Answer paper need to be discussed with the students to have an idea of writing 

answers in Board Exam 

Meeting was concluded with the final message that all the teachers will work on the above agenda 

points in the coming month for better improvement in the result  and overall functioning  of the 

Vidyalaya. 

 

Group-7 Members : 

1. Mr Sanjay Kumar Jha. 

2. Mr A.K. Choudhary. 

3. MrsNeelamAgarwal. 

4. Mr Rajeev Kumar. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SUBJECT COMMITTEE MEETING FOR THE MONTH DECEMBER 2018      

   SCIENCE          GROUP-8 

Agenda 

The subject committee meeting in science was organised on 22 December 2018 in the academic session. 

Following points were discussed in our subject committee meeting. 

1. Follow up action of previous subject committee meeting held on November 

2. Completion of syllabus according to split u syllabus provided by KVS(RO), Gurugram. 

3. Revision of 1
st
 periodic test (TERM II) for class VI – VIII ,2

nd
 periodic test for class IX & XI and 2

nd
 

pre board for class X and XII. 

4. Identification of weak area on the basis of error analysis of preboardresult of class X and XII. 

5. Identification of slow performers and High achievers of class X and XII on the basis of preboard. 

6. Different action plan for slow performers and High achievers during winter break for the preparation 

of Preboard II. 

7. Activity based learning for all classes especially for VI to VII. 

8. Minimum of two pages per day should be assigned as a home assignment for class VI to VIII. The 

assigned tasks must be other then text book questions. 



9. Frequent notebook checking of homework and classwork copies as per KVS guidelines. 

10. Notebook checking should be given proper attention and remarks or grades should be given. 

11. For JNV science exhibition projects, working model were allotted to the students. 

12. Study camps for class X,XI and XII during winter break and parents must be informed for 100% of 

student. 

13. Completion of practical record book for class XII and students must be informed about the  practical 

date exam. 

14. 3 sets of question paper of first preboard must be provided to the students of class X and XII for 

practice. 

15. Study material provided by KVS RO Gurugram must be distributed to the students. 

16. Special guidance and direction to the students of board classes for the presentation of answers in 

exam on the basis of evaluation of answer sheet of preboard I. 

17. Spiral teaching. 

 

Group members ((VIII): 

1. Satish Kumar 

2. Shalinikumari 

3. K. K. Jha 

4. Rashmita Meda 

SUBJECT COMMITTEE MEETING FOR THE MONTH DECEMBER 2018      

   SCIENCE          GROUP-9 

Follow up of the meeting held on 30.11.2018 

1. The low achievers and high achievers were re- identified on the basis of  the result of first pre-board 

examination 2018. 

2. Five sets of CBSE sample question papers and five sets of previous years board question papers were 

supplied to each and every students of the board classes. 

3. The syllabus (including theory, practical, activities) has been completed as per split-up. 

4. Practical &activities are going on together with the theory to clear the doubts of the  students of non-board 

classes. 

5. Class work and home work are being regularly checked. 

6. Students were encouraged to participate and guided for the preparation of JAWAHAR LAL NEHRU 

NATIONAL SCIENCE,MATHEMATICS AND ENVIRONMENT  EXHIBITION2018. 

The following points were discussed in  the subject committee meeting held on 22nd December 2018. 

1.The students must be guided for the Jawahar Lal Nehru Science mathematics exhibition and their  project 

selected for the exhibits must be upgraded. 

2.The weak areas as well as strong areas of each and every students must be identified on the basis of result 

of 1st Pre-board Result. 

3.The weak areas of the students must be removed while their strong areas must be encouraged. 

4.The time -table for the remedial classes for the late bloomers as well as for the high achievers must be 

distributed to them for the remedial classes scheduled to be held on winter break. 

5.Mobile number of parents of each and every students of board classes must be kept by each and every 

teacher teaching science. 

6.The learning of the  topics taught in the extra classes must be confirmed. 

7.Emphasis must be given on derivations,diagrams and diagrams for the late bloomers. 

8.Low achievers must be praised always and harsh word never be used for them. 

9.Five sets of CBSE sample papers and five sets of previous year board question papers must be supplied to 

each and every students and correction in the  solution of question papers must be ensured. 



10.The practical notebook ,investigatory project and activity copies of class XIIth  must be corrected on or 

before 15th jan 2019. 

11.The syllabus of non-board classed must go as per the split-up. 

12.Extra classes for IXth and XIth must also be taken to complete as well as to revise the syllabus. 

13.The adequate amount of holidays home-work must be given for the winter break and its correction must 

be ensured after the break. 

14.The class-work and home work must be checked regularly. 

Members: 

1.Dr.Narendra kumar Pandey 

2.Dr.Kumar Hemendra 

3. Mr. Sanjay  Kumar 

4.Mr.Ramesh Kumar 

 

SUBJECT COMMITTEE MEETING FOR THE MONTH DECEMBER 2018      

   SCIENCE          GROUP-10 

 

All the members of science committee have assembled in the physics lab at 12:30 p.m. on 22Dec 2018 and 

the following points are discussed. 

1. Completion of syllabus of science subject for class VI to XI as per split up of syllabus circulated by 

Regional office. 

2. Syllabus of class X th complete by 31st Dec 2018 by taking extra lass/ Remedial class during winter 

break.  

3. Exhibits related to JNNSMEE at Vidyalaya level have been completed and the exhibits /projects 

should be modified as per the instruction given for representation at R O level. 

4. Mock practical exam of class XII for   subject Physics, Chemistry and Biology to be conducted in the 

month of Jan 2019. 

5. Completion of suggestive experiments for class X and IX should be completed ad reported. 

6. Broad analysis of Pre Board I of class XII to be submitted by 26 Dec 2018. 

7. Pre Board-II Exam for class XII and Pre Board Exam for Class  X  will commence on 16
th

 Jan 2019. 

8. AISSCE Practical Exam in all subjects will likely to commence from 2nd Feb 2019. Students to be 

informed. 

9. Practice of CBSE Sample question papers and Frequently asked questions in CBSE of class X and 

XII to be done. 

10. Extra class to be conducted for the slow bloomers during winter break from 2
nd

 Jan to 10 Jan 2019. 

Teachers to submit the list of slow bloomers by 30 Dec 2018 and inform the respective student for 

the same. 

11.  Proper holiday homework and activities for winte- break  to be assigned for class VI,VII, VIII,IX 

and XI. 

12. All possible efforts to be done to achieve 100% result with good quality. 

 

Sign of Subject Convenor                                              Subject Committee Members 

       1. Uday Shanka Paul 

      2. Kumar Rajesh 

      3. S.K. Verma  

                               4. K.K.Ojha  

 



 
 
 
 
 

 

 



  KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA . 
    

1. Date:  6. Date of Commencement : 

2. Classes: XI  7. Expected date of Completion  : 

3. Subject: Physics  8. Actual date of Completion : 

5. Lessons: Unit I: Physical World and Measurement 

6. Periods Required:  10 

 Additional Home Assignment Exercises/ questions prepared to 

List of the Unit/Sub Unit Information/Source of the  supplement those given in the 

 Information  text book     

Chapter–1: Physical World One should not think that Revise all the topics 1. If g is the acceleration due to gravity 

Physics-scope and excitement; everything can be proved discussed in class room and λ is wavelength, which physical 

nature of physical laws; with physics and mathematics. All NCERT BOOK EXERCISE quantity does √λg represent? 

Physics, technology and physics, and also mathematics, is Q 1.2 2.If x = a + bt
2
, where x is in meter and t in 

seconds, find the units of a and b. 
society. based on assumptions, each of Q 1.3 3.Check the correctness of the relation τ = 

which is variously called a 
Chapter–2: Units and Q 2.3 Iα , where τ is the torque , I is the moment 

hypothesis or axiom or postulate, 
Measurements Q 2.10 of inertia and α is the angular acceleration. 

etc. For example, the universal law Need for measurement: Units Q 2.12 4.Check dimensionally, the correctness of 

of measurement; systems of 
of gravitation proposed by 

Q 2.13 
the equation, v 2 = u 2 + 2as. 

Newton is an assumption or 
  

5.Write the dimensions of a and b in the 

units; SI units, fundamental 
 

hypothesis, which he proposed  relation, p = (x
2
 – b)/at where P is power, x 

and derived units. Length, out of his ingenuity. Before him,  is distance and t is time 

mass and time measurements; there were several observations,  6.The value G in CGS system is 6.67 X 10
-8 

accuracy and precision of experiments and data, on the  dyne cm
2
 g

-2
. Calculate the value in SI 

measuring instruments; errors motion of planets around the sun,  units.     

in measurement; significant motion of the moon around the  7 If the time period of simple pendulum 
 

depends upon (i) mass m of the bob (ii) 
figures. Dimensions of physical earth, pendulums, bodies falling 

 
 

length l of the pendulum and (iii) 
quantities, dimensional towards the earth etc. Each of 

 

 acceleration due to gravity g. Derive the 

analysis and its applications. these required a separate  
expression for its time period 

explanation, which was more 
 

       

 or less qualitative.       

Teacher ________________ Principal ________________ 



 KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA .    
      

1. Date:   6. Date of Commencement : 

2. Classes: XI   7. Expected date of Completion  : 

3. Subject: Physics   8. Actual date of Completion : 

4. Lessons: UNIT II- Kinematics      

5. Periods Required:  20      

  Additional Home Assignment Exercises/ questions prepared to 

List of the Unit/Sub Unit  Information/Source of   supplement those given in the 

  the Information   text book 

Chapter–3: Motion in a Straight Line   Revise all the topics 1. The displacement of a particle 

Frame of reference, Motion in a straight line:   discussed in class moving along x-axis is given by x = 

Position-time graph, speed and velocity.   room 18t + 5t
2
. calculate 

Elementary concepts of differentiation and   NCERT BOOK a)the instantaneous velocity at t = 2 s, 

integration for describing motion, uniform   
EXERCISE 

b)average velocity between t = 2 to 3 s, 

and nonuniform motion, average speed and 
  

c) Instantaneous acceleration.   
Q 3.2 

instantaneous velocity, uniformly accelerated 
  

2. A particle moves along X-axis in   

Q 3.3 motion, velocity - time and position-time   such a way that its x-coordinate 
  

Q 3.5 
graphs. Relations for uniformly accelerated 

  2 
  

Q 3.9 
varies with time t as x = 2-5t + 6t . 

motion (graphical treatment).   Find the initial velocity of the 

Chapter–4: Motion in a Plane   Q 3.16, particle. 

Scalar and vector quantities; position and   Q 3.25 3.The position and time under a 

displacement vectors, general vectors and   Q 3.27 constant force are related as t=√x +3 

their notations; equality of vectors,   Q 4.6, Find the displacement of the particle 

multiplication of vectors by a real number;   Q 4.11 when its velocity is zero. 

addition and subtraction of vectors, relative   Q 4.12 4. A body is simultaneously given 

velocity, Unit vector; resolution of a vector in   Q 4.13 two velocities, one 30 m/s due east 

a plane ,rectangular components, Scalar and   Q 4.20 and other 40 m/s due north. Find the 

Vector product of vectors. Motion in a plane,   
Q 4.21 

resultant velocity. 

cases of uniform velocity and uniform 
  

5. If A = 3i + 4j and B = 7i + 24j, find   
Q 4.31 

acceleration-projectile motion, uniform   a vector having the same magnitude   

Q 4.32 
circular motion. 

  
as B and parallel to A.      

Teacher ________________ Principal ________________ 



  KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA . 

1. Date:  6. Date of Commencement : 

2. Classes: XI  7. Expected date of Completion  : 

3. Subject: Physics  8. Actual date of Completion : 

     5 Lessons: UNIT III- Laws of Motio                                                                                                            Periods Required: 14 

List of the Unit/Sub Unit Additional Information/Source Home Assignment Exercises/ questions prepared 
 

of the Information  to supplement those given in 

Chapter–5: Laws of Motion Ancient Indian thinkers had arrived Revise all the topics 1.A body of mass 10kg revolves in 

Intuitive concept of force, Inertia, at an elaborate system of ideas on discussed in class a circle of diameter 0.4 m making 

Newton's first law of motion; motion. Force, the cause of motion, room 1000 revolution per minute. 

momentum and Newton's was thought to be of different NCERT BOOK Calculate its linear velocity and 

second law of motion; impulse; 

kinds : force due to continuous 

EXERCISE 

centripetal acceleration. 

pressure (nodan), as the force of 2. A body is projected horizontally 

Newton's third law of motion. Q. 5.5 

wind on a sailing vessel; impact from the top of a cliff with a 

Law of conservation of linear Q 5.6 

(abhighat), as when a potter’s rod velocity of 9.8m/s. what time 

momentum and its applications. Q 5.9 

strikes the wheel; persistent elapses before horizontal and 

Equilibrium of concurrent forces, Q 5.10 

tendency (sanskara) to move in a vertical velocities become equal. 

Static and kinetic friction, laws of Q 5.14 straight line(vega) or restoration of 3.A cricket ball is thrown at a 

friction, rolling friction, shape in an elastic body; Q 5.18, speed of 28m/s in a direction 30
o 

lubrication. Dynamics of uniform transmitted force by a string, rod, Q 5.19, above the horizontal. Calculate (i) 

circular motion: Centripetal force, etc. The notion of (vega) in the Q 5.20 the maximum height, (ii) the time 

examples of circular motion (vehicle Vaisesika theory of motion perhaps Q 5.20 taken by the ball to return to the 

on a level circular road, vehicle on a comes closest to the concept of Q 5.21 same level, and (iii) range. 

banked road). inertia. Vega, the tendency to move Q 5.31 4. A force acts for 10s on a body of 

 in a straight line, was thought to Q 5.32 a mass 10kg after which the force 

 be opposed by contact with objects Q 5.33 ceases and the body describes 

 including atmosphere, a parallel to 
Q 5.40 

50m in the next 5s. Find the 
 

the ideas of friction and air magnitude of the force.   

 resistance.   

Teacher ________________ Principal ________________ 



 
 

 KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA .  
      

1. Date:   6. Date of Commencement : 

2. Classes: XI   7. Expected date of Completion  : 

3. Subject: Physics   8. Actual date of Completion : 

4. Lessons: UNIT-IV   Work, Energy and Power    

5. Periods Required: 12      

 Additional Home Assignment Exercises/ questions prepared to 

List of the Unit/Sub Unit Information/Source of   supplement those given in the 

 the Information   text book 

 In performing an experiment Revise all the topics 1. A light body and a heavy body 

Chapter–6: Work, Engery and on collision on a horizontal discussed in class room have same linear momentum. Which 

Power surface, we face three NCERT BOOK EXERCISE one has greater K.E? 

Work done by a constant force and difficulties. One, there will Q.6.6 2. A light body and a heavy body 

a variable force; kinetic energy, 
be friction and bodies will 

Q 6.8 
have same Kinetic energy. Which one 

not travel with uniform has greater Linear momentum? 
work-energy theorem, power. Q 6.9 

velocities. Two, if two bodies 3. A body is initially at rest. It under Notion of potential energy, Q 6.10 

potential energy of a spring, 

of different sizes collide on a 

Q 6.11 

goes one-D motion with constant 

table, it would be difficult to accelerates. Show that power 

conservative forces: conservation of arrange them for a head-on Q 6.15 delivered is proportional to t 

mechanical energy (kinetic and collision unless their centres Q 6.17 4. Calculate the velocity of the bob of 

potential energies); non- of mass are at the same Q 6.20 a simple pendulum at its mean 

conservative forces: motion in a height above the surface. Q 6.26 position if it is able to rise to a 

vertical circle; elastic and inelastic Three, it will be fairly   vertical height of 10 cm. g = 9.8 m/s
2 

collisions in one and two difficult to measure   5. A ball falls under gravity from a 

dimensions. velocities of the two bodies   height 10 m with an initial downward 

 just before and just after   velocity u. it collides with the ground, 

 collision. By performing this   loses 50% of its energy in collision 

 experiment in a vertical   and then rises back to the same 

 direction, all the three   height. Find the initial velocity u. 

 difficulties vanish    

Teacher ________________ Principal ________________ 



  KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA 
    

1. Date:  6. Date of Commencement : 

2. Classes: XI  7. Expected date of Completion  : 

3. Subject: Physics  8. Actual date of Completion : 

6. Lessons: UNIT-V Motion of System of Particles and Rigid Body 

7. Periods Required: 18 

 Additional Home Assignment  Exercises/ questions 

List of the Unit/Sub Unit Information/Source of the   prepared to supplement 

 Information   those given in the text book 

Chapter–7: System of Particles  Revise all the topics  1. Two bodies of masses 1kg and 

and Rotational Motion  discussed in class room  2kg are located at (1,2) and (-1,3) 

Centre of mass of a two-particle  NCERT BOOK EXERCISE  respectively. Calculate the 

system, momentum conservation  Q 7.2  coordinates of the centre of mass. 

and centre of mass motion.  Q 7.10  2. In an HCl molecule, the 
  

separation between the nuclei of 
Centre of mass of a rigid body;  Q 7.15  

  

the two atoms is about 1.27 Å. 
centre of mass of a uniform rod. 

 
Q 7.25 

 

  
Find the approximation location 

Moment of a force, torque, 
 

Q 7.26 
 

  of the CM of the molecule, given 
angular momentum, law of 

 

Q 7.27 
 

  that a chlorine atom is about 35.5 
conservation of angular 

 

Q 7.28 
 

  times as massive as a hydrogen 

momentum and its applications.    atom. 

Equilibrium of rigid bodies, rigid    3. The spin drier of a washing 

body rotation and equations of    machine revolving at 15 rps slows 

rotational motion, comparison of    down to 5 rps, while making 50 

linear and rotational motions.    revolutions. Find (i) angular 

Moment of inertia, radius of    acceleration and (ii) time taken. 

gyration, values of moments of    4. Name the physical quantities (i) 

inertia for simple geometrical    the rate of change of angular 
   

momentum (ii) moment of linear 
objects (no derivation). Statement 

   
   

momentum? 
of parallel and perpendicular axes 

   

    
     

Teacher ________________   Principal ________________   

   



KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA . 
    

1. Date:  6. Date of Commencement : 

2. Classes: XI  7. Expected date of Completion  : 

3. Subject: Physics  8. Actual date of Completion : 

4. Lessons: UNIT VI -Gravitation & Mechanical Properties of Solids 

5. Periods Required:  12 

 Additional Home Assignment Exercises/ questions prepared to 

List of the Unit/Sub Unit Information/Source of  supplement those given in the 

 the Information  text book 

Kepler's laws of planetary motion,  NCERT BOOK EXERCISE to a height of 16 km above the 

universal law of gravitation.   surface of earth. Radius of earth is 

Acceleration due to gravity and its  Q 8.1 6400 km. 

variation with altitude and depth. 
 

2.If a body is projected with speed v  Q 8.10 
Gravitational potential energy and 

 

greater than escape speed  from the  
Q 8.18 

gravitational potential, escape 
 

surface of earth, find its speed in  
Q 9.1 

velocity, orbital velocity of a 
 interstellar space.  

Q 9.3 

 

 

With a length of 13.2 m and a 3.What is the sense of rotation of 

satellite, Geo-stationary satellites. 

mass of 11,000kg, the Hubble Q 9.5 stationary satellite around the earth? Chapter–9: Mechanical Properties of 

Space Telescope (HST) is Q 9.14 4.Where is the gravitational field zero 
Solids 

among the largest satellites Q 9.15 and where is the gravitational Elastic behaviour, Stress-strain 

placed in orbit. Q 9.16 potential zero, in case of earth? relationship, Hooke's law, Young's 

Both the HST and THE  5.The linear speed of a planet is not 
modulus, bulk modulus, shear 

 

MOON are satellites of the  constant in its orbit. Comment. 
modulus of rigidity, Poisson's ratio; 

 

earth. The moon orbits much  6.A wire stretches by a certain 
elastic energy. 

 

farther from the centre of the  amount under a load. If the load and 
 earth than does the HST, so it  radius are both increased to four 
 has a slower orbital speed  times, find the stretch caused in the 

 and a longer orbital period.  wire 
    
  
 



  Teacher ________________ Principal ________________ 
 

  KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA . 
    

1. Date:  6. Date of Commencement : 

2. Classes: XI  7. Expected date of Completion : 

3. Subject: Physics  8. Actual date of Completion : 

4. Lessons: UNIT-VII: Properties of Bulk Matter 

5. Periods Required:  18 

List of the Unit/Sub Unit 

Additional Home Assignment Exercises/ questions prepared 

Information/Source of the  to supplement those given in 

 Information  the text book 

Chapter–10: Mechanical Properties of Fluids  Revise all the topics 1.A rain drop of radius r falls in 

Pressure due to a fluid column; Pascal's law  discussed in class room air with a terminal velocity v. 

and its applications (hydraulic lift and  NCERT BOOK EXERCISE What is the terminal velocity of 
hydraulic brakes), effect of gravity on fluid   a rain drop of radius 3r ? 
pressure. Viscosity, Stokes' law, terminal 

  

 Q 10.1 2. State Pascal’s law of pressure. 
velocity, streamline and turbulent flow, 

 

 Q 10.2 3. State Bernoulli’s Theorem and 
critical velocity, Bernoulli's theorem and its 

 

 Q 10.25 write its equation. 
applications. Surface energy and surface 

 

 
Q 11.11 4. What do you mean by Angle of 

tension, angle of contact, excess of pressure 
 
 

Q 11.12 
contact? 

across a curved surface, application of  

 

5.Write the expression for excess 
surface tension ideas to drops, bubbles and  Q 11.13 

capillary rise. 
 

Q 11.14  
6. How does fishes survive in 

Chapter–11: Thermal Properties of Matter 
 

Q 11.17  
frozen lake. 

Heat, temperature, thermal expansion; 
 

Q 11.21  

7. At what temperature do the 
thermal expansion of solids, liquids and   

  

the readings of Celcius and gases, anomalous expansion of water;   
  

Fahrenheit scales coincide? specific heat capacity; Cp, Cv - calorimetry;   

change of state - latent heat capacity. Heat    

transfer-conduction, convection and    

radiation, thermal conductivity, qualitative    

ideas of Blackbody radiation, Wein's    

displacement Law, Stefan's law, Green house    
      



 

 

 Teacher ________________ Principal ________________ 
 

  KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA . 
    

1. Date:  6. Date of Commencement : 

2. Classes: XI  7. Expected date of Completion  : 

3. Subject: Physics  8. Actual date of Completion : 

4. Lessons: UNIT-VIII & IX : Thermodynamics & Kinetic Theory 

5. Periods Required: 12 

 Additional Home Assignment Exercises/ questions prepared 

List of the Unit/Sub Unit Information/Source of  to supplement those given in 

 the Information  the text book 

Chapter–12: Thermodynamics  Revise all the topics 1.Derive Mayer's formula 
Thermal equilibrium and definition of  discussed in class room 2.Describe the operation of a 

temperature (zeroth law of  NCERT BOOK EXERCISE Carnot's engine . Calculate the 
thermodynamics), heat, work   efficiency of a Carnot engine and 

and internal energy. First law of 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Q 12.3 explain why the efficiency of an 
thermodynamics, isothermal and 

 

irreversible engine is small.  
Q 12.7 

adiabatic processes. Second law of 

 3.Derive expression for work done 
in  

Q 12.8 
thermodynamics: reversible and 

 adiabatic process  

Q 12.9 

irreversible processes, Heat engine and 

 4. Derive expression for pressure 
of  

Q 13.1 refrigerator.  an ideal gas 
 

Q 13.2 Chapter–13: Kinetic Theory  5. What do you mean by free path 
Equation of state of a perfect gas, work   Derive expression for it 



done in compressing a gas.    

Kinetic theory of gases - assumptions,    

concept of pressure. Kinetic    

interpretation of temperature; rms    

speed of gas molecules; degrees of    

freedom, law of equi-partition of energy    

(statement only) and application to    

specific heat capacities of gases;    

concept of mean free path, Avogadro's    

number    
 

Teacher ________________ Principal ________________ 



  KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA . 
    

1. Date:  6. Date of Commencement : 

2. Classes: XI  7. Expected date of Completion  : 

3. Subject: Physics  8. Actual date of Completion : 

4. Lessons: UNIT-X Mechanical Waves and Ray Optics 

5. Periods Required: 16 

 Additional Home Exercises/ questions prepared to 

List of the Unit/Sub Unit Information/Source of the Assignment supplement those given in the text 

 Information  book 

Chapter–14: Oscillations and Waves  Revise all the 1.The maximum velocity of a particle, 

Periodic motion - time period,  topics discussed executing S.H.M with amplitude of 7mm is 

frequency, displacement as a function  in class room 4.4 m/s. What is the period of oscillation? 

of time, periodic functions. Simple  NCERT BOOK 2.An organ pipe emits a fundamental node 

harmonic motion (S.H.M) and its  EXERCISE of a frequency 128Hz. On blowing into it 

equation; phase; oscillations of a 
 

more strongly it produces the first   

loaded springrestoring force and force  
Q 14.16 

overtone of the frequency 384Hz. What is 

constant; energy in S.H.M. Kinetic and 
 

the type of pipe –Closed or Open?  

Q 14.17 
potential energies; simple pendulum  3.At what points is the energy entirely  

Q 14.18 derivation of expression for its time  kinetic and potential in S.H.M? What is the 
 

Q 14.19 period. Free, forced and damped  total distance travelled by a body 

oscillations (qualitative ideas only),  Q 14.22 executing S.H.M in a time equal to its time 

resonance.  Q 15.4 period, if its amplitude is A? 

Wave motion: Transverse and  Q 15.8 4.Write characteristics of stationary waves. 

longitudinal waves, speed of wave  Q 15.16 5.Discuss Newton’s formula for velocity of 

motion, displacement relation  Q 15.17 sound in air. What correction was made to 

for a progressive wave, principle of  Q 15.18 it by Laplace and why? 

superposition of waves, reflection of  Q 15.19 6. A train stands at a platform blowing a 

waves, standing waves in strings and  Q 15.21 whistle of frequency 400 Hz in still air. 

organ pipes, fundamental mode and 
 

(i) What is the frequency of the whistle   

harmonics, Beats, Doppler effect   heard by a man running Towards the 

   engine 10 m/s. 
 

Teacher ________________ Principal ________________ 



 KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA .    
      

1. Date:   6. Date of Commencement : 

2. Classes: XI   7. Expected date of Completion  : 

3. Subject: Physics   8. Actual date of Completion : 

4. Lessons: UNIT-X RAY OPTICS      

5. Periods Required: 18      

 

Additional Information/Source 

Home Assignment Exercises/ questions 

List of the Unit/Sub Unit 

  

prepared to supplement 

of the Information 

  

   
those given in the text book      

Chapter–15: RAY OPTICS 
The measurement of light as Revise all the topics 1. A glass prism has a minimum 

perceived by human eye is called discussed in class angle of deviation Dm in air. 

Ray Optics: Reflection of light, photometry. Photometry is room State with reason, how the angle 

spherical mirrors, mirror formula, measurement of a physiological 

NCERT BOOK 

of minimum deviation will 

refraction of light, total 

phenomenon, being the stimulus 

of change, if the prism is immersed 

EXERCISE 
internal reflection and its 

light as received by the human 

eye, in a liquid of refractive index   

applications, optical fibres, refraction 
transmitted by the optic nerves 

and 

Q 15.11 

greater than 1. 

at spherical surfaces, lenses, analysed by the brain. The main 2. A Double convex lens made 

Q 15.15 
thin lens formula, lensmaker's physical quantities in photometry of glass of refractive index 1.5 

Q 15.18 
are (i) the luminous intensity of 

the has both radii of curvature of 
formula, magnification, power of a   

source, (ii) the luminous flux or 

flow 

  

magnitude 20 cm. an object 2 
lens, combination of thin lenses in 

  

of light from the source, and (iii) 
  

cm high is placed at 10 cm from 
contact, refraction and dispersion of 

  

illuminance of the surface. The SI   the lens. Find the position, 
light through a prism. Scattering of 

  

unit of luminous intensity (I ) is   nature and size of the image 
light - blue colour of sky and reddish 

  

candela (cd). The candela is the    

apprearance of the sun at sunrise luminous intensity, in a given    



and sunset. Optical instruments: direction, of a source that emits    

Microscopes and astronomical monochromatic radiation of    

telescopes (reflecting and refracting) frequency 540 × 10
12

 Hz and that    

and their magnifying powers. has a radiant intensity in that    

 direction of 1/683 watt per    

 steradian.    

Teacher ________________ Principal ________________ 

 
  KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA . 
    

1. Date:  6. Date of Commencement : 

2. Classes: XII  7. Expected date of Completion  : 

3. Subject: Physics  8. Actual date of Completion : 

7. Lessons: Electric Charges and Fields 

8. Periods Required: 12 

 Additional Home Exercises/ questions prepared to 

List of the Unit/Sub Unit Information/Source of Assignment supplement those given in the text 

 the Information  book  

Chapter–1: Electric Charges and Fields Charging of TV Screens/ Revise all the 1. q1 +q2=0.What does it signifies? 

Electric Charges; Conservation of charge, Own Knowledge topics discussed in 2. Is the force acting between two point 

Coulomb's law-force between two point In olden days, electricity and class room charges q1& q2 at some distance in air, 

charges, forces between multiple charges; magnetism were treated as  attractive or repulsive when (i) q1q2 >0(ii) 

superposition principle and continuous separate subjects. Electricity 

NCERT BOOK 

q1& q2 <0?  

charge distribution. Electric field, electric dealt with charges on glass 3. Two point charges repel each other 

EXERCISE rods, cat’s fur, batteries, 
field due to a point charge, electric field with a force of 100 N. One of these 

lightning, etc., while Q 1.6, 
lines, electric dipole, electric field due to a charges is increased by 10% and other is 

magnetism described Q 1.8, 
dipole, torque on a dipole in uniform reduced by 10%.Find the new force of 

interactions of magnets, iron Q 1.9, 
electric field. Electric flux, statement of repulsion between them if distance is 

filings, compass needles, etc. 
Q 1.15, Gauss's theorem and its applications to kept same. 

 

In 1820 Danish scientist 

 

find field due to infinitely long straight Q 1.16, 4.Two similar balls each having mass m 



Oersted found that a compass 

wire, uniformly charged infinite plane needle is deflected by passing Q 1.18, and charge q are hung from a fixed point 

sheet and uniformly charged thin spherical an electric current through a Q 1.29, by silk thread of length l each. Prove that 

shell (field inside and outside) wire placed near the needle. Q 1.30 equilibrium separation (x) is given by 

 Ampere and Faraday   
2 

3/2 

     

 

supported this observation 
 

x =  ( 

 

) When each   2∏ԑ 

 by saying that electric charges  0   

 in motion produce magnetic  thread makes a small angle  with the 
  

vertical. 
 

 fields and moving magnets   

 generate electricity.      
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 KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA .  
      

1. Date:   5. Periods Required: 10 

2. Classes: XII   6. Date of Commencement : 

3. Subject: Physics   7. Expected date of Completion  : 

4. Lessons: Electrostatic Potential and Capacitance 8. Actual date of Completion : 

 Additional 

Home 

Assignme

nt Exercises/ questions prepared to 

List of the Unit/Sub Unit Information/Source of   supplement those given in the 

 the Information   text book 

Chapter–2: Electrostatic Potential Count Alessandro Volta 

Revise all 

the topics 1 Sketch a graph to show how charge 

and Capacitance (1745 – 1827) Italian 

discussed 

in class 

room given to a capacitor of capacity C 

Electric potential, potential difference, physicist, professor at Pavia. 

NCERT 

BOOK 

EXERCISE varies with potential difference. 

electric potential due to a point charge, Volta established that the   2 When a capacitor is charged by a 

a dipole and system of charges; animal electricity observed 

Q 2.3 

battery, is the energy stored in the 

equipotential surfaces, electrical by Luigi Galvani, 1737–1798 capacitor is same as energy supplied 

Q 2.10 
potential energy of a system of two in experiments with frog by the battery 

Q 2.11 
point charges and of electric dipole in muscle tissue placed in 3.A very thin plate of metal is placed 

Q 2.14, 
an electrostatic field. contact with dissimilar exactly in the middle of the two plates 

Q 2.22 Conductors and insulators, free charges metals, was not due to any of a parallel plate capacitor .What will 
Q 2.25 and bound charges inside a conductor. exceptional property of be the effect on the capacitance of 

Dielectrics and electric polarisation, animal tissues but was also Q 2.27 the system? 

capacitors and capacitance, generated whenever any wet Q 2.29 4.A parallel plate capacitor is charged 

combination of capacitors in series and body was sandwiched Q 2.34 by a battery, which is then 

in parallel, capacitance of a parallel between dissimilar metals. Q 2.36 disconnected. A dielectric slab is then 



plate capacitor with and without This led him to develop the   inserted in the space between the 

dielectric medium between first voltaic pile, or battery,   plates. Explain what changes, if any, 

the plates, energy stored in a capacitor consisting of a large stack of   occur in the values of: 

 moist disks of cardboard   (i) potential difference between the 

 (electrolyte) sandwiched   plates(ii)Electric field between the 

 between disks of metal   plates, and (iii)The energy stored in 

 ((electrodes)   the capacitor. 
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 KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA .    
      

1. Date:   6. Date of Commencement : 

2. Classes: XII   7. Expected date of Completion  : 

3. Subject: Physics   8. Actual date of Completion : 

4. Lessons: Current Electricity      

5. Periods Required:  20      

 Additional Home Assignment Exercises/ questions prepared to 

List of the Unit/Sub Unit Information/Source of the   supplement those given in the 

 Information   text book 

Chapter–3: Current Electricity In olden days lightning was Revise all the topics 1.A wire of resistively ρ is stretched to 

Electric current, flow of electric charges in a considered as an atmospheric discussed in class three its initial length, what will be its 

metallic conductor, drift velocity, mobility flash of supernatural origin. room new resistively. 

2.Constantan is used for making the and their relation with electric current; It was believed to be the   
  

standard resistance. Why? 
Ohm's law, electrical resistance, V-I great weapon of Gods. But 

NCERT BOOK 3. Find the value of the unknown 
characteristics (linearand non-linear), today the phenomenon of 

EXERCISE resistance X and the current drawn by 
electrical energy and power, electrical lightning can be explained 

Q 3.5, the circuit from the battery if no current 
resistivity and conductivity, Carbon scientifically by elementary 

Q 3.9 flows through the galvanometer. 
resistors, colour code for carbon resistors; principles of physics. 

Q 3.11 
Assume the resistance per unit length 

series and parallel combinations of Atmospheric electricity arises of the wire is 0.01Ωcm
-1

. 

Q 3.12, resistors;temperature dependence of due to the separation of  

resistance. Internal resistance of a cell, electric charges. In the Q 3.19  

potential difference and emf of a cell, ionosphere and Q 3.22  

combination of cells in series and in magnetosphere strong Q 3.23  

parallel, Kirchhoff's laws and simple electric current is generated Q 3.24 4.Find the potential difference across R3 

applications, Wheatstone bridge, metre from the solarterrestrial   in the given circuit. 

bridge. Potentiometer - principle and its interaction. In the lower    

applications to measure potential atmosphere the current is    

difference and for comparing EMF of two weaker and is maintained    

cells; measurement of internal resistance of by thunderstorm.    



a cell.      
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  KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA . 
    

1. Date:  6. Date of Commencement : 

2. Classes: XII  7. Expected date of Completion  : 

3. Subject: Physics  8. Actual date of Completion : 

4Lessons: Moving Charges and Magnetism 

5Periods Required: 12 

 

Additional Information/Source of 
Home Exercises/ questions prepared 

List of the Unit/Sub Unit Assignment to supplement those given in 

 the Information  the text book 
   

Chapter–4: Moving Charges and India has been an early entrant in the area Revise all 1.A given galvanometer is to be 

Magnetism of accelerator- based research. The vision the topics converted into (i) an ammeter (ii)a 

Concept of magnetic field, Oersted's of Dr. Meghnath Saha created a 37" discussed in milliammeter (iii)a voltmeter. In 

Cyclotron in the Saha Institute of Nuclear 
experiment. Biot - Savart law and its class room which case will the required 

Physics in Kolkata in 1953. This was soon 
application to current carrying circular  

resistance be (i)least (ii)highest 

followed by a series of Cockroft-Walton 

 

loop. Ampere's law and its applications NCERT 2.A galvanometer coil has a type of accelerators established in Tata 

to infinitely long straight wire. Straight Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR), BOOK resistance of 12  and the meter 

shows full scale deflection for a 
and toroidal solenoids (only qualitative Mumbai, Aligarh Muslim University EXERCISE 

current of  3 mA.How will you 
treatment), force on a moving charge in (AMU), Aligarh, Bose Institute, Kolkata Q 4.3 

convert the meter into a voltmeter 
and Andhra University, Waltair. The sixties uniform magnetic and electric fields, Q 4.8 

of range 0 to 18 V 
Cyclotron. Force on a current-carrying 

saw the commissioning of a number of 

Q 4.16 Van de Graaff accelerators: a 5.5 MV 3. A solenoid of length 0.5 m has a 

conductor in a uniform magnetic field, terminal machine in Bhabha Atomic Q 4.27 radius of 1 cm and is made up of 

force between two parallel current- Research Centre (BARC), Mumbai (1963); Q 4.28 500 turns. It carries a current of 5 

carrying conductors-definition of a 2 MV terminal machine in Indian  What is the magnitude of the 

ampere, torque experienced by a current Institute of Technology (IIT), Kanpur; a  magnetic field inside the solenoid? 

loop in uniform magnetic field; moving 400 kV terminal machine in Banaras  
4.Show that cyclotron frequency 

Hindu University (BHU), Varanasi; and 
 

coil galvanometer-its current sensitivity 
 

does not depend on speed of 
Punjabi University, Patiala. One 66 cm 

 

and conversion to ammeter and 
 

particles. What is resonance Cyclotron donated by the Rochester  

voltmeter University of USA was commissioned in  condition in cyclotron? 

 Panjab University, Chandigarh   
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 KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA .       
         

      1. Date:   6. Date of Commencement :  

2. Classes: XII   7. Expected date of Completion  :  

3. Subject: Physics   8. Actual date of Completion :  

4. Lessons:  Magnetism and Matter         

5. Periods Required:  10         

 Additional Home Assignment Exercises/ questions 

List of the Unit/Sub Unit Information/Source of the   prepared to supplement 

 Information   those given in the text book 

Magnetism and Matter A compass needle consists of a Revise all the topics 1.Where on the surface of Earth 

Current loop as a magnetic dipole and its magnetic needle which floats on a discussed in class is the angle of dip zero? 

magnetic dipole moment, magnetic pivotal point. When the compass room 2.The vertical component of 

dipole moment of a revolving electron, is held level, it points along the   Earth's magnetic field at a place 

magnetic field intensity due to a direction of the horizontal 
    

NCERT BOOK is  
3
  times the horizontal 

magnetic dipole (bar magnet) along its component of the earth’s 

EXERCISE component. What is the value of 
axis and perpendicular to its axis, torque magnetic field at the location. 

Q 5.3 angle of dip at this place 
on a magnetic dipole (bar magnet) in a Thus, the compass needle would 

Q 5.25 3.The maximum value of 
uniform magnetic field; bar magnet as an stay along the magnetic meridian permeability of a metal is 0.126   

equivalent solenoid, magnetic field lines; of the place. In some places on 
  

  Tm/A. Find the maximum 
earth's magnetic field and magnetic the earth there are deposits of 

  

  relative  permeability and 
elements. Para-, dia- and ferro - magnetic magnetic minerals which cause 

  

  susceptibility.  

substances, with examples. the compass needle to deviate 
   

  4.A compass needle of magnetic 
Electromagnets and factors affecting their from the magnetic meridian.   2 

pointing 
strengths, permanent magnets. Knowing the magnetic declination 

  moment 60 Am 

  geographical north at a place 
 

at a place allows us to correct the 
  

   where the horizontal 
 

compass to determine the 
  

   component of earth’s magnetic 
 

direction of true 
  

      2 
 

north. At the magnetic poles 
  field is 40 Wb/m , experiences 

   a torque of 1.2x10-3 Nm.  What 
 

such a needle will point straight 
  

   is the declination of the place? 
 

down. 
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  KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA . 
    

1. Date:  6. Date of Commencement : 

2. Classes: XII  7. Expected date of Completion  : 

3. Subject: Physics  8. Actual date of Completion : 

8. Lessons: UNIT- Electromagnetic Induction and Alternating CurrentsPeriods Required:  20 

 
Additional Information/Source of 

Home Assignment Exercises/ questions prepared 

List of the Unit/Sub Unit 
 

to supplement those given in 
the Information 

 

  
the text book    

Chapter–6: Electromagnetic Take two hollow thin cylindrical pipes Revise all the topics 1.Draw the graph showing the 

Induction of equal internal diameters made of discussed in class variation of reactance of a capacitor 

Electromagnetic induction; aluminium and PVC, respectively. Fix room with frequency of an a.c. circuit. 

Faraday's laws, induced EMF them vertically with clamps on retort  2.In an ideal transformer, number of 

and current; Lenz's Law, Eddy stands. Take a small cylindrical magnet NCERT BOOK turns in the primary and secondary 

having diameter slightly smaller than are 200 and 1000 receptively. If the 
currents. Self and mutual EXERCISE 

the inner diameter of the pipes and power input to the primary is 10 kW 
induction. Q 6.1, drop it through each pipe in such a way at 200 V, calculate i) Output voltage 
Chapter–7: Alternating 

that the magnet does not touch the 

Q 6.2 

and  ii) current in primary. 
Current Q 6.10 

sides of the pipes during its fall. You 3.The electric current flowing in a 
Alternating currents, peak and Q 7.13, will observe that the magnet dropped wire in the direction from B to A is 

RMS value of alternating through the PVC pipe takes the same Q 7.22 decreasing. Find out the direction of 

current/voltage; reactance and time to come out of the pipe as it  the induced current in the metallic 

impedance; LC oscillations would take when dropped through the  loop kept above the wire as shown. 

(qualitative treatment only), same height without the pipe. You will   

LCR series circuit, resonance; see that the magnet takes much longer   

power in AC circuits, power time in the case of aluminium pipe. It is   

factor, wattless current. AC due to the eddy currents that are   

generator and transformer. generated in the aluminium pipe which   

oppose the change in magnetic flux, 
  

   

 .Such phenomena are referred to as   

 electromagnetic damping..   
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  KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA . 
    

1. Date:  6. Date of Commencement : 

2. Classes: XII  7. Expected date of Completion  : 

3. Subject: Physics  8. Actual date of Completion : 

6. Lessons: : Electromagnetic Waves/Ray optics 

7. Periods Required: 18 

 Additional Home Exercises/ questions prepared 

List of the Unit/Sub Unit Information/Source of the Assignment to supplement those given in 

 Information  the text book 

Chapter–8: Electromagnetic Waves Our objective is to cook food or Revise all the 1.Name the waves used in radar 

Basic idea of displacement current, warm it up. When the temp. of a topics discussed in and give the order of their 

Electromagnetic waves, their body rises, the energy of the class room wavelengths. 

characteristics, their Transverse nature random motion of atoms and  2.What is displacement current? 

(qualitative ideas only). Electromagnetic molecules increases and the  Give its SI units 

spectrum (radio waves, microwaves, molecules travel or vibrate or 

NCERT BOOK 

3.What is meant by the transverse 

infrared, visible, ultraviolet, X-rays, rotate with higher energies. The nature of electromagnetic waves? 

EXERCISE 
gamma rays) including elementary facts frequency of rotation of water 4.A glass prism has a minimum 

Q 8.7, 
about their uses. molecules is about 300 crore angle of deviation Dm in air. State 

Q 8.8, Ray Optics: Reflection of light, spherical hertz, which is 3 gigahertz (GHz). with reason, how the angle of 
Q 9.9, mirrors, mirror formula, refraction of If water receives microwaves of minimum deviation will change, if 

light, total internal reflection and its this frequency, its molecules Q 9.11, the prism is immersed in a liquid of 

applications, optical fibres, refraction at absorb this radiation, which is Q 9.15, refractive index greater than 1. 

spherical surfaces, lenses, thin lens equivalent to heating up water. Q 9.38, 5.A Double convex lens made of 

formula, lensmaker's formula, These molecules share this energy  glass of refractive index 1.5 has 

magnification, power of a lens, with neighbouring food  both radii of curvature of 

combination of thin lenses in contact, molecules, heating up the food  magnitude 20 cm. an object 2 cm 

refraction and dispersion of light should use porcelain vessels and  high is placed at 10 cm from the 

through a prism. Scattering of light - not metal containers in a oven  lens. Find the position, nature and 

blue colour of sky and reddish because of the danger of getting  size of the image 

apprearance of the sun at sunrise and a shock from accumulated   

sunset electric charges.   
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1. Date:    6. Date of Commencement : 

2. Classes: XII    7. Expected date of Completion  : 

3. Subject: Physics    8. Actual date of Completion : 

4. Lessons: Ray optics/ Wave Optics       

5. Periods Required:  11       

 Additional  Home Assignment Exercises/ questions prepared to 

List of the Unit/Sub Unit Information/Source of    supplement those given in the 

 the Information    text book 

Ray optics (contd.) Optical instruments: Dutch physicist, astronomer,  Revise all the topics 1..Draw a neat labelled ray diagram of an 

Microscopes and astronomical mathematician and the  discussed in class astronomical telescope in normal 

telescopes (reflecting and refracting) founder of the wave theory  room adjustment. Explain briefly its working 
 

2. How will the magnifying power of a 
and their magnifying powers. of light. His book, Treatise 

   
   

refracting type astronomical telescope 
Chapter–10: Wave Optics on light, makes fascinating  

NCERT BOOK  be affected on increasing for its eyepiece 
reading even today. He 

 

Wave front and Huygen's principle,  EXERCISE (i) the focal length and (ii) the aperture? 
brilliantly explained the 

 

reflection and refraction of plane wave  Q 10.2, Justify your answer 
double refraction shown by 

 

at a plane surface using wave fronts.  Q 10.7, 3.State essential condition for diffraction 
the mineral calcite in this 

 

Proof of laws of reflection and refraction 
 

Q 10.8 
of light to take place 

work in addition to 
 

 4.A screen is placed 50m from a single 
using Huygen's principle. Interference, reflection and refraction.  Q 10.20 slit, which is illuminated with 6000Å light. 

Young's double slit experiment and 
   

He was the first to    If the distance between the first and third 

expression for fringe width, coherent analyse circular and    minima in the diffraction pattern is 

sources and sustained interference of simple harmonic motion    3.00mm, what is the width of the slit? 

light, diffraction due to a single slit, and designed and built    5.You are given 3 lenses having powers 

width of central maximum, resolving improved clocks and    of P1 = 6D, P2  = 3D and P3 = 12D. 

power of microscope and astronomical telescopes. He discovered 
   Which of the two lenses do you select as 
   

an eyepiece and which as an objective to 
telescope, polarisation, plane polarised the true geometry of 

   

   construct a microscope? Why? 

light, Brewster's law, uses of plane Saturn’s rings     
      

polarised light and Polaroids.       
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  KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA . 
    

1. Date:  6. Date of Commencement : 

2. Classes: XII  7. Expected date of Completion  : 

3. Subject: Physics  8. Actual date of Completion : 

6. Lessons: Dual Nature of Radiation and Matter& Atoms and Nuclei 

7. Periods Required: 22 

 

Additional Information/Source 

Home Exercises/ questions prepared 

List of the Unit/Sub Unit Assignment to supplement those given in 
of the Information   

the text book    

Chapter–11: Dual Nature of Radiation In a single uranium fission about Revise all the 1.State de Broglie’s hypothesis. 

and Matter 0.9×235 MeV (200 MeV) of energy is topics discussed Write the expression for the de 

Dual nature of radiation, Photoelectric liberated. If each nucleus of about 50 in class room Broglie wave. 

effect, Hertz and Lenard's observations; kg of 235U undergoes fission the  2.State Bohr’s postulate on angular 

Einstein's photoelectric equation-particle amount of energy involved is about 4 NCERT BOOK momentum of a revolving electron 

nature of light. Matter waves-wave × 10
15

J. This energy is equivalent to 

EXERCISE 
and use the same to show that the 

nature of particles, de-Broglie relation, about 20,000 tons of TNT, enough for nth Bohr orbit has an integral Q 11.1 

Davisson-Germer experiment a superexplosion. Uncontrolled 

Q 11.3 

number of de Broglie waves 

(experimental details should be omitted; release of large nuclear energy is 3.Light of intensity and frequency is 

Q 11.6 only conclusion should be explained). called an atomic explosion. On incident on a photosensitive surface 
Q 11.8 Chapter–12: Atoms August 6, 1945 an atomic device was and causes photoelectric emission. 

Alpha-particle scattering experiment; used in warfare for the first time. The Q 11.12 What will be the effect on anode 

Rutherford's model of atom; Bohr model, US dropped an atom bomb on Q 12.5 current when (i) the intensity of light 

energy levels, hydrogen spectrum. Hiroshima, Japan. The explosion was Q 12.8 is gradually increased, (ii) the 

Chapter–13: Nuclei equivalent to 20,000 tons of TNT. Q 12.15 frequency of incident radiation is 

Composition and size of nucleus, Instantly the radioactive products Q 13.3 increased, and (iii) the anode 

Radioactivity, alpha, beta and gamma devastated 10 sq km of the city which Q 13.7 potential is increased? In each case, 

particles/rays and their properties; had 3,43,000 inhabitants. Of this Q 13.15 all other factors remain the same. 

radioactive decay law. Mass-energy number 66,000 were killed and 69,000 Q 13.29 Explain, 

relation, mass defect; binding energy per were injured; more than 67% of the  4. One gram of radium is reduced 

nucleon and its variation with mass city’s structures were destroyed.  by 2.1mg in 5 years by decay. 

number; nuclear fission, nuclear fusion   Calculate the half-life of Uranium 
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  KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA . 
    

1. Date:  6. Date of Commencement : 

2. Classes: XII  7. Expected date of Completion  : 

3. Subject: Physics  8. Actual date of Completion : 

6. Lessons: Semiconductor Electronics & Communication Systems 

7. Periods Required: 25 

 

Additional Information/Source 

Home Exercises/ questions 

List of the Unit/Sub Unit Assignment prepared to supplement 
of the Information   

those given in the text book    

Chapter–14: Semiconductor Electronics: The Internet :It is a system with billions Revise all the 1.What is the ratio of electrons and 

Materials, Devices and Simple Circuits Energy of users worldwide. It permits topics holes in intrinsic semiconductor at 

bands in conductors, semiconductors and communication and sharing of all types discussed in room temperature? 

insulators (qualitative ideas only) of information between any two or class room 2.Why sky waves are not used for 

more computers connected through a the transmission of TV signals? 
Semiconductor diode - I-V characteristics in  

large and complex network. It was 

 

What is space wave propagation? 
forward and reverse bias, diode as a rectifier; 

NCERT BOOK started in 1960’s and opened for public 3.Which two communication 
Special purpose p-n junction diodes: LED, 

use in 1990’s. With the passage of time EXERCISE methods make use of this mode of 
photodiode, solar cell and Zener diode and 

it has witnessed tremendous growth Q 14.5 propagation? If the sum of the 
their characteristics, zener diode as a voltage 

and it is still expanding its reach. Its 
Q 14.9 

heights of transmitting and 
regulator. Junction transistor, transistor action, applications include E mail,File transfer receiving antennae in line of sight 

Q 14.15 characteristics of a transistor and transistor as World Wide Web E-commerce of communication is fixed at h, 
Q 14.17 an amplifier (common emitter configuration), Facsimile (FAX) show that the range is maximum 

basic idea of analog and digital signals, Logic It scans the contents of a document (as Q 15.2 when the two antennae have a 

gates (OR, AND, NOT, NAND and NOR). an image, not text) to create electronic Q 15.5 height h/2 each. 

Chapter–15: Communication Systems signals. These signals are then sent to Q 15.7 4 .What is amplifier. Discuss use of 

Elements of a communication system (block the destination (another FAX machine)  n-p-n transistor as an amplifier 

in an orderly manner using telephone 
 

with circuit diagram. What is phase 
diagram only); bandwidth of signals (speech,  

lines. At the destination, the signals are 
 

relation between input & output TV and digital data); bandwidth of transmission  

medium. Propagation of electromagnetic 
reconverted into a replica of the  waveform 

original document. Note that FAX   

waves in the atmosphere, sky and space wave 
  

provides image of a static document   



propagation, satellite communication. Need for 
  

unlike the image provided by TV of   

modulation, amplitude modulation. objects that might be dynamic.   
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CLASS TEST 

CLASS XI PHYSICS 

CHAPTER-3  MOTION IN STRAIGHT LINE 

1 Can a body have a constant speed and still varying velocity? 1 

2 Under what condition is the average velocity equal to the instantaneous velocity? 1 

3 What does the area under acceleration -time graph? 1 

4 A ball hits a wall with a velocity of 30 m/s and rebounces with same velocity. What is the 

change in its velocity? 

1 

5 Define uniform motion. 1 

6 A uniformly moving cricket ball is turned back by hitting it with a bat for a very short time 

interval. Show the variation of its acceleration with time. (Take acceleration in the backward 

direction as positive). 

2 

7 . Describe in each case whether the motion is one, two or three dimensional: 

       (a).A moving car on a straight highway   (b).A piece of paper flying in air  

       (c) An ant crawling on a large sphere       (d).An earth revolving around the Sun. 

2 

8 An object has uniformly accelerated motion. The object always slows down before the time, 

when its velocity becomes zero. Prove this statement graphically, when 

(a) both u and a are positive         (b) u is -ve and a is + ve. 

(c ) U is + ve and a is –ve              (d) Both u and a are -ve. 

2 

9 Two straight lines drawn on the  

same displacement -time graph  

make angles 30
0
 and 60

0
 with time  

axis respectively. Which line represent 

greater velocity? 

What is the ratio of two velocities? 

2 

10 Two balls of different masses (one lighter and other heavier) are thrown vertically upwards 

with the same speed. Which one will pass through the point of projection in their downward 

direction with the greater speed? 

2 

11 The position of an object moving along x-axis is given by   x = a + bt
2
where  a = 8.5 m, b = 

2.5 m s
–2

 and t is measured in seconds. What is its velocity at t = 0 s and t = 2.0 s. What is the 

average velocity between t = 2.0 s and t = 4.0 s ? 

3 

12 A ball thrown upward from the top of a tower with speed v reaches the ground in t1 second. If 

this ball is thrown downward from the top of the same tower with speed v, it reaches the 

ground in t2 second. Calculate the time in which the ball reach the ground if it is allowed to 

fall freely under gravity from the top of the tower. 

3 

13 Derive the equation of motion:  v
2
 =u

2 
– 2as    (where symbols have their usual meaning) 

 

3 

14 A body covers distance of 20 m in the 7
th

 second and 24 m in 9
th

 seconds. How much shall it 

cover in 15
th

 seconds? 

3 

15 Define average speed. A car moves from X to Y with uniform speed v1 and returns to X with 

uniform speed v2. Calculate the average speed and average velocity of the round trip. 

3 

16 A car accelerates from rest at constant rate α for some time, after which it deaccelerates at 

constant rate β to come to rest. If the total time elapsed is t second, then calculate : 

 (i) maximum velocity attained by the car. 

(ii) the total distance cover by the car in terms of α, β and t. 

5 

17 If x, y, z be the distance described by a particle during the p
th

, q
th

 and r
th

seconds respectively,  

prove that (q-r)x +(r-p)y + (p-q)z=0. 

5 

 
 
 



 

 

 
CLASS –XI (PHYSICS) 

CHAPTER – 3 MOTION ALONG A STRAIGHT LINE 

Time :- 90                                                                                        M.M.40 

1 

Under what condition will the distance and displacement of a moving object have the same 

magnitude?    1 

2  Is it possible to have negative value of speed and displacement. 1 

3  What does the slope of a velocity-time graph represent. 1 

4  What is the ratio of SI to CGS unit of acceleration. 1 

5  Why does the earth impart the same acceleration to all object. 1 

6 

A ball is thrown vertically up with a velocity 20m/s. Construct acceleration –time and 

displacement-time graph. 2 

7 What is the position at any time for a body starting from rest with an acceleration a= αt
2
 2 

8 A ball is thrown vertically upward. Draw its ( i) v-t curve and (ii)a-t curve. 2 

9 The velocity of a particle is V= 5+2(α1+α2t) 2 

10 

 

                                                                                               s 

   x 

 

                                  t                                                                           t 

What is the common between two graphs shown .Both graphs represent positive and constant 

(different) velocity? 2 

11 

A particle starts from rest and its acceleration (a) plotted against time(t)is shown here .plot the 

corresponding velocity –time graph and displacement –time graph. 

 

                                a 

 

                                                 t 3 

12 

Draw the following graph for an object under free fall (i) Variation of acceleration with respect 

to time t (ii) Variation of velocity  with respect to time t (iii) Variation of distance with respect 

to time t  3 

13 

The distance x travelled by a body in a straight line is directly proportional to t
2 

Decide on the 

type of motion associated. If  x α t
3
 . What change will you observe? 3 

14 

In which of the following examples motion can the body be considered approximately a point 

object? 

i) a railway carriage moving without jerk between two stations. 

ii) A monkey sitting on top of man cycling smoothly on a circular track. 

iii) A spinning cricket ball that turns sharply on hitting the ground.  3 

15 

The displacement of the particle is moving along X axis Is given by X = 18 t + 5t
2
.Calculate    

i) Instantaneous velocity at t=2 s  ii) average velocity between 2s and 3s. iii) instantaneous 

acceleration. 3 

16 

Draw V – t graph of uniformly accelerated motion in one dimension. From V –t  graph of a 

uniformly accelerated motion derive equation of motion in distance and time. 5 

17 

Derive three equation of motion by calculus method. Express the condition under which they 

can be used? 5 



 
 

CLASS TEST 

CLASS XI PHYSICS 

CHAPTER-3  MOTION IN STRAIGHT LINE 

1 Can a body have a constant speed and still varying velocity? 1 

2 Under what condition is the average velocity equal to the instantaneous velocity? 1 

3 What does the area under acceleration -time graph? 1 

4 A ball hits a wall with a velocity of 30 m/s and rebounces with same velocity. What is the 

change in its velocity? 

1 

5 Define uniform motion. 1 

6 A uniformly moving cricket ball is turned back by hitting it with a bat for a very short time 

interval. Show the variation of its acceleration with time. (Take acceleration in the backward 

direction as positive). 

2 

7 . Describe in each case whether the motion is one, two or three dimensional: 

       (a).A moving car on a straight highway   (b).A piece of paper flying in air  

       (c) An ant crawling on a large sphere       (d).An earth revolving around the Sun. 

2 

8 An object has uniformly accelerated motion. The object always slows down before the time, 

when its velocity becomes zero. Prove this statement graphically, when 

(b) both u and a are positive         (b) u is -ve and a is + ve. 

(c ) U is + ve and a is –ve              (d) Both u and a are -ve. 

2 

9 Two straight lines drawn on the  

same displacement -time graph  

make angles 30
0
 and 60

0
 with time  

axis respectively. Which line represent 

greater velocity? 

What is the ratio of two velocities? 

2 

10 Two balls of different masses (one lighter and other heavier) are thrown vertically upwards 

with the same speed. Which one will pass through the point of projection in their downward 

direction with the greater speed? 

2 

11 The position of an object moving along x-axis is given by   x = a + bt
2
where  a = 8.5 m, b = 

2.5 m s
–2

 and t is measured in seconds. What is its velocity at t = 0 s and t = 2.0 s. What is the 

average velocity between t = 2.0 s and t = 4.0 s ? 

3 

12 A ball thrown upward from the top of a tower with speed v reaches the ground in t1 second. If 

this ball is thrown downward from the top of the same tower with speed v, it reaches the 

ground in t2 second. Calculate the time in which the ball reach the ground if it is allowed to 

fall freely under gravity from the top of the tower. 

3 

13 Derive the equation of motion:  v
2
 =u

2 
– 2as    (where symbols have their usual meaning) 

 

3 

14 A body covers distance of 20 m in the 7
th

 second and 24 m in 9
th

 seconds. How much shall it 

cover in 15
th

 seconds? 

3 

15 Define average speed. A car moves from X to Y with uniform speed v1 and returns to X with 

uniform speed v2. Calculate the average speed and average velocity of the round trip. 

3 

16 A car accelerates from rest at constant rate α for some time, after which it deaccelerates at 

constant rate β to come to rest. If the total time elapsed is t second, then calculate : 

 (i) maximum velocity attained by the car. 

(ii) the total distance cover by the car in terms of α, β and t. 

5 

17 If x, y, z be the distance described by a particle during the p
th

, q
th

 and r
th

seconds respectively,  

prove that (q-r)x +(r-p)y + (p-q)z=0. 

5 

 

 

  

 



CLASS TEST 

CLASS –XI (PHYSICS) 

CHAPTER – (MOTION IN STRAIGHT LINE) 

Time :- 90                                                                                        Min.M.M.40 

1 
Name the physical quantity which is represented by the area of velocity-time graph? 

1 

2 

 A uniformly moving cricket ball is turned back by hitting it by a bat a very short interval of time 

.Show the variation of acceleration with time  1 

3  Give example of motion where x>0, V<0 and  a> 0 at a particular instant  1 

4 

 The displacement x of a particle along a straight line at a time t is given by  

X = a0 +  a1t   +a2 t
2 

Find the acceleration of the particle. 1 

5 

 A body move 2 km east then 4 km west and finally 1 km east .Find the distance and the 

displacement of the body   1 

7 

Figure shows the x-t graph of one –dimensional motion of a particle .Is it correct to say from the 

graph that the particle moves in a straight line for t<0 and on a parabolic path for t>0.If not 

,suggest a suitable physical context for this graph. 

 

 

 

                                  x 

 

 

                                                 t 

 2 

8 

 Suggest a suitable physical situation for each of the following  

 

          x 

 

 

 

 

 2 

9   2 

10 

  A body moves from point A to point B with the speed of 36 km/h and return to the point A 

with the speed of 54 Km/h.Find the average speed and average velocity of the body. 2 

11 

A jet airplane travelling at the speed of 500 Km/h ejects its products of combustion at the speed 

of 1500 Km/h relative to the jet plane. What is the speed of the latter with respect to an observer 

on the ground    3 

12 

 The distance –time relation of a body moving in a straight line is given by x=a + bt
2
 where x is 

in meter and t is given x is in second ,a 8.5 m and b= 2.5 m/s
2 

Find the (i) speed of the body between t=2.0 second to t=5.0 second. 

                (ii) The speed of the body at t=2.0 second 3 

13 

 The stone is dropped from a height of 200 m simultaneously another stone is thrown vertically 

upward with a velocity of 20 m/s .Find the position and time when the two balls meet ?[ g=10 

m/s
2
] 3 

14 

  

Derive 2
nd

 equation of motion by calculus method? 3 

15 

 Two parallel rail tracks run north-south. Train A moves north with a speed of 54 km h
–1

, and 

train B moves south with a speed of 90 km h–1. What is the (a) velocity of B with respect to A ?, 

(b) velocity of ground with respect to B ?, and (c) velocity of a monkey running on the roof of 3 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

the train A against its motion (with a velocity of 18 km h
–1

 with respect to the train A) as 

observed by a man standing on the ground ? 

16 

 The speed- time graph of a particle moving along a fixed direction is shown in figure .Obtain 

the distance traversed by the particle between  

(a) t=0 second to 10 second (b) t=2 second to 6 second  

What is the average speed of the particle over the intervals (a) and (b)  

 

    12     …………. 

 

    m/s 

 

         0              5               10    t  

 5 

17 

 A ball is dropped from a height of 90 m on a floor .At each collision with the floor the ball 

losses one tenth of its speed. Plot the speed –time graph of its motion between t=0 second  to 

t=12 second   

 

                OR 

A ball is thrown vertically upwards with a velocity of 20 m s–1 from the top of a multistory 

building. The height of the point from where the ball is thrown is 25.0 m from the ground. (a) 

How high will the ball rise ? And (b) how long will it be before the ball hits the ground? Take g 

= 10 m s–2. 5 



CLASS TEST 

CLASS XI PHYSICS 

MOTION IN STRAIGHT LINE 
1 Can a particle in one dimensional motion have zero speed and non zero velocity? (1) 
2 Is the time variation of position, shown in the figure observed in nature? 

 

(1) 

3 The displacement of body is given to be proportional to the cube of time elapsed. What is the 

nature of the acceration of the body?                                                      

(1) 

4 What does area under velocity-time graph represent? (1) 
5 Can a body subjected to uniform acceleration always moves in straight line? (1) 
6 In which of the following examples of motion, can the body be considered approximately a point 

object: 

 (a) a railway carriage moving without jerks between two stations.  

(b) a monkey sitting on top of a man cycling smoothly on a circular track.  

(c) a spinning cricket ball that turns sharply on hitting the ground.  

(d) a tumbling beaker that has slipped off the edge of a table. 

(2) 

7 In a case of motion displacement is directly proportional to the square of time elapsed, find the 

acceleration. Is it constant or variable? 

(2) 

8 An object moving with speed of 6.25 m/s, is decelerated at a rate given by:  
𝑑𝑣

𝑑𝑡
 =-2.5 𝑣 . 

Where v is the instantaneous speed. Calculate the time taken by the object to come to rest. 

(2) 

9 Figure gives the x-t plot of a particle in one-dimensional motion. Three different equal intervals of 

time are shown. In which interval is the average speed greatest, and in which is it the least ?  Give 

the sign of average velocity for each interval. 

 
 

(2) 

10 An object is moving with uniform acceleration. Its velocity after 5 second is 25m/s and after 8 

second it is 34 m/s. Find the distance travelled by the object in 12
th

 seconds. 

(2) 

11 A ball is thrown vertically upwards with a velocity of 20 m s
–1

 from the top of a multistorey 

building. The height of the point from where the ball is thrown is 25.0 m from the ground. (a) 

How high will the ball rise ?  and (b) how long will it be before the ball hits the ground? Take g = 

10 m s
–2.

 

(3) 

12 The velocity-displacement graph of a particle is shown in Fig.  

(a) Write the relation between v and x. 

(b) Obtain the relation between acceleration and displacement and plot it. 

 

(3) 

13 Derive the equation of motion:                                                                                                                                  s =  ut 

+ 
1

2
 at

2
               (where symbols have their usual meaning) 

(3) 

14 A ball is release from the top of a tower of height H metre. It takes T seconds to reach the ground. 

What is the position of the ball in T/3 seconds? 

(3) 

15 The speeds of two identical cars are u and 4u at a specific instant. Find the ratio of the respective 

distances at which the two cars are stopped from that instant. 

(3) 



 

TIME : 90 min                            .CLASS TEST                                                           M.M.=40 

                                        CLASS :  XI (PHYSICS) 

                                CHAPTER:  MOTION IN A PLANE  
1 What is the angle between velocity vector and acceleration vector in uniform circular motion? 1 
2 If both the speed and radius of the circular path of a body are doubled,  how will the centripetal 

acceleration change? 

1 

3 What is meant by resolution of a vector? 1 
4 Can a vector be zero when one of the components is not zero while all the other components are 

zero? 

1 

5 State the essential condition for the addition of vectors? 1 
6 What is the angle of projection for a projectile motion whose range R is N times the maximum 

height H? 

2 

7 Two bodies are projected at angles ϴand( 90 -ϴ) to the horizontal with the same speed, find the 

ratio of their time of flight. 

2 

8 Is the flying of a bird an example of composition of vectors?Explain. 2 
9 Establish a relation between linear velocity and angular velocity in a uniform circular motion and 

explain 

2 

10 Define negative of a vector,  unit vector,  collinear vectors and Co initial vectors. 2 
11 What is meant by resolution of a vector? Prove that a vector can be resolved along two given 

directions in one and only one way. 

3 

12 Prove that the vector product of two vectors is equal to twice the area of the triangle formed by 

the two vectors as its adjacent sides. 

3 

13 Show that a projectile fired horizontally with a velocity u follows a parabolic path.  3 
14 Define centripetal acceleration. Derive an expression for the centripetal acceleration of a particle 

moving with uniform speed v along a circular path of radius r. 

3 

15 The sum of the magnitudes of two forces acting at a point is 18 N and the magnitude of the 

resultant is 12 N if the resultant makes an angle of 90° with the force of smaller magnitude then 

what are the magnitude of the two forces? 

3 

16 What is a projectile? A projectile is fired with a velocity u making an angle ϴ with the horizontal, 

show that its trajectory is a parabola.Also derive expressions for its time of flight, maximum 

height and horizontal range. 

5 

17 State parallelogram law of vector addition. Using this law, find analytically the magnitude and 

direction of the resultant. Also discuss the special cases when the two vectors are parallel and 

antiparallel to each other. 

5 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

16 The velocity of a train increases at a constant rate α from 0 to v and then remains constant for 

some time interval and then finally decreases to 0 at a constant rate β. If the total distance covered 

by the particle be x ,then show that time taken will  be 

                t= 
𝑥

𝑣
 +

𝑣

2
 

1

𝛼
+

1

𝛽
 . 

(5) 

17 (a) Define acceleration and write its unit. 

(b) Is the direction of velocity and acceleration same? 

(c) The displacement (in metre ) of a particle moving along x-axis is given by x= 18t + 5t
2
. 

Calculate : 

(i) the instantaneous velocity at t=2s, 

(ii) average velocity between t=2s and t=3s, 

(iii) instantaneous acceleration. 

(5) 



 

 

 

 

 

CLASS--XI 

TOPIC –LAWS OF MOTION 

TIME 90 MIN                                 CLASS TEST                                                   MM-40 

1. Define conservation of momentum. 1 

2.  Define recoil velocity of gun. 1 

3.  Action and reaction forces do not balance each other. why? 1 

4.  Calculate the force acting on a body whose linear momentum changes by 20 kg m/s  in 10 second. 1 

5. Can a single isolated force exist in nature? 1 

6. A  machine gun has a mass of 20 kg it fires 35 gram bullet at the rate of 400 bullets per second 

with speed of 400 m/s. What force must be applied to the gun to keep it in position?  

2 

7. Why buffers are provided between the bogies of a train? 2 

 What is the function of shockers in scooters? 2 

8.  A Bullet of mass 50 gram moving with a speed of 500 m/s is brought to rest in 0.01 s.Find the 

impulse and the average force. how that if the force acting on a particle is zero, its momentum will 

remain unchanged. 

 

2 

9. State three laws of motion. 2 

10.  Discuss the apparent weight of a man in a lift when 

a. Lift is moving upward with a constant speed. 

b.  Lift is accelerated uniformly downwards 

2 

11. Define absolute and gravitational force of relation between them. 3 

12. State and explain Newton's second law of motion and deduce the relation F= m a 

 

3 

13.  What do you understand by concurrent forces?  State the conditions for equilibrium of particle and 

against of concurrent force. 

3 

14. Two Billiard balls each of mass 5 g moving in opposite direction with a speed of 36 km per hour 

collide and rebound with the same velocity. What is impulse imparted to each ball due to the other? 

3 

15. Prove that second law of motion is real law of motion. 3 

16. What do you mean by banking of roads. Derive an expression for maximum velocity for a vehicle 

moving along a banked circular road. 

5 

17. Two bodies of masses M1 equal to 50 kg and M2 equal to 150 kg are tied  by a light string and are 

placed on a frictionless horizontal surface. when M1 is  pulled by  a force F an acceleration of 5 m 

per s
2
 is produced in both the bodies. Calculate the value of F. what is the tension in the string one. 

 

5 

CLASS –XI (PHYSICS) 

CHAPTER – (LAWS OF MOTION) 

Time :- 90                                                                                        Min.M.M.40 

1 Why do we slip on a rainy day?  1 

2 Is friction independent of actual area of contact? 1 

3 What is the ratio of SI and CGS units of linear momentum? 1 

4 What is the principle of working of a rocket? 1 

5  Why buffers are provided between the bogies of a train? 1 

6 An athlete runs A certain distance before taking a long jump. Why? 2 

7 

When the speed of a motor car is doubled how much more distance will it cover before stopping 

under the same retarding force? 2 

8 

A ball rolling on ice with velocity of 4.9 m per second stops after travelling 4m.If g=9.8 m/s, 

what is the coefficient of friction. 2 



9 

Why are the passengers thrown out words when a car in which they are travelling suddenly takes 

a circular turn. 2 

10 

What is friction? Explain the types of friction? Is large brake on a bicycle wheel more effective 

than a small one? 3 

11 

State and Prove the principle of conservation of linear momentum. Show that a gun recoils when 

a bullet is fired from it. 3 

12 What is Newton's second law of motion? Prove that it is real law of motion. 3 

13 

Three masses m1,m2 and m3 of three bodies are  

5,2 and 3 kg respectively. Calculate the values of the tensions 

 T1, T2 and T3 when (i) the whole system is going upward with 

an acceleration of 2m/s
2
(ii) the whole system is stationary. 

 

 

 3 

14 

Explain the terms angle of friction, angle of repose and coefficient of friction Establish relation 

between them. 

 3 

15 

A ball of mass 0.1 kg is suspended by a string 30 cm long keeping the string always taut, the ball 

describes a horizontal circle of radius 15cm. calculate the angular speed of the ball. 5 

16 

What do you mean by banking of roads? Derive an expression for the maximum velocity of a 

vehicle on a banked road. 5 

17 

 Three identical blocks each having a mass M are pushed by a force F on a frictionless 

table.What is the acceleration of the blocks?What is the net force on the block A?  What force 

does A apply on B? What force does B apply on C? Show action- reaction pairs on the contact 

surfaces of the blocks. 

 

 

             F 

 

5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                        CLASS XI PHYSICS  

CHAPTER - MOTION IN A PLANE 

TIME 90 MINS                                                                                                                                    MM 40  

1 Differentiate between vector and scalar quantities. 

 

1 

2 Mention the condition when an object in motion (a) can be considered as point object (b) cannot 

be considered as point object. 

1 

3 Can the speed of a body negative? 1 

4 Can position time-graph have negative slope?  1 

5 Can a body have negative velocity? 1 

6 Distinguish between distance and displacement. 2 

7 A body travel with a velocity v1 for time t1sec and with velocity v2 for t2sec in the same direction 

find the average velocity of the body. 

 

2 

8 A ball thrown vertically upward with speed of 19.6 m/sec from the top of tower return to the 

earth in 6 sec, find the height of the tower.  

2 

9 What do the slope of distance-time graph and velocity time graph represent? What do positive 

and negative value of the slope? 

2 

10 Rain is falling vertically with a speed of 35m/s. Winds starts blowing after some time with speed 

of 12m/s in East to West direction. In which direction should a boy waiting at a bus stop hold his 

umbrella? 

2 

11 Differentiate between 1 dimension, 2 dimension and 3 dimension motion with examples. 3 

 

A 
 

       B 
 

        C 



12 The position of an object moving along x-axis is given by  𝑥 = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑡2, where a = 8.5meter, b = 

2.5m/s
2
and t is measured in seconds. What is the velocity at t=0 seconds and t= 2 seconds? What 

is the average velocity between 2.0 and 4.0seconds? 

3 

13 What do you understand by resolution of vectors? Show that there is only one way in which a 

vector can be resolved in two component vectors along the direction of the two given vectors. 

3 

14 What is the property of two vectors𝐴  𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐵  , if   𝐴 + 𝐵    = 𝐴 − 𝐵   . 3 

15 Explain dot product of two vector. Give and properties of this product. 3 

16 (1) State triangle law of vector addition. Find analytically the magnitude and direction of 

resolution of vectors. 

(2) Find the angle of projection at which horizontal range ad maximum height are equal. 

5 

17 (a) There are two angle of projection for which the horizontal range is the same. Prove 

that the sum of the maximum heights for the two angles does not depend upon the 

angle of projection. 

(b) A particle is projected with a velocity u so that its horizontal is thrice the greatest 

height attained. What is its horizontal range ? 

5 

 

 

 

CLASS XI PHYSICS  

CHAPTER - MOTION IN A PLANE 

TIME 90 MINS                                                                                                                                    MM 40  

1 Differentiate between vector and scalar quantities. 

 

1 

2 Mention the condition when an object in motion (a) can be considered as point object (b) cannot 

be considered as point object. 

1 

3 Can the speed of a body negative? 1 

4 Can position time-graph have negative slope?  1 

5 Can a body have negative velocity? 1 

6 Distinguish between distance and displacement. 2 

7 A body travel with a velocity v1 for time t1sec and with velocity v2 for t2sec in the same direction 

find the average velocity of the body. 

 

2 

8 A ball thrown vertically upward with speed of 19.6 m/sec from the top of tower return to the 

earth in 6 sec, find the height of the tower.  

2 

9 What do the slope of distance-time graph and velocity time graph represent? What do positive 

and negative value of the slope? 

2 

10 Rain is falling vertically with a speed of 35m/s. Winds starts blowing after some time with speed 

of 12m/s in East to West direction. In which direction should a boy waiting at a bus stop hold his 

umbrella? 

2 

11 Differentiate between 1 dimension, 2 dimension and 3 dimension motion with examples. 3 

12 The position of an object moving along x-axis is given by  𝑥 = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑡2, where a = 8.5meter, b = 

2.5m/s
2
and t is measured in seconds. What is the velocity at t=0 seconds and t= 2 seconds? What 

is the average velocity between 2.0 and 4.0seconds? 

3 

13 What do you understand by resolution of vectors? Show that there is only one way in which a 

vector can be resolved in two component vectors along the direction of the two given vectors. 

3 

14 What is the property of two vectors𝐴  𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐵  , if   𝐴 + 𝐵    = 𝐴 − 𝐵   . 3 

15 Explain dot product of two vector. Give and properties of this product. 3 

16 (3) State triangle law of vector addition. Find analytically the magnitude and direction of 

resolution of vectors. 

(4) Find the angle of projection at which horizontal range ad maximum height are equal. 

5 

17 (c) There are two angle of projection for which the horizontal range is the same. Prove 

that the sum of the maximum heights for the two angles does not depend upon the 

angle of projection. 

(d) A particle is projected with a velocity u so that its horizontal is thrice the greatest 

5 



 

 

 

CLASS TEST 

height attained. What is its horizontal range ? 

CLASS – XI (PHYSICS) 

LAWS OF MOTION (FRICTION) 

 TIME -90Min                                                                                                                M.M-40 

1. Define the impending motion. 1 

2. What do you mean by limiting value of friction ? 1 

3. Write the relation between angle of friction and angle of repose. 1 

4. What happen to coefficient of friction when weight of body is doubled. 1 

5. Write the unit of coefficient of friction. 1 

6 Write the laws of static friction. 2 

7 What happen to the friction when surfaces are make extra smooth ? 2 

8 Prove that friction is a necessary evil. 2 

9 A cricket ball is rolling on ice with a velocity of 5m/s and comes into rest after rolling 8m. Find 

the coefficient of friction. Given that g = 10m/s
2
 

2 

10 Find the work done to move a body on horizontal surface against the friction. 2 

11 Define static and kinetic friction. Make a graph showing applied force and static and kinetic 

friction. 

3 

12 What will be the value of kinetic friction when applied force becomes zero? When a body move 

with constant velocity what will be the formula for acceleration of the body? 

3 

13 Find the direction of kinetic friction 

 

F_______1Kg______V 

 

(i) On the block with respect to ground. 

(ii) (ii) Why body is moving in opposite direction of applied force 

 

 

3 

14 How does friction force helps in moving of a car .Explain with the help of a diagram. 3 

15 Determine the maximum acceleration of the train in which a box lying on the floor will remain 

stationary. Given that the coefficient of static friction between the box and the train floor is 0.15 

. give g = 10m/s
2
 

3 

16 How does banking of roads reduces wear and tear of the tyres? Explain the motion of a car on a 

banked road and find the expression for maximum velocity.  

5 

17. Explain with reason  

(i) Sand is spread on tracks with snow, why? 

(ii) Large brake on a bicycle wheel more effective than a small one. Why? 

(iii) How do we save petrol when the tyres of the motor cylcle are fully inflated? 

 

5 

 

 

CLASS TEST 

CLASS –XI (PHYSICS) 

CHAPTER – (Laws of motion) 

Time :- 90 MIN                                                                                                   M.M.40 

1 Can a body remain in rest position  when external force acting on  a  it . how? 1 

2  A force is always  required to move a body uniformly. comment. 1 

3 

 AN impulsive force of 100 N acts on a body  for 1 s. What is the change in  its linear 

momentum? 1 

4 

 How do you account for the function of mud guards? 

 1 

5 What is angle of friction between two surfaces in contact coefficient of friction  is  1/√3. 1 



7 

 A solid water  bottle  if falling  freely .Will  the bubbles  of the gas rise  in the water of the 

bottle. 2 

8  For looping a loop or radius 4 m,through what minimum height  should a particle descend? 2 

9 

 A particle moves in a circle  of radius  20 cm,its linear speed  is given  by v=2t where t is in 

seconds and v is in  m/s. Find  radial and tangential acceleration  at t=3s. 2 

10  How do we save petrol  when the tyres  of motor cycle are fully inflated ? 2 

11 

 Explain the term impulse .Show that impulse of a variable  force is equal  to area enclosed by 

the force time curve. 3 

12 

 What is the tension in a rod of  length L and mass M at a distance y from F1  when the rod  is  

acted on by two unequal  forces F1 and F2(<F1)                                                                       B            

y 

 

 

                   F2                                                 F1 

 

 

                                                              L                                             

 3 

13 

 State and explain Newtons 3rd law of motion .Show that 3rd law of motin is contained in first 

law  of motion. 3 

14  Explain  centripetal forcen and centrifugal force .Can they balance each other?Explain.  3 

15  Why are the curved road banked ?Obtain  expression for angle of banking  of curved road. 3 

16 

 Discuss the motion of a body  in a vertical circle .Find the experession  

for the minimum velocity  at the  lowest point  while looping a loop and difference of tension  in 

a string at the lowest and the highest point.   5 

17 

 A particle describes  a horizontal  circle  on the smooth  surface  of an inverted cone . The 

height of plane of circle above  the vertex  is 9.8 cm.Find the speed  of particle . Take g=9.8 

m/s
2
. 5 

 

 

 

 

Class-XI 

Topic- friction ( laws of motion) 

TIME -90Min                                                                                                                M.M-40 

1. Define limiting friction. 1 

2. Why is it easier to roll than to slide ? 1 

3. Suggest two ways of reducing friction. 1 

4. Define angle of friction. 1 

5. What do mean by coefficient of friction? 1 

6. Plot a graph between friction force and applied force on a body. 2 

7.  Draw a diagram to represent applied force, friction force and angle of friction. Thus define 

angle of friction. 

2 

8. A body of 50 kg is placed on a surface; the coefficient of friction between their surfaces is 0.1. 

Find the limiting friction required to pull the body. 

2 

9. State the two factors on which the force of friction depends. Also give friction force formula. 2 

10. Define the angle of repose. Find the coefficient of friction in case angle of repose is 30
0
. 2 

11. State the laws of limiting friction. Explain each law. 3 

12. “Friction is a necessary evil.” Explain giving two examples in support of this. 3 

13. For the diagram shown below: 

Find the acceleration of the two masses if there is  

3 

                                            T  
      T 
 



no friction between the body and the table 

 

14. For the diagram shown below: 

Find the tension in the string and acceleration of the masses. 

 

3 

15. For the diagram shown below: 

Find the acceleration of masses when there is 

no friction between the object and surface. 

3 

16. (a) State the Newton‟s second law of motion. Prove that it is the real law of motion.(4) 

(b) Give reason why is it easier to catch a ball when you lower your hands?(1) 

5 

17. (a) Two equal and opposite forces do not cancel each other. Why? Give an example.(2) 

(b) Give reason why does a gun recoil? Find the recoil speed of the gun. (3) 

5 

CLASS TEST 

CLASS –XI (PHYSICS) 

CHAPTER –Motion in Vertical Circle 

Time :- 90                                                                                        Min.M.M.40 

1 What do you mean by circular motion? 1 

2  What do you mean by uniform  circular motion? 1 

3  What are the force acting on the object in circular motion ? 1 

4  Which direction does centripetal force points? 1 

5  What is vertical circular motion ? 1 

6 Find the period of an object in uniform circular motion? 2 

7  How do you find tension in centripetal force ? 2 

8  Why does tension in a string become zero at the top of a vertical circle? 2 

9 

 A body of mass 10 kg is rotated in a vertical circle of radius 4 cm at constant angular velocity of 

5 rad/s. What is the maximum tension in the string? 2 

10 

 A 2 kg ball is swung in a vertical circle at the end of inextensible string 2 m long . What is the 

speed and angular speed of the ball if string can sustain maximum tension of 119.6N? 2 

11 

 A 3 kg ball is swung in a vertical circle at the end of  inextensible string 3 m long. What is the 

maximum and minimum tension in the string if the balls moves 90 rev/min? 3 

12 

 A pilot of mass 75 kg in a jet aircraft while executing a look with a constant string of 360 km/h 

of radius of circle is 200m , compute the force exerted by sent on the pilot (a) at the top loop (b) 

at the bottom of loop. 3 

13 

 A stone weighing 1 kg is whirled in a vertical circle at the end of a rope of length 0.5 m . Find 

the velocity at  (a) lowest position (b) midway when string is horizontal (c) topmost position to 

just complete the circle. 3 

14 

  A stone weighing 1 kg is whirled in a vertical circle at the end of a rope of length 0.5 m .Find 

the tension at  (a) lowest position (b) midway when string is horizontal (c) topmost position to 

just complete the circle. 3 

15 

 A ball is released from a height h along the slope and at the end of the slope along a circular 

track of radius R without falling   vertically downward. Determine the height h in terms of R. 3 

16 

 What is centripetal acceleration? Find mathematical expression to calculate centripetal 

acceleration and centripetal force? 5 

17 

 Derive an expression for the velocity of the body moving in a vertical circle.Aiso find tension at 

the bottom and top of the circle. 5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CLASS TEST 

CLASS –XI (PHYSICS) 

CHAPTER – CIRCULAR MOTION IN VERTICAL CIRCLE 

Time:- 90Min.                                                                                 M.M.: 40 

1 
Write an expression for total energy acquired by a body performing circular motion in vertical 

circle. 
1 

2 What are the conditions under which vertical circular motion takes place? 1 

3 
When the body under a vertical circular motion is at the top of the vertical circle, What is the 

direction of normal reaction? 
1 

4 In the motion under vertical circle, what is the direction of tension in the string? 1 

5 
Write the value of velocity, which is required by the body to complete the motion in vertical 

circle at the bottom? 
1 

6 
If the radius of circular path is 40 cm, find the minimum velocity of the body at the top of the 

vertical circle to complete the motion. 
2 

7 Explain why circular motion in vertical motion is not a uniform circular motion? 2 

8 Discuss the motion of a motorcyclist along a vertical circle in a cage. 2 

9 
What are the different forces acting on the body at any point between top & bottom of the 

vertical circle? Discuss with diagram. 
2 

10 
Deduce an expression for the minimum velocity at the highest point of the vertical circle 

required for a body looping the loop. 
2 

11 

A particle moves along a circle of radius 20/π meter with a constant tangential acceleration. If 

the speed of particle is 80ms
-1

 at the end of the 2
nd

 revolution after the motion has begun, then 

find out the tangential acceleration. 

3 

12 Derive an expression for tension in the string in motion of a body in a vertical circle. 3 

13 
Find an expression for the minimum velocity required by a body performing circular motion in 

vertical circle at the lowest point of vertical circle so that the body is looping the loop. 
3 

14 

For a body performing circular motion in vertical circle, show that sum of Kinetic & Potential 

energy is conserved, at the lowest point, highest point as well as at any point of the vertical 

circle. 

3 

15 

Discuss with diagram the motion of a body performing circular motion in vertical circle and 

deduce an expression for velocity at a point situated at a height ‘h’ from the lowest point of 

vertical circle. 

3 

16 

A heavy particle hanging from a fixed point by a light inextensible string of length L, is 

projected horizontally with speed 𝒈𝑳. Find the speed of the particle and inclination of the string 

to the vertical at the instant of the motion when the tension in the string equal to the weight of 

the particle. 

5 

17 
Show that in the motion of body in vertical circle the difference in tension at the lowest point of 

the circle and the tension at the highest point of the circle is six times the weight of the body. 
5 

 

 

CLASS TEST 

CLASS –XI (PHYSICS) 

CHAPTER –(SYSTEM OF PARTICALS & ROTATIONAL MOTION) 

Time :- 90                                                                                        Max Marks :- 40 

1 
What is angular displacement? Is it a scalar or a vector? 

1 

2 Name the physical quantity known as mass of rotational motion. What is its UNIT. 1 

3 

 A force of 100 N acts on a body at a point 20m away from its center of mass. Calculate torque 

acting on the body if line of force passes through its center of mass.  1 

4 

Two bodies of masses 100kg & 50kg are placed at 120m distance. Calculate position of center 

of mass of two bodies. 1 

5 What is radius of gyration? How it is measured? 1 



 

 

CLASS TEST 

CLASS –XI (PHYSICS) 

CHAPTER – (System of particles and rotational motion) 

Time :- 90                                                                                  Max Marks :- 40 

1 Define angular velocity. Writes its S.I. unit. 1 

2 Express formula for total kinetic energy of a rigid body in rolling motion. 1 

3   Give a relation between angular velocity and angular momentum. 1 

4  Why rotational speed of a dancing star increases when she folds her hand? 1 

5 

If moment of inertia a ring about its generator axis is I0 calculate its moment of inertia about a 

perpendicular tangent axis. 1 

7  Name and state theorems used to calculate moment of inertia of a rigid body.  2 

8  Derive an expression for position vector of centre of mass of two particle system. 2 

9 

 A person of mass 70 kg pulls a polar bear of mass 280 kg by mass less rope of length 10 meter; 

calculate actual distance covered by the polar bear when rope is pulled completely. 2 

10 

Differentiate between rolling motion and rotational motion of rigid bodies  by giving four points 

of differences. 2 

11 

 Deduce the relation between angular momentum and torque. Hence state law of conservation of 

angular momentum. 3 

6 
 Moment of inertia of disc about its diameter is I0 calculate its moment of inertia about its 

tangent perpendicular to its plane. 2 

7 

State theorems of parallel axis and perpendicular axis used to calculate moment of inertia of a 

rigid body. 2 

8 Write four factors on which moment of inertia of a body depends.  2 

9 

 A person of mass 75kg is standing at one end of a boat of mass 225kg and length 12m. He 

moves up to another end of the boat. Calculate actual distance moved by him with respect to 

water.   2 

10  Differentiate between rolling and toppling .Give one-one example of each. 3 

11 
 Deduce a relation between angular momentum & torque. On its basis state law of conservation 

of angular momentum. 3 

12 
 Moment of inertia of a rod about an axis perpendicular to its length & touching it at its end is I1.  

It is bent in the form of a ring. Calculate moment of inertia of this ring about its diameter. 3 

13  Deduce three equation of motion for a body rotating with constant angular acceleration. 3 

14 

 Angular displacement of a rotating body is expressed as Ɵ = t
2
 – 6t + 9 radian. (Here t is time). 

Calculate its angular velocity and angular acceleration at the moment when its angular 

displacement is zero. 3 

15 

 i)Explain why handles of screw drivers are made thick? 

ii) A solid sphere is rolling with certain velocity. Calculate percentage change in its velocity if it 

enters in a region of friction free surface.  3 

16 

a) Differentiate between (i) sliding motion (ii) rotational motion and (iii) rolling motion. 

    And write expression for total kinetic energy of a body of mass m moving with v speed in 

each case. 

 b) A sphere and a ring of same mass and same radius are rolling with same total kinetic 

energies.  Compare their linear kinetic energies. 

5 

 

 

 

17 

a) Discuss rolling motion of a cylinder along an inclined plane. Hence deduce expressions for its 

acceleration at the inclined plane and final velocity at the bottom of inclined plane. 

b) A spherical shell and a solid sphere of same mass roll down along same inclined plane.         

    Estimate which one will be reached at ground earlier? 

5 

 

 



12 

 Three particles of masses 5kg, 10kg and 20 kg respectively are placed at three vertices of an 

equilateral triangles of side 10 cm. taking position of 5 kg mass at origin calculate position of 

centre of mass of the system. 3 

13 

 A cylinder of mass M is free to rotate at fixed horizontal axis, a bucket of mass m is suspended 

from the cylinder using a wrapped mass less thread. Calculate acceleration of the bucket and 

tension in the string at t time. 3 

14 

 Angular velocity of a wheel is expressed as ω=5t
2
-10t rad/sec. calculate; (i) Its angular 

displacement at t=3sec (ii) angular acceleration at the moment when angular velocity is zero. 3 

15 

(i) How will you differentiate a boiled egg and raw boiled egg without breaking them? 

(ii) A disc and a spherical shell of same mass are rolling with same velocity compare their 

total kinetic energies. 3 

16 

 Derive expressions for acceleration and final velocity of a sphere rolling down along an inclined 

plane of angle ϴ. Hence prove that when different objects roll down from same inclined plane 

ring reaches the ground at last. 5 

17 

(i) A rod of mass M and length L is suspended freely from its one end. A bullet of mass m 

is fired with speed u sticks at its lower end if rod is rotated by ϴ angle. Calculate value 

of angle ϴ. 

(ii) Why handles of a door are fixed at farthest distance from hinges? 5 

 

                                                               CLASS TEST 

CLASS –XI (PHYSICS) 

CHAPTER – (GRAVITATION) 

Time :- 90 Min.                                                                                                      M.M.40 

1 What is the maximum value of gravitational potential energy and where? 1 

2 A satellite revolving around earth loses height. How will its time period be changed? 1 

3  Why do different planets have different escape speed? 1 

4 
 An artificial satellite is revolving around the earth at a height  200 km from the earth‟s surface. If 

a packet is released from the satellite ,what will happen to it? Will it reach the earth? 1 

5 
 Find the weight of a man at a height equal to half the radius of Earth. Given that weight of the 

man on the surface of earth is 63 N. 1 

6 

 If a person goes to a height equal to radius of the earth from its surface. What would be his weight 

relative to that on the earth. 2 

7  On what factors acceleration due to gravity of earth depends?  

8 

 A rocket is fired from the earth towards the Sun. At what distance from the earth centre is the 

gravitational force on the rocket zero? Mass of the Sun =2*10 
30

kg,Mass of earth=6*10 
24

kg and 

orbital radius=1.5*10 
11

 m 2 

9  What is  kepler‟s law of periods? Show it mathematically? 2 

10 
 Assuming earth to be a uniform sphere finds an expression for density of earthin 

terms of g and G? 2 

11 
If radius of earth is 6400km, what will be the weight of 1quintal body if taken tothe height

 of 1600 km above the sea level? 3 

12 
The distance of the planet Jupiter from the sun is 5.2 times that of the 

earth.Find the period of the Jupiter‟s revolution around the sun? 3 

13 
 A satellite is revolving is a circular path close to a planet of density P .find an 

expression for its period of revolution? 3 

14  Obtain an expression showing variation of acceleration due to gravity with height? 3 

15 
 Two uniform solid spheres of  radii R and 2R are at rest with their surfaces just touching. Find

 the force of gravitational attraction between them if density of spheres be  P? 3 



16 

 Define gravitational potential energy. Derive the expression for gravitational potential energy. OR 

  

What is escape speed? Derive the expressions for it. Calculate escape speed for the Earth 

 5 

17 

 A stone is thrown upwards from the top of a tower with some initial speed and it reaches the 

ground in t1 seconds. Now it is allowed to fall with the same initial speed downwards and it 

reaches the ground in t2 seconds. In how much time will, it reaches the ground if it is allowed to 

fall freely under gravity from the same place. 

OR  

A  rocket is fired 'vertically' from the surface of mars with a speed of 2km .If 20% of its initial 

energy is lost due to Martian atmospheric resistance, how far will the 

rocket go from the surface of mars before returning to it? Mass of mars =6.4X10
23

kg; radius of 

mars=3395km; . 5 
 

CLASS TEST 

CLASS –XI (PHYSICS) 

CHAPTER – GRAVITATION 
Time: 90min                                                                                        Min.M.M.40 

1 
Why  is G called universal gravitational constant?  

1 

2 

 Why doesn‟t earth rise towards falling apple? 

 1 

3 

 What is a geostationary satellite? 

 1 

4 

  

Why is gravitational potential energy negative for a body kept on earth surface? 

 1 

5 

 Wg\hy cannot moon be used as a communication satellite? 

 1 

6 

Who weighed the earth and how? 

  2 

7 

 Why does value of „g‟ decrease with increase in height or increase in depth? 

 2 

8 

 Find the work done by the force og gravitation in revolving the moon in semi-

circular path? 

 2 

9 

 What will be the velocity of the body at infinity which is thrown with a velocity 

twice the escape velocity from surface of earth? 2 

10 

 We cannot move our fingers without disturbing all the stars in the universe. 

Why? 2 

11 

 State and explain Newton‟s Laws of Gravitation. 

 3 

12 

 Derive an expression for variation in the value of g with height. 

 3 

13 

 Derive an epression for escape velocity for an object of mass m kept on the 

surface of earth of mass M and radius R. Given that average value of g over the 

surface of earth if 9.8 ms
-2

 and R = 64000km. 3 

14 

 Derive an expression for gravitational; potential energy of a body of mass m 

kept on the surface of earth. 3 



15 

 Derive an expression for then total energy of a satellite revolving around the 

earth. 

 3 

16  Find the height above the earth surface at which value of g  reduces by 36%. 5 

17. The time period of a satellite of earth is 5 hours.If the separation between the 

earth and the satellite is increased 4times, then find the new time period of the 

satellite.  

5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLASS TEST 

CLASS –XI (PHYSICS) 

CHAPTER – MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF SOLIDS 

Time :- 90                                                                                        Min.M.M.40 

1 Crystalline solids are called true solids. Why ?  1 

2  Is it possible to double the length of metallic wire by applying a force over it ? 1 

3  A thick wire is suspended from a rigid support ,but no load is attached to its free end.Is this 

wire under stress ? 

1 

4  What is Young Modulus for a perfect rigid body ? 1 

5  A wire of  length  2.5 m has a strength of 0.012 percent under a tensile force ,determine the 

extension in the wire .   

1 

6  Draw the stress -  strain curve for a ductile material . 2 

7  Explain the term malleability give one example of it. 2 

8  Show graphically the change of P.E & K.E of a block attached to a spring which obeys 

Hooke Law . 

2 

9  Define Shear Modulus .Derive its expression . 2 

10  What is Bulk modulous? Write its unit and dimension . 2 

11  What is Poisson‟s Ratio ? Derive its expression for  a material remains elastic, 

homogeneous and isotropic  in nature .What are its value for theoretical purpose and for 

practical purpose. 

3 

12    Discuss any  three  factors affecting elasticity of material 3 

13   What is restoring force ? What is  its role in  elasticity ? Explain its  role with an  suitable 

example. 

3 

14  The Young‟s Modulous for steel is much more than that for rubber . For the  same 

longitudinal strain which one will have greater tensile stress ? Explain. 

3 

15  Identical springs of steel and copper are equally stretched on which , more work will have 

to be done? 

3 

16  Determine the volume contraction  of a solid copper cube 10 cm on an  edge , when 

subjected to a hydraulic pressure of 7x10
6
pascal.Bulk modulus for copper is 140x10

9  
pascal. 

5 

17 What is elastic fatique? Derive an expression  for energy stored in a deformed body. 5 



 

 

                                                              CLASS TEST 

                                                        CLASS –XI (PHYSICS) 

                                             CHAPTER – (Mechanical Properties of fluid) 

Time:90min                                                                                       Min.M.M.40 

1 Write the limitation of Pascal law.  1 

2 Express Pascal in terms of bar &torr. 1 

CLASS TEST 

CLASS –XI  PHYSICS 

CHAPTER – MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF SOLIDS 

Time :- 90                                                                                        Min.M.M.40 

1 State Hook‟s law. 1 

2 What is deforming force? 1 

3 Why is any metallic part of machinery never subjected to waste race beyond the elastic limit? 1 

4 What is elastic force? 1 

5 Why bridges are declared unsafe after long use? 1 

6 Which is more elastic, rubber or steel? Explain. 2 

7 Define the terms elastomers and Elastic After-Effect. 2 

8 
 The length of suspended increases by 10−4 of its original length when a stress of 107 Newton 

per 𝑚2 is applied on it. Calculate the Young's modulus of the material of the wire. 
2 

9 Define stress and strain.  2 

10 What is Poisson‟s ratio? Does it have any unit? 2 

11 Define the terms Young's modulus, Bulk modulus and rigidity modulus. Also give their units. 3 

12 Define the term compressibility. Give its units and dimensions. 3 

13 
What is elastic potential energy. Derive an expression for the elastic potential energy stored in a 

stretched wire under stress. 
3 

14 
Two wires of same length and material but of different radii are suspended from a rigid support. 

Both carry the same load. Will the stress strain and extension in them be same or different? 
3 

15 

The age of an aluminium cube is 10 cm long. One face of the cube is firmly fixed to a vertical 

wall. A mass of 100 kg is attached to the opposite face of the cube. The shear modulus of 

Aluminium is 25 giga Pascal. What is the vertical deflection of this face? 

3 

16 
Discuss stress strain graph for a loaded steel wire and hills. Explain the terms elastic limit, yield 

point, permanent set elastic hysteresis and tensile strength. 
5 

17 What are ductile and brittle materials? Differentiate them on the basis of their stress strain curve. 5 



3 Name the principle on which hydraulic brake works. 1 

4 Write the principle on which Barometer works. 1 

5 Write about the variation in pressure as we go upwards to a certain height. 1 

6 A hydraulic press has a ram of 30 cm diameter and a plunger of 2 cm diameter. It is used for 

lifting a weight of 35 kN. Find the force required at the plunger. 

2 

7 The pressure at a point in the fluid is 4.9 N/m
2
 .Find height when the fluid under consideration is 

in oil of specific gravity of 0.85. 

2 

8 An airplane runs for some distance the runway before taking off. Why? 2 

9 A cylinder of height 20m is completely filled with water. Find the efflux water (in m s-1) 

through a small hole on the side wall of the cylinder near its bottom. Given g = 10m/s 

2 

10 Is Pascal‟s law applicable for a liquid kept in an open tank? Explain. 2 

11 Give the principle of working of venturimeter. Obtain an expression for volume of liquid 

flowing through the tube per second. 

3 

12 In a hydraulic lift air exerts a force F on a small piston of radius 5cm. The pressure is transmitted 

to the second piston of radius 15 cm. If a car of mass 1350 kg is to be lifted, calculate force F 

that is to be applied. 

3 

13 Why can‟t the density be assumed as constant for compressible fluids? 3 

14 What important conclusion can we draw from Torricelli‟s Theorem? Explain mathematically. 3 

15 State pascal law and explain any one of its applications.  3 

16. (a) Derive equation of continuity for steady flow of a perfectly mobile and incompressible fluid. 

(b) Water flows through a horizontal pipe whose internal diameter is 2 cm , at a  speed of 1 m/s . 

At what should be diameter of the nozzle, if the water is to emerge at a speed of 4m/s?   

5 

17. State and prove the Bernoulli‟s principle. Write its limitation.   5 

 

 

CLASS TEST 

CLASS –XI (PHYSICS) 

CHAPTER – (Mechanical Properties of fluid) 

Time:90min                                                                                                                                 M.M.40 

1 It is difficult for a man to walk on sand .Why? 1 

2 Why dams of water reservoir are made thick near the bottom .Why?  1 

3 What is stream line flow? 1 

4 Why two stream lines cannot cross each other? 1 

5 Why it is dangerous to stand near the edge of platform when a fast train is crossing it? 1 

6 Write any two properties of stream line ? 2 

7 A cylindrical vessel of uniform cross- section contains liquid up the height H. At a depth h = H/2 

below the free surface the liquid there is an orifice. Find the velocity of  efflux of the liquid.   

2 

8 Is Pressure a scalar or vector quantity? Write its SI unit. 2 

9 When air is blown in between two balls suspended close to each other, they are attracted towards 

each other. Why? 

2 



10 What is the height of water column that produces the same pressure as a 760 mm high column of 

Hg. 

2 

11 An open tank contains water upto a depth of 350 cm and above it in an oil of specific gravity 

0.65 for a depth of 2.5 m .Find the pressure intensity at the extreme bottom of the tank. 

3 

12 Write any two differences between streamline and turbulent flow of a liquid. 3 

13 Give any three examples which satisfy Pascal‟s law. 3 

14 State and prove Torricelli‟s theorem for velocity of efflux. 3 

15 State Pascal‟s law for fluids with the help of a neat labelled diagram 

explain the principle and working of hydraulic brakes. 

3 

16. What is a venturimeter ?writ its principle on which it is working . Describe its construction and 

working.  

5 

17 Write   Bernoulli‟s equation.(b)  Name the physical quantity corresponding to each term of this 

equation (c)  What type of liquid flow obeys this equation (d) Show that is same as the equation 

due to Pascal law in the presence of gravity if liquid or gas is  at rest  

5 

 

 

CLASS TEST-3 

CLASS –XI (PHYSICS) 

CHAPTER – MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF FLUIDS (VISCOSITY AND SURFACE TENSION) 

Time :- 90                                                                                        M.M.40 

1 Why do the hair of a shaving brush cling together when taking out of water ? 1 

2  Why is the tip of the nib of a pen split ? 1 

3  How does viscosity of (a) liquid   (b) a gas , changes with increase in temperature 1 

4  Is Surface tension a vector ? 1 

5  What do you mean by Critical velocity ? 1 

6 

What is coefficient of viscosity? Give its units and dimensions. 

 2 

7 

 The diameter of ball A is half that of ball B. What will be their ratio of their terminal velocities in 

water? 2 

8 

Show that surface energy is numerically equal to surface tension? 

 2 

9 

Give Reasons : 

(i) Hotter liquids move faster than colder ones. ? 

(ii) Why machine parts are jammed in the winter.? 2 

10 

 Calculate the work done in blowing a soap bubble from a radius of 2 cm to 3 cm . The surface 

tension of the soap solution is 30 dyne/cm. 2 

11 

Define Excess Pressure. Derive an expression for excess pressure inside a liquid bubble or soap 

bubble. 3 

12 

 A liquid drop of diameter D breaks up to into 27 tiny drops . Find the resulting change in energy 

.Take surface tension of liquid as S. 3 

13 

(i) The radius of a capillary tube is reduced to half of its original value. How does it affect the 

rise of liquid in the capillary tube.? 

(ii) How is the angle of contact affect on increasing the temperature 

(iii) On which side of a free liquid surface , excess pressure is more ? 3 

14 

 Explain why 

(a) Water with detergent dissolved in it should have small angles of contact. 

(b) A drop of liquid under no external forces is always spherical in shape 

( c) Oil is sprinkled on sea waves to calm them. 3 



15 

 A glass plate of 0.20 m
2
 in area is pulled with a velocity of 0.1 m/s over a larger glass plate that is 

at rest. What force is necessary to pull the upper plate if the space between them is 0.003m and is 

filled with oil of η = 0.01 Ns/m
2
 

3 

 

 

 

16 

(a) Write the factors on which terminal velocity of a spherical ball falling in a viscous liquid 

depends 

(b) 27 identical drops of water are falling down vertically in air with terminal velocity 0.20 cms
-1

. 

What will be its terminal velocity if they combine to form a bigger drop? 

5 

 

17 

(a) Write the factors on which rise of a liquid in a Capillary tube depends ? 

(b) Derive ascent formula for the rise of liquid in a capillary tube. What will happen if the 

length of the capillary tube is smaller then the height to which the liquid rises ?Expalin 

briefly. 

  5 

CLASS TEST-4 

CLASS –XI (PHYSICS) 

CHAPTER – MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF FLUIDS (VISCOSITY AND SURFACE TENSION) 

Time :- 90                                                                                       .M.M.40 

1 
Small insects can move about on the surface of water. Why ? 

1 

2 

Put a piece of chalk into water. The chalk will emit bubbles in all directions. Name  this 

phenomenon. 1 

3 How surface tension varies with temperature ? 1 

4 Is viscosity a vector ? 1 

5 What is the significance of Reynolds number. 1 

6 

What do you mean by cohesive and Adhesive forces and hence explain why water wets glass 

while mercury not ? 2 

7 What is stoke‟s law and what are the factors on which viscous drag depends?  2 

8 

Define angle of contact ?If the meniscus is  

(i) convex, what is the angle of contact? 

(ii) Concave , what is the angle of contact ? 2 

9 

Give Reasons : 

(I )Oil spreads over the surface of water whereas water does not spread over the surface of oil. 

(II )Antiseptics have low surface tension. 2 

10 Distinguish between viscosity and solid friction.  2 

11 Define excess pressure ? Obtain an expression for the excess of pressure inside the liquid drop. 3 

12 

What is the pressure inside the drop of mercury of radius 3.00 mm at room temperature ? Surface 

tension of mercury at that temperature (20 °C) is 4.65 × 10
–1

 N m
–1

. The atmospheric pressure is 

1.01x 10
5
 Pa. Also give the excess pressure inside the drop. 3 

13 

What is the phenomenon of capillarity ? Give any two examples from your daily life for this 

phenomenon. 3 

14 

Explain why 

(a) The angle of contact of mercury with glass is obtuse, while that of water with glass is acute. 

(b) Water on a clean glass surface tends to spread out while mercury on the same surface tends to 

form drops.  

(c) Surface tension of a liquid is independent of the area of the surface. 3 

15 

Terminal  velocity of a copper ball of radius 2mm through a tank of oil at 20
0
C is 6 cm/s. 

Compute coefficient of viscosity of the oil. Given ρcu = 8.9 x 10 
3
 kg/m

3
  , ρoil = 1.5 x 10 

3
 kg/m

3
 

3 

 

 



16 

(a) What do you mean by the term  surface tension. Give units and dimensions. 

(b) A U- shaped wire is dipped in a soap solution, and removed. The thin soap film formed 

between the wire and the light slider supports a weight of 1.5 × 10
–2

 N (which includes the 

small weight of the slider). The length of the slider is 30 cm. What is the surface tension 

of the film ? 5 

17 

What is terminal velocity? Derive an expression for terminal velocity attained by the spherical 

body falling through a viscous medium. Draw a graph between the velocity of a small sphere 

dropped from rest into a viscous liquid  and time. Also indicate the terminal velocity on the 

graph.  

 5 

CLASS TEST 

CLASS –XI (PHYSICS) 

CHAPTER – (THERMAL PROPERTIES OF MATTER-HEAT) 

Time :- 90                                                                               M.M.40 

1 What is unit of heat 1 

2  Why a small gap is maintained between two railway tracks? 1 

3  Define coefficient of thermal expansion. 1 

4 
 Name a device which is used to measure human body temperature 

1 

5  What is unit of thermal conductivity 1 

6  Convert -40
 0

 C to 
0
 F 2 

7  What is difference between linear expansion and superficial expansion 2 

8  What is coefficient of volume expansion? Derive expression for it. 2 

9 

 A circular hole of diameter 2.00 cm is made in an aluminium plate at 0 0 C .what will be the 

diameter at 1000 C? 

Linear expansion for aluminium = 2.3 * 10-3 / 0 C 2 

10  Write two point of difference between conduction and convection 2 

11  What is thermal conductivity. Derive expression for it. 3 

12 
 derive a relation between coefficient of linear expansion and coefficient of volume expansion 

3 

13 

 Derive a relation between coefficient of linear expansion and coefficient of superficial 

expansion. 
3 

14 

 The triple point of neon and carbon dioxide is 24.57 K and 216.55K . Express these on Celsius 

and Fahrenheit scale. 

 3 

15 

Derive the relation for coefficient of Thermal conductivity. Hence define coefficient of Thermal 

conductivity and Give it SI unit. 3 

16  State and explain Newton‟s law of cooling. Draw cooling curve for hot water. 5 

17 

 Answer or give reasons 

1. Which mode of transfer of heat is quickest? 

2. Pendulum of a wall clock is made of invar 

3. Why a new blanket is warmer than old one 

4. Why gases expand on heating. 

5. Why solids expands on heating. 5 

 

Class Test 

Class XI (Physics) 

Chapter : THERMAL PROPERTIES OF MATTER-Transfer of Heat ( Chapter - 11) 



Time : 90 min         MM :40 
1 If the temperature of the body falls through 1

0
 C, What will be the change in Kelvin scale? 1 

2 Do water and Ice have the same specific heat? 1 
3 Why we are advised to store medicines at a temperature below 86

0
 F? 1 

4 Why do electrons in insulators not contribute to conductivity? 1 
5 How an ice box or refrigerators keep things cold for a long time? 1 
6 At what temperature is the Fahrenheit Scale reading equal to half on the Celsius scale? 2 
7  Obtain a relation between α, β ,γ ? where the symbols have their usual meaning. 2 
8 What length of brass and iron at 0

0
C must be used if the difference between their length is always 

0.2 m? Value of α for brass and Iron are 18 X 10
-6

 C
-1

 and 12 X 10
-6

 C
-1

 respectively. 

2 

9 What do you mean by latent heat of fusion and latent heat of Vaporisation? 2 
10 Distinguish between conduction, convection and Radiation with suitable example. 2 
11 When 0.15 kg of ice at 0

0
C is mixed with 0.30 Kg of water at 50

0
C in a container the resulting 

temperature is 6.7
0
C. Calculate the heat of fusion of ice? Specific heat of water is 4186 J kg

-1
 K

-1
 

3 

12 Discuss the concept of perfect black body and also some practical form of it? 3 
13 Explain the following statement: 

It is not necessary for two bodies having different temperatures say T1 and T2 , when brought in 

thermal contact to settle for a mean temperature of (T1 + T2)/2 

3 

14 Why do we wear white and light colour clothes in summer and dark colour in winter? 3 
15 Explain why a marble floor appears colder than the cemented floor in winter although both are at 

same temperature. 

3 

16 Write and explain the rate of heat  flow of heat energy through a conductor maintained at 

different temperatures at its two ends. Write also the S.I unit and dimension of thermal 

conductivity. 

5 

17 A Blacksmith fixes iron ring on the rim of the wooden wheel of a bullock cart. The diameter of 

the rim and the iron ring are 5.243 m and 5.231 m respectively at 27
0 

C. To what  temperature 

should the ring be heated so as to fit the rim of the wheels? Given α = 1.20 X 10
-5

 K
-1

 

5 

 

 

Class Test 

Class XI (Physics) 

Chapter : THERMAL PROPERTIES OF MATTER -Transfer of Heat  

Time : 90 min         MM :40 
1 Metal disc has a hole in it. What happens to the size of the hole when disc is heated? 1 
2 What is the absorptive power of a perfectly black body? 1 
3 A gas is free to expand what will be its specific heat? 1 
4 If Kelvin temperature of an ideal black body is doubled, what will be the effect on energy 

radiated by it? 

1 

5 At what temperature does a body stop radiating? 1 
6 Two rods of different metals of coefficient of linear expansion α1and α2 and initial length L1 and 

L2 respectively are heated to the same temperature, Find relation in α1, α2 L1and L2 such that 

difference between their lengths remain Constant. 

2 

7 A steel rail of length 5m and area of cross section 40 cm
2
 is prevented from expanding while the 

temperature rises by 10°C. Given coefficient of linear expansion of steel is 1.2 ×10 
-5

 k 
-1

. Find 

the elongation of the rail. Explain why space needs to be given between two rails at the junction  

for thermal expansion. 

2 

8 Mention the three modes of transfer of heat. Explain how the loss of heat due to these three 

modes is minimised in a thermos flask.  

2 

9 Plot a graph of temperature versus time showing the change in the state of ice on heating and 

hence explain the process (with reference to latent heat) 

2 

10 What is the effect of pressure on melting point of a substance? What is regelation of ice? Give a 

practical application of it. 

2 

11 A brass wire 1.8 m long at 27 °C is held taut with little tension between two rigid supports. If the 

wire is cooled to a temperature of -39 °C, what is the tension developed in the wire, if its 

3 



diameter is 2.0 mm? Co-efficient of linear expansion of brass =2 X 10
-5

 K
-1

 ; Young's modulus of 

brass =0.91 X 10
11

 Pa . 
12 A steel tape 1m long is correctly calibrated for a temperature of 27.0 °C. The length of a steel rod 

measured by this tape is found to be 63.0 cm on a hot day when the temperature is 45.0 °C. What 

is the actual length of the steel rod on that day? What is the length of the same steel rod on a day 

when the temperature is 27.0 °C? Coefficient of linear expansion of steel =1.2 X 10
-5

 K
-1

 . 

 

 

 

 

 

3 

13 Define Coefficient of thermal conductivity. Three metal slabs of same area of cross section, 

thickness d=10 cm, having thermal conductivities K1, K2and  K3 respectively are kept in contact 

as shown in figure. If K2 =4 K1 ;K3=2 K1, T1=200°C & T4 =10°C  Calculate the value of T2& T3? 

 

 

 

 

3 

 

14 Define (i) Specific heat capacity (ii) Heat capacity (iii) Molar specific heat capacity at Constant 

pressure and at Constant Volume and Write their S.I. units. 

3 

15 What is meant by a black body. Explain how a black body may be achieved in practice. State and 

explain Stefan's law? 

3 

16 (a) On What factors does the rate of heat Conduction in a metallic rod in the steady state depend. 

Write the necessary expression and hence define the coefficient of thermal conductivity. Write its 

unit and dimensions.  

(b) Calculate the amount of heat required to convert 3 kg of ice at -15 C to steam at 110 C? 

Latent heat of fusion 80 Cal/g and vaporization 540 cal/g. 

 

5 

17 (a) What is the temperature of the steel copper junction in the steady state as shown in figure? 

Length of steel rod 15 cm, length of copper rod 10 cm. Temperature of the furnace 300C 

, temperature of other end 0 C. The area of cross section of the steel rod is twice that of 

copper rod Thermal conductivity of steel 50.2 J s
-1

 m
-1

 K
-1

 and of copper 38.5 J s
-1

 m
-1

 K
-

1
. 

 

 

 

 

 

 (b) Explain Wein's displacement law of radiation and Stefan's law of heat radiation. 

5 

 

CLASS TEST 

CLASS –XI (PHYSICS) 

CHAPTER – THERMODYNAMICS 
Time :- 90                                                                                        M.M.40 

1 When is a system said to be in the state of thermodynamic equilibrium? 1 

2  Define heat? 1 

3  What do you mean by adiabatic wall? 1 

4  State Zeroth law of thermodynamics. 1 

5  Why is internal energy called a state variable? 1 

6  How can we change the internal energy of a system? Explain. 2 

 

T1 
 
 
K1 

T2 
 
 
K2 

T3                     T4 
 
 
K3 

 



7 
 Which physical quantity was introduced by zeroth law of thermodynamics and first law 

of thermodynamics? 2 

8 
 A 20 J of heat energy is given to the system so that its internal energy is increased by 15 

J, calculate the amount of work done? 2 

9 What is an indicator diagram? What is its importance? 2 

10 
 What happen to the internal energy of a gas during (i) isothermal expansion (ii) adiabatic 

Expansion?                                                                                 2 

11 

 Give the sign convention for 

(a) work done by / on the system  

(b) change in internal energy of the system 

(c) heat energy given / extracted from the system. 

 3 

12 

 At 27
o
C, two moles of an ideal monoatomic gas occupy a volume V . The gas expands 

adiabatically  to a volume 2V . Calculate (a) Final temperature of gas (b) Change in its 

internal energy   (c) Work done by the gas during the process. Take ϒ=5/3 , R=8.31 

J/mole/K. 3 

13 Derive the expression of work done in adiabatic process? 3 

14 Derive the expression of work done in isothermal process? 3 

15 
 Define specific heat  of gas at constant volume and constant pressure. Using first law of 

thermodynamics derive relation between them.  3 

16 

(a) What is an isothermal process? State two essential conditions for such a process to 

take place. 

(b) A refrigerator is to maintain eatables kept inside at 9
0
C .If the room temperature is 

36
0
C. Calculate the coefficient of performance? 5 

17 

 Explain the working of heat pump using proper diagram. Write the formula for its 

coefficient of performance. How can you increase the coefficient of performance of the 

heat pump?  5 
 

 

CLASS TEST 

CLASS –XI (PHYSICS) 

CHAPTER – THERMODYNAMICS 

Time :- 90                                                                                        M.M.40 

1 
Two systems A and B are in thermal equilibrium with system C, if the temperature of C is 35 

K, what will be the temperature of system B? 1 

2  How is Internal Energy related to temperature of the system ? 1 

3  What happens if a system is taken through a process in   which internal energy change is zero? 1 

4 
 Out of the parameters: temperature, pressure, work and volume , which parameter does not 

characterise the thermodynamic state of matter? 1 

5  Define  Isochoric process. 1 

6  State first law of thermodynamics. Write its two limitations. 2 

7 Differentiate between extensive and intensive state variables with examples. 2 

8  Which one of P-V graph is having higher slope, adiabatic compression or isothermal compression? Why?  2 

9 
A 10 atm pressure is exerted on a system so that its volume is decreased by 20 cm

3 
and it increases the internal 

energy of the system by 15 J, calculate the amount of heat rejected. 2 

10 
  When you whistle out air on to your palm held close to your mouth ,the air feels cold, but when you blow out  

air from your mouth, keeping it wide open, the air feels hot .Why?                                                                        2 

11 

 A heat engine operates between a cold reservoir at temperature T2 =300K and a hot reservoir at temperature T1 .  

It takes 200 J of heat from hot reservoir and delivers 120J of heat to cold reservoir in a cycle . What could be the 

minimum temperature of hot reservoir . 3 



12  What is an adiabatic process? What are the essential conditions for an adiabatic process to take place? 3 

13 
A steam engine delivers 5.4x10

8
 J of work per min and absorbs 3.6x10

9 
J of heat per min from 

its boiler.(i) What is efficiency of the engine?(ii) How much heat is wasted per minute? 3 

14 

(i)Air pressure in a car tyre increase during driving. Why? 

(ii) The climate of a harbor town is warmer than that of a town in a desert at the same latitude. 

Why? 3 

15 
 5000 J of heat are added to two moles of an ideal monatomic gas, initially at a temperature of  

500 K, while the gas performs 7500 J of work. What is the final temperature of the gas?  3 

16 

What is heat engine? Write the three parts of heat engine and explain their working? Define 

Efficiency of a heat engine? What is the condition for 100%   Efficiency of a heat engine? 5 

17 

(i)Write Kelvin-Planck statement  and Clausius statement of second law of thermodynamics?  

(ii) An ideal gas changes its state from L to M by two paths LMN and LM. 

(a) Is the work done same for two paths? 

(b) The internal energy of gas at L is 20 J and  

amount of heat needed to change its state through 

 LM is 400 J. what is the internal of gas at M 
5 

CLASS TEST ( SET 1) 

CLASS –XI (PHYSICS) 

CHAPTER – 13 (kinetic Theory of Gases) 

Time :- 90                                                                                        Min.M.M.40 

1 Write one assumption of Kinetic Theory of Gas. 1 

2  Define root mean square velocity of molecule. 1 

3  Explain Kinetic Interpretation  of Temperature,. 1 

4  Write equation of state for 1 mole of a perfect gas. 1 

5  What is Boltzmann‟ s constant. 1 

6  Find the value of R in S. I units and C.G.S unit. 2 

7  Derive Avogadro‟s Law from pressure formula 2 

8  Show that  Vrms ∝  T . 2 

9 

 Find the temperature at which the Vrms of H2 gas molecule is equal to the Vrms of O2 gas 

molecule at 47  
o
C. 2 

10  Calculate r.m.s velocity of oxygen molecule at S.T.P. The molecular weight of oxygen is 32. 2 

11  Define Degree of Freedom. Find number of degree of freedom for diatomic gas. 3 

12  State and prove Law of Equipartition of Energy. 3 

13 

 Define Cp and Cv. Show that cv =
du

dt
. 

 3 

14 

 There are N molecules of gas in a container. If the number of molecules is increased to 2N. what 

will be 

(i) Pressure of the gas 

(ii) Total energy of gas and 

(iii) r.m.s speed of the gas? 3 

15 

 Find the number of degrees of freedom for the molecules of a gas for which 

 (a) Cp= 37.55 Jmol
-1

K
-1

 and  

(b) Cp= 37.55Jmol-
1
K

-1 
in the process PT= constant. Given R= 8.31 Jmol-

1
K-

1
. 3 

16 

 State assumptions of Kinetic Theory of Gas. Derive expression for Pressure formula 

𝑝 =
1

3
𝜌𝑉𝑟𝑚𝑠

2  

Where 𝜌 = density of gas. 

 5 

17 (a) Use pressure formula 5 



 

𝑝 =
1

3

M

v
𝑉𝑟𝑚𝑠

2  

 To derive 

(i) Boyle‟s Law 

(ii) Charle‟s Law 

(iii) Pressure Law 

(iv) Avogadro‟s Law 

(b) Calculate internal energy of 1 g of oxygen at N.T.P. 

 

  

 

 

CLASS TEST (SET- 2) 

CLASS –XI (PHYSICS) 

CHAPTER –13 (kinetic Theory of Gases) 

Time :- 90                                                                                        M.M.40 

1 What is mean free path of gas molecule. 1 

2  State whether the collision of gas molecule is elastic or inelastic? 1 

3  Why absolute zero cannot be negative. 1 

4  State Charle‟sLaw 1 

5  Write pressure formula according to Kinetic Theory of Gases. 1 

6  Explain pressure formula in terms of Kinetic Theory of gas molecule. 2 

7  Derive Boyle‟s Law from pressure formula 2 

8  Find Vrms of oxygen gas molecule at 27 
o
C. 2 

9 

 Derive the relation for a Polyatomic gas  

𝛾 = 1 +
2

𝑓
  , where 𝛾 = specific heat ratio and f = Degree of freedom. 2 

10  Calculate 𝛾 for monoatomic gas. 3 

11  Show that 𝛾 = 1.33  for non linear triatomic gas. 3 

12  What is the change in Vrms of a gas molecule if its temperature is increased from 27 
o
C to 57 

o
C. 3 

13 

 Explain how pressure is exerted by gas. How does the pressure depends on molar mass of gas 

molecule? 3 

14  Use Kinetic Theory of gas to derive Graham‟s law of Diffusion of Gas. 3 

15  Derive expression for mean free path of gas molecule. 3 

16 

Use law of equipartition of energy, determine the values of Cp, Cv and 𝛾 for monatomic, diatomic 

and triatomic gases. 5 

17 

 (i) Define mean free path. Derive expression for mean free path 

𝜆 =
𝐾𝐵𝑇

 2𝜋𝑑2𝑝
 

5 

 

Where KB= Boltzmann‟s constant, d= molecular diameter, p= pressure of gas, T= absolute 

temperature. 

(ii) State the factors on which the mean free path depends. 

 

  

 

CLASS TEST 



CLASS XI (PHYSICS) 

CHAPTER: OSCILLATIONS AND WAVES 

TIME: 90 MIN.                                                                                                    M.M. 40                                                                                                          
1 Differentiate between oscillations and vibrations. 1 
2 What is restoring force? 1 
3 What is effective length of a simple Pendulum? 1 
4 Length of a pendulum is decreased by 2%.calculate approximate % change in time period? 1 
5 Name the places for oscillating simple pendulum where                                     a-Velocity is zero,                 

b-Acceleration is zero. 

1 

6 Calculate angular frequency of a second pendulum. 2 
7 Express angular frequency of a spring pendulum in terms of its mass and spring constant. How 

this value will change after its usage for very long period. 

2 

8 Deduce expression for time period of simple pendulum of length l” and mass m”. 2 
9 A spring of constant k is cut in to two equal parts ,then they are connected in parallel.Calculate the 

resultant spring constant. 

2 

10 A Simple pendulum of time period T is placed in a lift.calculate change in time period of 

pendulum,if              a-lift is ascending with constant acceleration.                 b-lift is descending 

with uniform velocity.Justify your answers. 

2 

11 Velocities of a particle executimg SHM are V1and V2 at displacements X1 and X2 

respectively.calculate              a-Amplitude of motion.and                                               b-

frenquency of motion. 

3 

12 A -Differentiate between transeverse and longitudionalwaves.Two differences.                                                    

B -give example of each wave. 

3 

13 What is Doppler”s effect .Deduce an expression for apparent frequency received by a listener 

moving towards moving source emitting a note of frequency n :when        a- both are  moving in 

same direction with same velocity .b – opposite direction with same speed. 

3 

14 Differentiate between a propagating wave and stationary wave. How stationary waves are 

produced? 

3 

15 State three laws of String. 3 
16 Deduce expressions for K.E.,P.E.and Total Energy in SHM and show  graphically how do they 

vary with displacement of the particle.? 

5 

17 a-What is beat?When we hear beats?                    

 b- with the help a labeled diagram how will you calculate speed of sound at OoC  using 

Resonance. 

5 

TIME : 90 min.                                                  CLASS TEST                                        M.M.=40 

                                                              CLASS :  XI (PHYSICS) 

                                            CHAPTER: OSCILLATIONS  
1  Glass window may be broken by a far away explosion. Why? 1 
2 All trigonometric functions are periodic but only sign or cosine functions are used to define SHM, 

why?  

1 

3 A girl is swinging in the sitting position. How will the period of the swing change if she stands up? 1 
4 What will be the period of oscillation if the length of a second‟s pendulum is haved? 1 
5  What is meant by Simple Harmonic Motion? 1 
6 A particle is executing SHM of amplitude,A. At what displacement from the mean position, is the 

energy half kinetic and half potential? 

2 

7 Distinguish between forced and resonant oscillations. 2 
8 The length of a simple pendulum executing SHM is increased by 21%. What is the percentage 

increase in the time period of the pendulum of increased length? 

2 

9 Show that the horizontal oscillations of a massless loaded spring is simple harmonic. Deduce  an 

expression for  its  time period. 

2 

10 State any four important characteristics of simple harmonic motion 2 
11 The amplitude of a simple harmonic oscillator is doubled. How does this affect( i)  periodic time (ii) 

maximum velocity (iii) maximum acceleration (iv) maximum energy. 

3 



12 Show that in simple harmonic motion, the phase difference between displacement and velocity is 

/2 and between displacement and acceleration it is . Show  the phase relationship graphically. 

3 

13 A spring of force constant 1200 N/m is mounted horizontally on a horizontal table. A mass of 3 kg 

is attached to the free end of the spring, pulled side ways to a distance of 2 cm and released. (i) What 

is the frequency of oscillation of the mass?(ii) What is the maximum acceleration of the mass? (iii)  

What is the maximum speed of the mass?  

3 

14  Show that simple harmonic motion may be regarded as the projection of uniform circular motion 

along a diameter of the circle.  

3 

15 Derive an expression for the instantaneous velocity of a particle executing SHM. When is the above 

particle velocity maximum and minimum? 

3 

16 Derive the expressions for the kinetic and potential energies of  a harmonic oscillator. Hence show 

that total energy is conserved in SHM. Draw graphs for (i) energy versus time (ii) energy versus 

displacement. 

5 

17 (a)Show that for small oscillations the motion of a simple pendulum is simple harmonic. Derive an 

expression for its time period. Does it depend on the mass of the ball? 

(b)Will a pendulum clock lose time or gain time when taken to the top of a mountain? 

5 

CLASS—XI 

TOPIC –RAY OPTICS ( SPHERICAL MIRRORS ) 

TIME 90 MIN                                 CLASS TEST                                                   MM-40 

1. Find the value of critical angle for a material whose refractive index is  3. 1 

2. Mention two essential conditions for total internal reflection. 1 

3. When light travels from an optically denser medium to a rarer medium ,why does the critical angle of incidence depend 

on colour of light ? 

1 

4. A lens of glass is immersed in water. What will be effect on the power of lens? 1 

5. Can the absolute refractive index of medium be less than unity ?Explain it. 1 

6. A converging lens of refractive index 1.5 is kept in a liquid medium having same refractive index .What is the focal 

length of the lens in this medium ? 

2 

7. Draw a ray diagram using a prism to deviate a ray through 90 ? 2 

 critical medium topoint of view for a material whose refractive index is 2 

8. Why sky appear‟sblue ? 2 

9. Calculate the distance of an object of height h from a concave mirror of radius of curvature 20 cm ,so as to obtain a real 

image of magnification 2 .Find the location of image also. 

2 

10. Why should the objective of Telescope have large focal length and large aperture ? 2 

11. Draw a labelled diagram of refracting telescope in normal adjustment. Define its magnifying power and write expression 

for it. 

3 

12. Draw a labelled diagram of compound microscope ,when final image is formed at least distance of distinct vision. Write 

the expression for magnifying power also. 

3 

13. Derive lens maker‟s formula . 3 

14. The refractive index of a material of concave lens is n1.It is immersed in a medium of refractive index n2 . A parallel 

beam of light is incident on the lens.Trace the path of emergent ray when (i)n2=n1 (ii)n2>n1 (iii)n2<n1 . 

3 

15. Draw a ray diagram in case of convex lens when real inverted image is formed . Hence derive thin lens formula 3 

16. Use the mirror equation to show that : 

(a)An object placed between f and 2f of concave mirror produces a real image beyond 2f. 

(b) A convex mirror always produces a virtual image independent of location of object . 

(c)An object placed between the pole and focus of a concave mirror produces a virtual and enlarged image . 

5 

17. (a)Derive mirror formula . 

(b)A converging and diverging lens of equal focal lengths and placed coaxially in contact .Find power and focal length 

of the combinations. 

5 

 

 

CLASS TEST 

   CLASS – XI (PHYSICS)                                            MM-40 

 CLASS TEST : OPTICS   

1. Write usefulness of lens maker‟s formula 1 

2. Write expression of lens maker‟s formula. 1 

3. A concave mirror and convex lens of same focal length immersed in water , what will be change in their focal 

length? 
1 



4. An air bubble behave which type of lens inside water? 1 

5. A magician dipped a lens inside a liquid and disappears. What may be refractive index of the liquid? 1 

6. How does focal length of a lens change when red light incident on it change by violet? Give reason for your answer. 2 

7. The focal length of an equiconvex lens is equal to the radius of curvature of either face. What is the value of 

refractive index of the material of lens?  
2 

 A biconvex lens made of transparent material of refractive index 1.25 is immersed in water of refractive index 1.33. 

Show that it will behave as diverging lens. 
2 

8. Find relationship between refractive index of material of lens and refractive index of medium n2 and n1for given 

diagram 

 

2 

9. Double convex lenses are to be manufactured from  a glass of refractive index 1.5 , with both glasses of the same 

radius of curvature. What is the radius of curvature required if the focal length is to be 20 cm? 
2 

10. Light from a point source in air falls on a convex  spherical glass surface of refractive index 1.5 and radius of 

curvature 20 cm. The distance of light source from the glass surface is 100 cm. At what position is the image formed. 
3 

11. An unsymmetrical double convex thin lens forms the image of appoint object on its axis. Will the position of the 

image change if the lens is reversed? 
3 

12. Draw ray diagram for deriving lens maker‟s formula for concave lens. 3 

13. A concave lens dipped in water. Will there any change  in focal length. 3 

14. Derive relation  n2/v   -  n1/u  = n2 – n1 /R  for convex spherical surface separating  two medium of refractive indices 

n1  and  n2   where n1 ˂ n2 

3 

15 Write assumptions to derive lens maker‟s formula. Derive this formula for equiconvex lens, with necessary ray 

diagram. 
5 

16 With the help of ray diagram, show the formation of image of a point object in denser medium of refractive index n2 

due to refraction from denser to rarer medium  of refractive index n1 . And  derive the formula n1/v   -  n2/u  = n1 – n2 

/R   

5 

 

CLASS TEST 

CLASS –XI (PHYSICS) 

CHAPTER – (OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS) 

Time :- 90                                                                                        .M.M.40 

1 

How does the angle of minimum deviation of a glass prism vary, if the incident 

light is replaced with red light? 1 

2 

 A diverging lens of focal length „F‟ is cut into two identical parts each forming a plano-concave 

lens. What is the focal length of each part?  1 

3 

 Two thin lenses of power +6 D and – 2 D are in contact. What is the focal length of the 

combination?  1 

4 

 When light travels from a rarer to a denser medium, the speed decreases. Does this decrease in  

speed imply a decrease in the energy carried by the light wave? Justify your answer. 1 

5 

 A glass of refractive index 1.5 is placed in a trough of liquid. what must be 

refractive index of the liquid in order to make the lens disappear? 1 

6 

 To a fish underwater, a man standing on the bank appears taller or shorter than his actual height? 

Why. 2 

7 

 Calculate the angle of deviation produced by a thin prism ofrefracting angle5° and refractive index 

1.5 2 

8 

 Draw a labelled ray diagram of an astronomical telescope in the near point 

position. Write the expression for its magnifying power. 2 

9 

(i) What is the relation between critical angle and refractive index of a material?  

(ii) Does critical angle depend on the colour of light? Explain  2 

10 

 A convex lens of refractive index 1.5 has a focal length of 20cm in air. Calculate 

the change if its immersed in water of refractive index 4/3. 2 

11 

 For the same angle of the incidence the angle of refraction in three media A, B and C are 15°, 

25° and 35° respectively. In which medium would the velocity of light be minimum? 3 



12 

 A convex lens of focal length f1 is kept in contact with a concave lens of focal length f2. Find the 

focal length of the combination  3 

13 

 A ray of light passing through an equilateral triangular glass prism from airundergoes minimum 

deviation when angle of incidence is 3/4th the angle of prism.Calculate the speed of light the prism 3 

14 

 (a) Write the necessary conditions for the phenomenon of total internal reflectionsto occur. 

(b) Write the relation between the refractive index and critical angle for a given pair ofoptical media. 3 

15 

Draw a labelled ray diagram of a compound microscope and explain its working. Derive an 

expression for its magnifying power. 3 

16 

A water tank is 4 meter deep. A candle flame is kept 6 meter above the level. for water is 

4/3. Where will the image of the candle be formed? 5 

17 

 Describe an astronomical telescope and derive an expression for its magnifying power using a 

labelled ray diagram 5 

 

 

CLASS TEST 

CLASS –XI (PHYSICS) 

CHAPTER – (Lens)  Ray Optics  

Time :- 90                                                                                         M.M :40 

1 Under what condition a convex lens makes a virtual image ? 1 

2 Define 1 dioptre ? 1 

3 What happens to the focal length of concave lens when it immersed in water ? 1 

4 Draw a plot showing the variation of power of a lens with wavelength of incident light 1 

5 

An object is kept 20 cm away from a converging lens of focal length 30 cm .what will be nature 

of image ? 1 

6 

 A converging and diverging lens of equal focal length are kept co-axially in contact. Find 

equivalent power and focal length of this combination 2 

7 

 A ray of light incident on concave lens and becomes parallel to principal axis. Explain with the 

help of ray diagram ,when is it possible 2 

8 

 An object of size 3.0cm is placed 14cm in front of a concave lens of focal length 21cm. 

Describe the image produced by the lens. What happens if the object is moved further away 

from the lens 2 

9 

 A screen is placed 90cm from an object. The image of the object on the screen is formed by a 

convex lens at two different locations separated by 20cm. Determine the focal length of the lens. 2 

10 

 What is the limitation of thin lens formula? Hence draw the graph showing variation object 

distance (u) and image distance (v) for a thin convex lens. 2 

11 

 A beam of light converges at a point P. Now a lens is placed in the path of the convergent beam 

12cm from P. At what point does the beam converge if the lens is (a) a convex lens of focal 

length 20cm, and (b) a concave lens of focal length 16cm? 3 

12 

 The image of a small electric bulb fixed on the wall of a room is to be obtained on the opposite 

wall 3m away by means of a large convex lens. What is the maximum possible focal length of 

the lens required for the purpose? 3 

13 

An ant is approaching a convex lens with uniform speed up to first focus .deduce the relation 

between the speed of image formed and speed of object. How does the speed of image change an 

object approaches towards lens 3 

14 

 Two lenses of power 10 D and -5 D are kept in contact. (a) Calculate power of lens 

combination. (b) Where should an object be kept from the lens so as to obtain virtual image of 

magnification 2? 3 

15 

 An equi convex lens of focal length „f‟ is cut into two identical Plano-convex lens. How will 

power of each part be related to focal length of original lens? 

(b) A double convex lens of +5 D made of glass of refractive index 1.55 with both faces of equal 

radii of curvature. Determine the value of its radius of curvature?  3 



16 

 (a) Define power of a lens. Write its SI unit  

(b)  Two thin convex lens L1 and L2 of focal length f1and f2 are kept co-axially in contact. An 

object is kept at a point beyond the focus of length L1 deduce the expression for focal length of 

the combined system drawing suitable ray diagram 5 

17 

 (a)Draw a ray diagram to show the formation of image of an object kept  beyond 2f of thin 

convex lens . Write two characteristics of image formed in this position  and using this diagram 

obtained expression for thin lens formula  

(b) Can a convex lens of glass behave as diverging lens 5 

 

 

CLASS TEST 

CLASS –XI (PHYSICS)  

CHAPTER – (Optical instruments) Ray optics 

Time :- 90min                                                                          M.M : 40 

1 Why should be the objective of a telescope have larger focal length? 1 

2 

What are the two possible values of magnifying power of a simple microscope made of convex 

length 5 cm? 1 

3 Can a terrestrial telescope be used for observing astronomical object. 1 

4 

A fly is sitting on the objective of telescope what will be the its effects on final image of 

microscope  1 

5  Can we increase the range of  a telescope  by increasing diameter of its objective 1 

6 Write advantage of reflecting type telescope over refracting type telescope 2 

7 

Define resolving power of telescope. How does it change (i) diameter of objective is reduced  

(ii) wavelength of incident light increased 2 

8 

A compound microscope uses objective of focal length 4 cm and eyepiece of focal 10 cm. An 

object is kept at 6 cm from the objective. Calculate magnifying power and lengh of compound 

microscope 2 

9 

You are given three lens A, B, C having power 6 D,3 D and 12 D respectively. Which pair of 

lens you will select to design a best compound microscope? Show with necessary calculation. 2 

10 

An angular magnification (magnifying power) of 30X is desired using an objective of focal 

length 1.25cm and an eyepiece of focal length 5cm. How will you set up the compound 

microscope? 2 

11 

Draw the ray diagram to a refracting type telescope and write the expression for magnifying 

power. 3 

12 

A compound microscope consists of an objective lens of focal length 2.0cm and an eyepiece of 

focal length 6.25cm separated by a distance of 15cm. How far from the objective should an 

object be placed in order to obtain the final image at (a) the least distance of distinct vision 

(25cm), and (b) at infinity? What is the magnifying power of the microscope in each case? 3 

13 

 A Cassegrain telescope uses two mirrors as shown in fig Such a telescope 

is built with the mirrors 20mm apart. If the radius of curvature of the 

 large mirror is 220mm and the small mirror is 140mm, where will the  

final image of an object at infinity be? 

 3 

14 

 On what factors does (i) magnifying power (ii) resolving power of a compound microscope 

depends. Justify your answer 3 

15 

(a) A giant refracting telescope at an observatory has an objective lens of focal length 15m. If an 

eyepiece of focal length 1.0cm is used, what is the angular magnification of the telescope? (b) If 

this telescope is used to view the moon, what is the diameter of the image of the moon formed 

by the objective lens? The diameter of the moon is 3.48 × 10
6
m, and the radius of lunar orbit is 

3.8 × 10
8
m 3 



16 

 Draw a suitable ray diagram to show a image formation by compound microscope in normal 

adjustment . hence obtain expression for magnifying power 5 

17 

Draw a suitable ray diagram to show a image formation of a distant star by astronomical 

telescope in normal adjustment. Hence obtain expression for magnifying power  5 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



SHORT CUT FORMULAE OF PULLEYS RELATED PROBLEMS -by  
Mr Alok Chaturvedi 

Case I- for friction less and mass less pulley: 
 

 
 

Acceleration= 
 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠  𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔  𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛 − 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠  𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔  𝑢𝑝

 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠  𝑖𝑛  𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
 𝑔 

 

= Acceleration= 
𝑚1−𝑚3

𝑚1+𝑚2+𝑚3
 𝑔 

 
 
CASE II- Pulley having mass but  

frictionles  

Acceleration=  
 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠  𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔  𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛 − 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠  𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔  𝑢𝑝

 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠  𝑖𝑛  𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟  𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 +  𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠  𝑖𝑛  𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙  𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛  𝑋
𝐾2

𝑅2

 𝑔 

Acceleration=  
𝑚2

𝑚1+ 𝑚2 +( 𝑚0   
𝐾2)

𝑅2

  

 

M1 M3 
 

M0 



CASE III- PULLEY WITH MASS AND SURFACE HAS FRICTION: 
                                 µ 

 
 
Acceleration=

 
 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠  𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔  𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛 − 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠  𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔  𝑢𝑝− 𝜇  𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠  𝑤𝑖𝑡   𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠  𝑖𝑛  𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
 𝑔 

 

Acceleration= 
𝑚1−𝑚3−𝜇𝑚2

𝑚1+𝑚3+𝑚2
 𝑔 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 





 
 
 
 
 


